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Abstract
With a purpose of understanding why church diversification efforts remain largely unsuccessful,
this qualitative multiple case study includes an exploration of the experiences of seven African
Americans and six Caucasians who are current or former members of predominantly White
nondenominational churches. Interviews focused on revealing experiences and interactions that
may have made African Americans feel more welcome as well as experiences and interactions
that may have made African Americans feel more out of place in a predominantly White church
setting. While African Americans gave a personal account of their experiences as African
Americans, Caucasian participants were asked to provide their perspective of factors they
believed may have made African Americans feel more welcome or unwelcome in their churches.
Results include a summary of each participant’s personal experience as well as the resulting
themes that emerged from the group of African American participants and the resulting themes
that emerged from the Caucasian participants.
Keywords: church diversity, racial reconciliation, church diversification efforts
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Did they just make us their token Black family? We visited a predominantly White
church on a Sunday that happened to be the grand opening of their second campus. Apparently,
they took video of people approaching the new building because on the second Sunday we
visited, we saw ourselves on the big screen. The church mixed my picture-perfect minority
family into a video with a lot of smiling White faces. No big deal. The purpose of the video was
to show a successful grand opening, and we were present just like everyone else in the video.
What gave us pause, however, is when the same clip of my family appeared for another unrelated
promotional video several weeks later and then again on another occasion. No one asked our
permission to use our image to represent their church. No one at the church even really knew us.
Ironically, the greeters at the door still asked us if we were first-time visitors even though our
image graced their screen on multiple occasions. We were their image of diversity even though
they did not know who we were.
This scenario and others like it contributed to my discomfort as a minority in
predominantly White churches. Being in a military family, I am in search of a new church home
every time the Coast Guard moves us. We spend months visiting both predominantly White and
Black churches. As an African American family in a predominantly White church setting, we
often find ourselves out of place, questioning how our fellow congregants feel about us. I have
seen social media posts by church friends making light of traditionally Black names, predictions
that the one Black president’s performance means another Black person would not be elected
president for a long time, a pastor stating from the pulpit that members of his church did not
participate in “that Black Lives Matter crap,” and numerous other instances with racial
undertones. Each instance alienated my minority family and led to us not returning to a number
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of predominantly White churches—led to us not helping to provide these predominantly White
churches with the coveted trait of diversity.
True diversity can be a difficult attribute to achieve, as in the United States organizations
that have voluntary membership tend to be racially homogeneous (Dougherty, 2003; Dougherty
& Emerson, 2018). Christian churches are no exception, with an estimated 90 percent of
congregations being homogeneous (Perry, 2014). Justifiably, the common phrase exists that the
most segregated time of the week in America is Sunday morning (Dougherty, 2003). According
to the homogenous unit principle, people choose their religion with respect to cultural lines;
therefore, growth within homogeneous congregations tends to happen through evangelism
strategies directed toward people similar to the congregation’s majority population. Dougherty
also asserted that even congregations that attract diverse constituents sometimes fail to truly
integrate; rather, they may create a separate service to shelter the diversity. For example, many
churches have created Hispanic services in which Hispanic members have their own pastor and a
worship service that is separate from the main church body. Additionally, some churches may
choose to rent the building to those desiring services outside of the established norm.
Few congregations achieve racial diversity by accident (Dougherty & Emerson, 2018);
thus, the leaders of many denominations have made a deliberate push toward greater integration
(Dougherty, 2003). In an effort to build diversity, the U.S. Bishops advocated for the American
Catholic Church to embrace Hispanics and all new immigrant groups in 1984 (Dougherty, 2003).
Similarly, in 1993 the Evangelical Lutheran Church leaders set a formal 10-year goal of having
minorities, specifically African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, or Asians, compose at
least 10% of their membership (Dougherty, 2003). Further, in 2001 leaders of the largest
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Protestant denomination in America, the Southern Baptist Convention, symbolically invited an
African American pastor to speak at their convention (Dougherty, 2003).
Diverse churches do exist and are growing in number (Dougherty & Emerson, 2018). The
Multiracial Congregations Project initiated in 1999 yielded findings that only 8% of Christian
churches at the time were multiracial (Dougherty, 2003). The National Congregations Study
showed that within the first 10 years of the 21st century, the percentage of multiracial churches
nearly doubled (Cobb et al., 2015).
Despite the growth, this doubled percentage still represents a small overall portion of
White churches. In fact, research shows that in spite of decrees and symbolic actions toward
greater diversity, the racial composition of churches does not change by mere administrative
decrees (Dougherty et al., 2015). Even with the ambitious and targeted goals set by the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in 1993, as of 2015 the church remained overwhelmingly
populated by Whites (Dougherty et al., 2015).
Through the theoretical framework of the critical race theory, I sought to understand why
this separation of the races remains in Christian churches. Beginning with the background,
problem statement, purpose statement, research question, and key terms, in this chapter I set the
foundation for research that explored the lived experiences of African Americans within
predominantly White churches. Data served to fill the gap of knowledge regarding why some
African American church members may feel out of place in predominantly White Christian
churches and why some African Americans even choose to leave.
Background
In 1992 a decades-long movement began to confront segregation within the community
and within the church (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019; Mission Mississippi,
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2019; T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Mission Mississippi, now a leading
resource toward and catalyst of racial healing and Christian reconciliation, was birthed in
Jackson, Mississippi, when Tom Skinner, a Black evangelist, and his friend Pat Morley, a White
author, were invited to speak at a city-wide crusade that had over 200 church and business
leaders of diverse backgrounds in attendance (Mission Mississippi, 2019). At that crusade,
church leaders saw an example of tangible racial healing as demonstrated through Tom and Pat,
and they grasped their responsibility as spiritual leaders to work toward realizing this racial unity
in the Christian church. Thus, Mission Mississippi formed with a structured board, committees,
sponsors, and teams to demonstrate and work toward Christ’s message of true unity.
The members of this bottom-up organization concluded that the racial reconciliation they
desired could not be achieved through large events alone; rather, they set out a 20-year vision to
defeat segregation by attacking the heart of the issue: sin (E. Litton, personal communication,
July 12, 2019; Mission Mississippi, 2019; T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019).
Because Mission Mississippi is a gospel-centered movement, pastors used sin to describe the
age-old bigotry, racism, and indifference that organizers hope to overcome (E. Litton, personal
communication, July 12, 2019). The idea was that segregation was a relational problem
stemming from the sins of bigotry, racism, and indifference, and in order for predominantly
White churches to effectively welcome minorities into their congregations, White members
would need to address the sin in their hearts (T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019).
The leaders of Mission Mississippi stressed that there is great value in meeting in small groups,
having difficult conversations, and keeping oneself available to continue these difficult
conversations (T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019). These actions allow White
members to gain insight on the minority perspective and realize that they may have far more in
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common with people who look different than them (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12,
2019). These efforts to communicate build overall trust among members of differing races (T.
Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Since its creation, Mission Mississippi has
served as a gathering point for leaders who sought to diversify their church, and its influence has
expanded well beyond the city of origin. In fact, T. Smith (personal communication, July 12,
2019), who served as CEO of Mission Mississippi for 20 years, relocated to Mobile, Alabama,
where he helped create a similar movement among pastors who desire change (E. Litton,
personal communication, July 12, 2019).
More specifically, following the police shooting of Michael Brown and the subsequent
riots that followed in Ferguson, Missouri, a group of pastors and leaders in Mobile, Alabama,
recognized the similarities in the racial environments between the two cities and met to begin a
group inspired by Mission Mississippi (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). The
new group was named the Pledge Group, and the overall movement toward racial reconciliation
was labeled Shrink the Divide. Pastors vowed to draw people in to begin the difficult
conversations about race and sin issues and encourage their congregations to engage people who
look different from them with kindness and love (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12,
2019). While the movement has led to greater diversification in at least one church that can now
boast a 45%–55% split between races on any given Sunday, other churches have experienced
turmoil (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019; T. Smith, personal communication,
July 12, 2019). White people are being asked to confront age-old bigotry, and this is simply not
comfortable (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Because of this some churches
have experienced an exodus of White congregants who are not ready to handle the discomfort of
the deliberate conversation about the sins of bigotry, racism, and indifference that lead to
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segregation of churches (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Still, the pastors
who have made the pledge to work toward racial reconciliation in their churches stand by the
idea that indifference about issues causing racial tension and segregation is itself a sin (E. Litton,
personal communication, July 12, 2019). Rather than appease White members who would prefer
they no longer push race issues, these pastors approach their leadership position with the mindset
that they are there to lead the people, not to let the people tell them where to go (E. Litton,
personal communication, July 12, 2019).
Diversification efforts in churches across the nation, through Mission Mississippi in
Jackson, Mississippi, and Shrink the Divide in Mobile, Alabama, have yielded change in a
positive direction. The fact still remains, however, that the progress toward greater integration of
churches is not substantial. Current research provides information from a pastoral perspective
regarding the effectiveness of efforts toward diversification, but very little exists from the
perspectives of minorities within predominantly White churches. Expanding research to include
the experience of the people whose presence is sought in predominantly White churches would
fill a void in the overall picture of why segregation has been so difficult to overcome in Christian
churches.
Statement of the Problem
Diversification efforts in the church exist because diversity is a coveted characteristic that
gives churches a competitive edge to reach more people and allows more creativity, skill, and
innovation within congregations (Barron, 2016; Davis, 2018). More importantly, it fulfills the
call to set aside differences and become one in Christ Jesus (Holy Bible, New International
Version, 2019/1978, Galatians 3:28). Still, the lack of an inclusive culture leaves Black people
feeling like outsiders in predominantly White churches, and they choose to leave, rendering
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integration efforts unsuccessful (Davis, 2018). In a setting where attendance is strictly voluntary,
deterrents for integration exist at both the organizational level, which deals with church policies,
and the more personal interactional level, which includes relationships and communications
among members (Bracey & Moore, 2017; Dougherty & Emerson, 2018). When leaders fail to
create the culture of their church by utilizing a collaborative conflict style to stress the value in
all parties (Coburn, 2019), implicit racism drives people of color away from predominantly
White organizations and the high level of segregation continues (Bracey & Moore, 2017;
Dougherty & Moore, 2018).
Researchers have suggested that the problem of segregated churches may exist due to
institutional dynamics such as music selection, service length and structure, or political
activity—all of which may contribute to minorities feeling like outsiders in predominantly White
Christian churches when leadership chooses to cater to majority members alone (Bracey &
Moore, 2017; Dougherty & Emerson, 2018). Bracey and Moore also emphasized that more
research should be conducted to determine the role human actors play in undermining
diversification efforts of the predominantly White Christian church. The researchers noted that
bigotry is no longer overt; rather, White members may express racism in less blatant ways that
consequently filter out Black people (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). For example, if
minority members request more variety in worship music, this can be considered a challenge to
the existing racial organization of the church (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). This
request for varied music may be met with covert racism if leaders deny their request in order to
cater to the majority. The choice of leaders to consistently favor the majority would filter out
minorities who do not accept leaders’ decisions (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). Cobb et
al. (2015) more specifically concluded that Black people in multiracial churches were expected
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to embrace the White racial frame, or the idea that the organization is structured to the desires of
White congregants. The researchers noted that either Black people came into the congregation
and adapted or arrived already holding similar beliefs and attitudes of White members of the
congregation. Along with organizational deterrents to integration, researchers also noted the need
for further research into how cross-race relationships affect congregants (Cobb et al., 2015). For
example, my previously stated personal example of interacting with church members on social
media exemplified how a personal interaction resulted in a minority church member perceiving
racism and leaving the church. Researchers have urged further research into how human
interactions may negatively affect minorities’ perceptions of discomfort in predominantly White
churches (Bracey & Moore, 2017; Cobb et al., 2015). In sum, more research is necessary to
understand the role that both organizational structure and personal interactions play in continued
segregation of Christian churches (Bracey & Moore, 2017; Cobb et al., 2015).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to examine why diversification
efforts in predominantly White Christian churches remain largely unsuccessful. I aimed to
determine why African Americans may be uncomfortable and perceive themselves as outsiders
in predominantly White congregations and how organizational structures and personal
interactions with Caucasian congregants may contribute to those perceptions. Additionally, in
this multiple case study I examined African American and Caucasian perceptions of their
church’s efforts to diversify and meet the needs of all members. I investigated how these
interactions reflect the culture of the church—a culture where members may fail to successfully
welcome African Americans into the congregation. Leaders are largely responsible for the
culture of their organizations. Data from interviews with African American and Caucasian
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members of predominantly White Christian churches in the South revealed the areas within the
organizational structure level and the personal interactional level that church leaders need to
address in order to create an inclusive culture to build and sustain a diverse congregation.
Research Questions
Q1: What are African Americans’ perceptions of factors that may contribute to feelings
of being at home or out of place in predominantly White Christian churches?
Q1a: What are African Americans’ perceptions of the role that interracial interactions
play in their own feeling at home or out of place in predominantly White Christian churches?
Q1b: What types of interracial interactions do African Americans perceive as having the
greatest impact on African American attrition in predominantly White Christian churches?
Q2: How do African American and Caucasian members of predominantly White
churches perceive church efforts to diversify membership?
Definition of Key Terms
Diversity. Diversity refers to the presence of more than a single racial or ethnic group
within the congregation. More specifically, one predominantly White church considered itself to
have achieved diversity if the church successfully incorporated members that were Native
American, African American, Hispanic, or Asian (Dougherty, 2003).
Inclusion. Separate yet related to diversity, inclusion includes the benefits of diversity
applied to the organization (Davis, 2018). Inclusion happens when organization members respect
differences; varying perspectives are all heard, valued, and considered for application (Davis,
2018). Leaders must leverage and manage the differences by providing resources, support, and
guidance for people of all racial backgrounds (Davis, 2018).
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Integration. Integration is when a church moves from being composed of one
predominant racial group, specifically more than 80% of the congregation (Dougherty, 2003), to
becoming multiracial.
Multiracial. A congregation is considered multiracial when at least 20% of congregants
are members of a minority ethnic or racial group (Dougherty et al., 2015). In other words, no
more than 80% of members can be categorized as a single race (Dougherty, 2003).
Conclusion
Following legalized integration in the United States, Christian churches still remained
largely segregated; therefore, leaders of various Christian denominations as well as individual
church leaders exerted notable efforts toward integrating their congregations. In this research
study, I focused on the problem of why diversification efforts in Christian churches remain
largely unsuccessful. In this multiple case study, I strove to answer the noted research questions
aimed to determine the purpose of why African Americans may feel out of place in
predominantly White Christian churches. The exploration of the lived experiences of African
Americans in predominantly White churches could be key in altering the racial composition of
Christian churches in the future.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Even with leaders of predominantly White Christian churches actively working to
diversify their congregations, diversity is difficult to achieve. With existing literature covering
mainly the leadership perspective of the integration of Christian churches, in this study I
explored congregant perspectives. I aimed to gather experiences of African American members
of predominantly White Christian churches and the factors that may contribute to feelings of
being out of place. Research questions focused on gaining an understanding of African
Americans’ perspectives of what factors contribute to their feelings of being out of place in
predominantly White Christian churches as well as what factors have the greatest impact on
African American attrition in predominantly White Christian churches. Further, I explored
African American and Caucasian congregants’ perspectives regarding diversification efforts in
the church.
I conducted the literature review using Abilene Christian University’s Margarett and
Herman Brown Library Distance Learning Portal ACU OneSearch. Searches were limited to
include scholarly journals and set to include publications from 2014 to the present. Keywords for
searches included Christian church, diversity, segregation, and integration. Furthermore,
because of the lack of existing literature regarding the diversification of Christian churches, part
of my literature review process was to informally contact local pastors regarding diversification
efforts. I reached out to 13 predominantly White churches in southern and central Alabama. In a
brief email I introduced myself as a doctoral student and asked each church to share what efforts
their church utilized in an effort to achieve diversity within their congregation. I received
responses from pastors of four of the 13 churches. Two pastors detailed their diversification
efforts in an email, and two preferred to speak with me over the phone to detail their strategies
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for working toward greater diversity within their congregations. Personal communications with
pastors and leadership from these churches provided insight on the need for diversification
efforts as well as what defines current diversification efforts in various churches.
In this chapter I explain the manner in which the critical race theory, built from Marxism
and critical legal studies, provided a potential explanation for why diversity remains unattainable
in many predominantly White churches. I further specify the types of diversification efforts that
church leaders currently use as well as actions that may undermine those diversification efforts
within the church. Further, this segment details how leadership can impact the ability to manage
diversity within the confines of an existing White racial frame in predominantly White Christian
churches.
Critical Race Theoretical Framework
The critical race theory indicates that laws and legal systems are foundationally racist and
that race is a social construct that favors White people at the expense of minorities (LadsonBillings, 1998). Ladson-Billings’ description of critical race theory includes four characteristics.
First, the theory focuses on the idea that racism is not the exception; rather, it is the constant
norm of American society (Ladson-Billings, 1998). Second, Ladson-Billings noted that critical
race theorists sometimes employ storytelling to explain racial issues. Theorists gather the
experiential knowledge of people who have experienced oppression and analyze those
experiences to understand how racial issues affect society. Further, Ladson-Billings stated that
the critical race theorists oppose the liberal idea that although race relations are making slow
progress they are steadily improving. The critical race theory instead purports that sweeping
changes are necessary for equality (Ladson-Billings, 1998). Fourth, critical race theorists suggest
that White people gain the greatest benefit from civil rights legislation.
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The critical race theory is directly related to the critical legal studies theory and Marxism.
Each of these theories is based on a social hierarchy in which the stronger group creates the
systems that the lower group must follow. Applying this concept to the diversification of
Christian churches, predominantly White churches encompass two distinct groups: those
belonging to the majority race and those considered minorities. When used to analyze a church
where these two groups exist, the critical race theory could provide insight into why some
minorities may prefer to leave this voluntary organization, resulting in the continuation of
segregated Christian churches.
Marxism
The critical race theory stemmed from the works of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, who
argued that economical and historical considerations are the best method of understanding
groups of people (Marx & Engels, 1955). Marx and Engels asserted that Marxism separated
people into social classes: the bourgeoisie who were the upper, more advantaged class, and the
proletariat who were the lower, exploited class. Further, Marx and Engels suggested that class
struggle is at the core of social change. The lower class holds little control, owning only their
ability to work, while the upper class controls wages, products, and types of labor. According to
the theorists, equality, liberty, and solidarity could not be realized under capitalism, and they
believed that the working class held the key to universal human emancipation. Struggle over
material goods has always existed and will continue until the lower class effect change (Marx &
Engels, 1955). Marxism included the concept of base and superstructure in which the base
creates the material wealth, while the superstructure exploits the base by creating the laws,
politics, and ideologies of the system (Jackson, 2018; Marx & Engels, 1955). The superstructure
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rests on the base; thus, substantial change must come from the lower group (Jackson, 2018; Marx
& Engels, 1955).
The Marxist assertion of classes is evident in the distinct categories of majority and
minority congregants in predominantly White Christian churches. With leadership of
predominantly White churches consisting of mostly White members (E. Litton, personal
communication, July 12, 2019), control is in the hands of the majority group. The majority
groups put systems in place, often not allowing input from minority members, following the
Marxist idea that the greatest control remains in the lower class’s ability to work, or in this
setting, their ability to leave (Marx & Engels, 1955). For example, consider a predominantly
White church whose leaders choose music that only caters to White congregants. If the worship
team is made of minority members who desire more diverse musical selections, these members
can go along with the desires of the majority leadership by singing music that caters to White
congregants only, or they can take their skills elsewhere. The singers hold control over the music
because they provide the music. They choose whether to follow or not to follow the expectations
of the leaders.
Critical Legal Studies
Along with the thoughts of Marx, the critical legal studies movement is also a
foundational concept of the critical race theory founded by Oliver Wendell Holmes in 1977
(Jackson, 2018). Jackson explained that through addressing a range of disadvantaged groups, the
critical legal studies movement focused on broad injustices. The critical legal studies movement
scholars suggested that legal ideology created, supported, and legitimized the laws within a legal
system (Ladson-Billings, 2003). The ruling class created laws that simultaneously benefitted
themselves while oppressing others (Ladson-Billings, 2003; Marx & Engels, 1955). Jackson
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(2018) contended that some laws are designed to subordinate minorities to the ruling powers.
One example includes stop-and-frisk laws that allow police officers to stop potential suspects if
there is reason to believe that a crime has been, is being, or will be committed. According to
Kramer and Remster (2018), stop-and-frisk laws in New York made Black citizens 2.5 times
more likely to be stopped than White citizens. Highly criticized as racist, these laws, created and
voted in by members of the majority, ensured that minorities remained oppressed. The critical
legal studies movement indicated that the legal system was oppressing an already crippled
people, inclusive of but not specific to people of color (Jackson, 2018). Critical legal studies
scholars emphasized that laws did not represent pure truth, and ambiguities in laws left room for
judges to manipulate outcomes (Jackson, 2018). Again, the power structure Marx described
provided the opportunity for the higher group to maintain oppressive control over the base
(Jackson, 2018; Marx & Engels, 1955). Those in power made the law and held the power, which
led to oppression and subjugation (Jackson, 2018). Critical legal theorists sought to challenge
legal education and stave off the oppression of all downtrodden individuals (Jackson, 2018).
Also aligning with Marxism, Jackson (2018) explained the issue of interest convergence,
which indicated that minorities only acquired rights when dominant interests were affected
(Jackson, 2018). In other words, some of the rights minorities attain are only an indirect result of
benefits majority members receive. This issue of interest convergence, which theorists explained
in both the critical legal studies theory and Marxism, is similar to predominantly White churches
whose leadership will only allow minorities to hold positions that further the interest of the
church (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). Similar to the experience I shared in my problem
statement about how church leaders used my minority family and me as the face of diversity in
an ad campaign for a church we visited only a few times, researchers have noted that some
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predominantly White churches purposely place minorities in positions where the community can
see them in order give the impression of being a diverse congregation (Barron, 2016; Bracey &
Moore, 2017). The authors noted that some churches fill these easily seen positions such as
greeters or singers with minority members but rarely provide minorities with opportunities for
advancement into leadership positions (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). Scholars who
discussed the concept of interest convergence noted that churches assign these more visible
positions to minorities so that the church reaps the benefit of appearing diverse (Bracey &
Moore, 2017). While minorities may benefit from holding positions within the church, the
practice of assigning only more visible positions to minorities emphasizes the benefit to the
church because it potentially disregards the actual skills of the minority members, again placing
the desires of the majority above the purpose of the individual (Bracey & Moore, 2017).
Fittingly, Bracey and Moore (2017) described the practice as utility-based entry into the White
church, where those in power question how they can use a minority individual to serve a
racialized purpose or role in the church. As a form of oppression that the critical legal studies
scholars pinpointed, this practice hinders the growth of minorities who could excel in other areas
of ministry (Bracey & Moore, 2017). Benefits minorities could gain from positions where they
are placed within the church are merely consequential to the benefits of the church: the
perception of diversity (Jackson, 2018)
Birth of Critical Race Theory
A number of legal scholars who were frustrated with the critical legal studies movement
and its failure to devote adequate attention to issues of race conceptualized critical race theory in
the 1980s (Jackson, 2018). Jackson asserted that critical race theorists desired to fight for people
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of color; theorists determined that among the many issues of inequality within America’s legal
system, race was the most prominent and in need of focused activism (Jackson, 2018).
Racism is at the Root of the Critical Race Theory
Enforcing the importance of the separation of critical race theorists from the critical legal
studies movement due to a lack of focus on race, critical race theorists emphasized race as the
root of the theory (Ladson-Billings, 2003). Critical race theorists categorized race as a social
construct because race is not determined by genetics; rather, it is altered or even removed in
accordance with interest of dominant party (Jackson, 2018). Jackson provided the example of
Italian and Irish immigrants whom White Americans initially hated. Once the groups adequately
assimilated into the White culture, they were no longer distinguished as Italian or as Irish and
were simply considered White (Jackson, 2018). Mirroring the idea of interest convergence in the
critical legal studies movement, when White interests advanced, minority interests tended to
advance only if they happened to coincide with those of the majority (Jackson, 2018). According
to theorists, racism is the normal, accepted standard—a permanent fixture in American society
(Ladson-Billings, 2003). Critical race theorists pointed out that people like to believe that race is
an issue Americans have transcended and moved past, yet legal policies, social policies, and
American society continue to oppress people of color (Jackson, 2018; Ladson-Billings, 2003).
Because of this, Ladson-Billings emphasized the importance of discussing race. Incorporating
storytelling brings awareness to the areas where minorities feel oppressed (Ladson-Billings,
2003). Ladson-Billings stressed that these stories create a shared history and shed light on the
common culture that minorities feel in a racially divided world. Minority narratives provide
counter-stories to the perspectives of majority members, thereby painting necessary pictures of
true social reality (Ladson-Billings, 2003). Ladson-Billings appropriately referred to the
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gathering of minority stories as prying open the silences that have previously defined many
aspects of society.
Status Quo Becomes the Narrative
A key theorist in the critical race movement, Ladson-Billings (2003) was a social studies
educator who noted the disjointed history of minority people in America. In the area of social
studies, critical race theorists called for textual deciphering, in which people looked at the
present documents but also asked pointed questions to determine what may be missing (LadsonBillings, 2003). This perspective of asking what is omitted from the study of history indicated
that minority perspectives are not typically a part of traditional history lessons; rather, they are
condensed into special occasions such as Black history month or Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
(Ladson-Billings, 2003). The fact that Black history month even exists supports the idea that
racism and the lived experiences of oppressed people are deliberately not considered. Educators
created a Black history month because traditional history lessons failed to highlight the
contributions of notable Black figures in history. Educators provided Black history a fraction of
the school year while allowing the traditional White history to remain relatively untouched.
When the minority perspective is isolated, separated from what is considered normal, the White
perspective continues through generations and becomes the status quo (Ladson-Billings, 2003).
This presentation of White history as the accepted norm supports the power of the majority, and
minority experiences outside of this status quo often disappear, while some attempts at
multicultural presence during holidays such as Black History Month often become distorted,
marginalized knowledge (Ladson-Billings, 2003).
The Application of Critical Race Theory to Church Integration in Prior Studies
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Existing literature as well as personal interviews that I conducted indicated that the
critical race theory is a valid lens to consider when determining why Christian churches remain
segregated. The most prominent alignment came from conversations with the pastors who were
part of Pledge Group and Shrink the Divide. According to my interview with E. Litton (personal
communication, July 12, 2019), pastor of a medium-sized predominantly White Christian church
in Alabama, the Shrink the Divide movement was based on the idea that combatting racial
division requires people to acknowledge the root of the issue, which is sin. This sin E. Litton
referred to is racism and bigotry—often not outward, instead implicit. The pastors who are part
of the Shrink the Divide movement made a pledge to engage and deepen relationships with
people of different races in an attempt to overcome the status quo and understand reality outside
of the majority race (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019; Pledge Group, 2019).
Pastor E. Litton stressed that within these built relationships, they encouraged White people to
listen to the stories of the minorities with whom they interacted. These stories would give them
greater understanding about areas where minorities have experienced oppression or have had
negative interactions (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). By listening to the
lived experiences of minorities, White people can potentially break through the White reality or
status quo and become aware of realities that they could not themselves experience (E. Litton,
personal communication, July 12, 2019). This concept directly reflects critical race theory, where
Ladson-Billings (2003) noted the importance of storytelling to provide counter-stories to the
perspectives of majority members. Ladson-Billings noted that storytelling was both an effective
and emotional method of helping majority members find truth in minority experiences. E. Litton
also asserted that just knowing some of the experiences of minority members creates greater
sensitivity with majority members.
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Additionally, my personal communications with Pastor E. Litton (personal
communication, July 12, 2019) reinforced the idea of the existence of the status quo. The pastor
noted that the White narrative, unwritten and unstated explicitly, is that only a White person can
lead, and that placing a Black person in leadership would not work without first directly
addressing the idea of leadership and what it means to the congregation. If leaders failed to
combat the inherent sin of the accepted White norm, a Black person in leadership would be short
lived (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). The pastor explained that the people
would expect the Black leader to be a White person with Black skin. In other words, they would
expect him to think like a White person, make decisions like a White person, and refrain from
injecting minority opinions into his role as a leader. This idea of a minority leader being
expected to fill the position as a White person would reinforces the critical race theory concept
that the systems in place are determined by the majority group (Marx, et al., 2012; Jackson,
2018; E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). In other words, without first addressing
the sin issues of racism and bigotry that may be expressed through discriminatory practices, the
White congregation would not be willing to hear the true narrative of a Black person; they would
expect the minority leader to perpetuate the White narrative that is the status quo (E. Litton,
personal communication, July 12, 2019).
Liberalism in the Critical Race Theory
Delgado and Stefancic (2017) noted that one of the hallmark themes that critical race
scholars oppose is the idea of liberalism. In respect to the critical race theory, liberalists push
colorblindness and equal treatment irrespective of history or current conditions (Delgado &
Stefancic, 2017). While some support the idea that equal treatment and colorblindness can yield
beneficial results, critical race theorists stressed that the colorblindness approach to racism would
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only address outward, blatant instances of racism (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). In other words,
care and consideration put toward not mentioning color or declarations that one does not see
color removes racism from a person’s vocabulary, not their heart. Racism is often inherent—
embedded in thought processes and part of the root of social structures (Delgado & Stefancic,
2017). According to critical race theorists, only aggressive, color-conscious efforts such as the
panel discussions, sermons topics selections, or pledges dedicated to reaching across the divide
that the Shrink the Divide movement continues to advocate can overcome racism, not
colorblindness (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017; E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019;
Pledge Group, 2019).
This perspective reflects the two differing views of church leaders in regard to
diversification of Christian churches. A pastor of a medium-sized church in Alabama personally
communicated that his church did not utilize any deliberate diversification strategies; instead,
they exercised the colorblind approach, treating everyone equally and being careful not to speak
on matters of race (C. Sievers, personal communication, July 9, 2019). He justified the
colorblind approach by saying that Jesus transcends the boundaries of race (C. Sievers, personal
communication, July 9, 2019). This approach mimics the liberal sentiment of equality for all and
does not take into account racial history or the current conditions of race relations. Failure to
acknowledge the experiences of minorities silences perspectives that differ from the White
narrative. This leaves the White narrative untouched, continuing to dominate over and suppress
the minority perspective, and perpetuates White narrative as the status quo (Ladson-Billings,
2003). Conversely, a majority of the pastors with whom I communicated mirrored the beliefs of
critical race theorists that noted the need to purposely overcome segregation through deliberate,
color-conscious efforts. Though there is no agreement on the best method of overcoming racial
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issues, the wide expanse of diversification strategies align with critical race theorists’ beliefs that
people must acknowledge race before they can overcome it.
I used the critical race theoretical framework in my study to give voice to the counterstories of minorities within predominantly White Christian churches. Gathering information
about the lived experiences of these people provided data regarding why some diversification
efforts are successful while others are not. With the data, I also reached beyond simple
diversification efforts and revealed how social interactions within the church impacted minorities
within predominantly White Christian churches.
Diversification Efforts
Need for Diversification Efforts
Just as churches vary in teachings, leaders of different churches have varying views on
the need for diversification efforts within their own churches. The least supported view regarding
the need for diversification efforts in the church is that integration will happen organically. In a
recent conversation with one of the pastors of a medium-sized nondenominational church in a
large city in a southern state, the pastor emphasized that the diversity within their church is a
celebrated strength, yet those in leadership make no intentional actions toward increasing the
amount of diversity within their church (C. Sievers, personal communication, July 9, 2019).
These particular church leaders aligned with the belief that Jesus transcends the boundaries of
race; thus, the pastor would not preach on specific social or political issues. In the midst of racial
tension in the nation, he preached on subjects such as the danger of taking offense and
characteristics of Godly, unconditional love (C. Sievers, personal communication, July 9, 2019).
Essentially, their view is that the desire of the congregation for the real and powerful experience
of God creates the diversity, thereby removing the need to intentionally strategize diversification
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efforts. This approach to diversity, however, counters Dougherty and Emerson’s (2018) assertion
that diversity rarely happens by accident.
Contrary to the approach of this nondenominational church without deliberate
diversification efforts, leaders from numerous other churches that I contacted stand in solidarity
against the idea of organic integration. This differing approach indicated current scholars do not
agree on how to overcome racial boundaries in churches and that further research is necessary.
For example, after the riots in Ferguson, Missouri, that followed the fatal shooting of Michael
Brown, a group of pastors and leaders in Mobile, Alabama, saw the similarities between the
environments in Ferguson and Mobile. These pastors could see that not addressing racial tension
directly resulted in an eruption of violence. As E. Litton (personal communication, July 12,
2019), the pastor of Redemption Church in Mobile, Alabama, described, people polarize easily
by nature, and the best way to overcome polarization is through a gospel-centered movement
beginning within the church. Leander (2017), T. Smith (personal communication, July 12, 2019),
and Strode (2015) agreed that this racial tension is not limited to cultural, political, or social
experts, but it is a gospel issue that church leaders should be intentional in overcoming through
actively developing diversification within churches. From a biblical standpoint, the ministry of
reconciliation is not only of God to man but also interpersonal relationships among humankind
(Leader, 2017; Strode, 2015). As one leader at the initial Mission Mississippi city-wide gathering
noted, “May they be brought to complete unity to let the world know that you sent me and have
loved them even as you have loved me,” which means that effective evangelistic outreach cannot
happen until there is racially reconciled unity within the church (Mission Mississippi, 2019). In
other words, these pastors I contacted believe that the best way to achieve diversity is to actively
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seek to overcome the issues causing segregation (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12,
2019; Mission Mississippi, 2019; T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019).
Still, while I was able to gather these conflicting views regarding the need for
diversification efforts in the church, existing literature largely centers on church leaders’
perspectives. A gap in the literature exists regarding the congregant’s point of view. Further
research exploring the congregant’s perspective provided a clearer picture of the need for
diversification efforts.
Types of Diversification Efforts in the Christian Church
Because church leaders do not agree on a set approach to achieving diversity, the
spectrum of types of diversity efforts is expansive. In a resource provided by the Wesley
Theological Seminary, a preparation program for Christian leaders, Leander (2017) noted a
number of key characteristics of church leaders desiring greater diversity. Strategies include
vision statements, leadership teams, conflict strategies, addressing future generations, and
worship experience changes.
Vision Statements to Declare Commitment. According to Leander (2017) and Edwards
(2014), vision is the most important strategy in the beginning of diversification efforts. Both
noted that the vision statement must declare commitment to integration, but Leander further
emphasized value congruence, the extent to which the behaviors within the church reflect the
values stated in the vision statement. Similarly, Dougherty et al. (2015) noted that while
congregational diversity begins with leaders and administrative decrees such as vision statements
addressing diversity, sustained diversity will only come through organizational transformation as
displayed through congregation members. Addressing race in vision statements expresses the
intentionality Strode (2015) noted as necessary to begin the push toward gospel reconciliation in
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the church. Examples of this first step include the American Catholic Church’s pastoral letter
purposed to embrace Hispanics, the Evangelical Lutheran Church’s announced formal goal of
increasing minority membership over the span of a decade, and the Southern Baptist
Convention’s 1995 racial reconciliation resolution that acknowledged past racism against
African Americans and sought forgiveness (Dougherty, 2003; Strode, 2015).
The concept of a vision statement is one that my sources agreed as important. Though the
pastors I contacted who were associated with Mission Mississippi did not directly refer to a set
vision statement, they had an equivalent pledge that inspired the group’s name: the Pledge
Group. This pledge included a commitment to loving others and rejecting distance from people
who are different (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019; T. Smith, personal
communication, July 12, 2019). The pledge also included three deliberate actions that people
intend to take to work toward achieving greater unity with people of a different race (Mission
Mississippi, 2019; T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Still, even with this
agreement among pastors and leadership, scholars have not explored whether congregants feel
that vision statements are effective or even necessary first steps in overcoming segregation in the
church.
Diversifying Leadership Teams for a Trickle-Down Effect. Some pastors believed that
one of the key steps necessary for greater diversity in the congregation is to create greater
diversity in the leadership teams (Edwards, 2014; Leander, 2017). Neighborhood diversity
greatly affects congregational diversity; therefore, the leadership team should reflect the
community it serves (Dougherty & Emerson, 2018; Leander, 2017). Keeping representatives of
various racial groups in leadership positions ensures that people who are both dedicated to and
knowledgeable about the vision of having a diverse congregation fill those positions of influence
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(Dougherty & Emerson, 2018). Further, Davis (2018) expanded on the impact diverse leadership
has by noting that people within an organization tend to seek a person in senior leadership with
whom they can identify. Having those diverse faces not only attracts greater diversity but also
has potential to keep the turnover rate at bay (Davis, 2018).
The pastors I contacted, however, held contrasting views regarding the need for diversity
in leadership positions in order to achieve diversity within the congregation. The pastor from a
large Methodist church in a large city in Alabama noted that despite existing diversification
efforts, the church’s staff remained completely White (K. Roach, personal communication, July
11, 2019). His apologetic response indicated that the pastor saw value in having diversity in
leadership in order to create diversity within the congregation. On the other hand, Pastor E.
Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019) expressed that diversifying leadership should not
be a priority. E. Litton stated that the priority should be on the heart of the people, because even
if they put a Black person in leadership, congregants would expect him to be a White person with
Black skin. The Black person would end up losing his position because he is not the White
person they expect him to be (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Again, these
views represent those in leadership. More research was necessary to explore congregants’
thoughts on the importance of diversification in leadership positions.
Putting Conflict Strategies in Place to Address Racial Conflict. In order to create and
maintain diversity, church leaders must develop clearly articulated strategies to implement when
conflict based on inequality arises within the church or the community (Leander, 2017). As
Davis (2018) explained, organizations have barriers that exist because of the clash between the
organization’s ideal culture and its real culture. Having established practices helps organization
members effectively manage differences and ensure that people from various cultures feel as
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though their voices are valued, respected, and heard (Davis, 2018; Leander, 2017). For instance,
some clergy purposely emphasize commonalities and deemphasize racial inequalities so as not to
divide congregants (Edwards, 2014). Other church leaders purposely acknowledge racial
injustice as part of their diversification efforts (Strobe, 2015). Though approaches may differ,
diversification efforts exercise the intentionality Strobe (2015) discussed by having set conflict
resolution policies and procedures to address inevitable clashes (Leander, 2017).
Having a System in Place to Address Race for Future Generations. Regarding
addressing future generations, with the exception of the church leader that did not intentionally
implement diversification efforts, current literature as well personal communications with
pastors yielded the same results: Addressing future generations is critical in creating and
maintaining diverse churches. Dougherty and Emerson (2018) stressed the importance of leaders
who are dedicated and knowledgeable when it comes to church diversity. Naturally, this
commitment must remain as time passes and a new generation of people step into leadership
because diversity does not occur by accident but through considerable effort (Dougherty &
Emerson, 2018; Leander, 2017). In order to maintain growth in diversity, church leaders should
establish a development plan focused on the recruitment, professional development, and training
of future leaders (Leander, 2017). This intentionality in raising the next generation of leaders of
diversity ensures the longevity of diversity efforts within the church (Dougherty & Emerson,
2018; Leander, 2017; Strobe, 2015).
On the other hand, E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019) did not seem to
distinguish generations at all; rather, the approach of his church and others associated with
Shrink the Divide is to change current hearts regardless of age. Consequently, E. Litton spoke of
overcoming age-long beliefs, suggesting that focus should be placed on older generations. In a
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conversation with T. Smith (personal communication, July 12, 2019), he expressed that Shrink
the Divide was a bottom-up movement focused on the people less than leadership. Further
research was needed to explore congregants’ perceptions of which generations, if any, would
most benefit from focused diversification efforts. This additional research from congregants’
perspective provided insight into whether diversification efforts should focus more on training
leaders or on changing the heart of the parishioners.
Creating Worship Experiences That Consider Racial Differences. From a more
practical standpoint, many pastors agreed that diversification efforts also include changes that are
more concrete such as varying the selections of worship music (Barron, 2016; Dougherty &
Emerson, 2018; Edwards, 2014). Other efforts include making faces of diversity more visible
through deliberately assigning minorities as greeters at the front door or singers on the stage
(Barron, 2016; Dougherty & Emerson, 2018). Additionally, attempts to diversify can include
creating a more participatory worship experience where people feel welcome to clap or interject
verbal expressions of agreement and also having small groups to build interracial networks
within the congregation (Dougherty & Emerson, 2018).
Contrariwise, many other pastors are against these more tangible diversification
strategies. In personal communications with pastors associated with the Pledge Group and Shrink
the Divide, the pastors expressed that these types of changes are merely superficial (E. Litton,
personal communication, July 12, 2019; T. Smith, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Just
putting Black people in various positions will not last—the key is to prepare people’s hearts to
respect minorities before they arrive (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019).
Existing research provided clashing views regarding what strategies are most effective. Research
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into views from both White and Black congregants provided greater insight and clarity on which
strategies were most effective in diversifying predominantly White Christian churches.
The Benefits of Adoption in Integrating Churches. Consequently, when I asked
various pastors about their church’s diversification efforts, multiple pastors offered adoption as a
response to integration efforts (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019; K. Roach,
personal communication, July 11, 2019). In a written response, K. Roach (personal
communication, July 11, 2019) noted that when three White leaders of the church fostered or
adopted African American children, the church experienced a great increase in diversity. Though
Roach did not go into detail regarding why the increase may have occurred, E. Litton noted a
similar experience in his church but offered greater understanding of cultural experiences as an
explanation. E. Litton detailed the experience gained of an older White congregant who adopted
African American grandchild. From a leadership perspective E. Litton could see how the
grandparent of the adopted child also gained greater racial sensitivity. The pastor noted that the
grandparent realized that he had far more in common with people that do not look the same as
him. As leaders, both understood the impact adoption has had on the congregation, but the
impact of adoption from a congregant’s perspective remains unknown. More research is
necessary to explore whether adoption is an effective, or even a feasible, effort toward
diversification.
How Churches Inadvertently Undermine Their Own Diversification Efforts
Church leaders implement a wide expanse of diversification options within their
churches. Nonetheless, churches remain largely homogenous in nature (Dougherty & Emerson,
2018; Dougherty et al., 2015; Perry, 2014). Existing literature supported the knowledge of some
obvious deterrents to diversification of the church (Bracey & Moore, 2017; Dougherty &
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Emerson, 2018). Bracey and Moore (2017) noted that organizational level deterrents include
institutional structures and policies put in place that hinder diversity efforts. The mere failure to
implement the correct diversification strategies halts the opportunity for diversity (Barron, 2016;
Bracey & Moore, 2017). For instance, creating a vision statement weighty in racial reconciliation
but maintaining a style of music and preaching, service length, political activities, and overall
structure of service tailored to a single race can negate diversity efforts (Barron, 2016; Bracey &
Moore, 2017).
Further, Dougherty (2003) provided the example of church leaders who have a diverse
constituent base but choose to rent out the building to the diverse groups or establish what he
described as shelter congregations. The researcher postulated that shelter congregations happen
when churches take the members that create their diversity and segregate them by providing
them with their own service time separate from the main service. For example, by forming a
separate service for Spanish speakers or holding a traditional service separate from the gospel
service, church leaders are able to say that the congregation is diverse, yet the diversity would
not be observable in a single service—they are managing the number of inclusive practices
offered (Barron, 2016; Dougherty, 2003).
Managing Diversity Within the Existing White Racial Frame
In churches that consist of people of differing racial backgrounds, regardless of the ratio
of majority to minority members, pastors have the challenge of balancing the cultural differences
within the organization. Researchers suggested that this act of negotiating the created culture of
the church is what creates differing experiences in White and Black churches (Barron, 2016;
Cobb et al., 2015). The researchers suggested that pastors who desire to better integrate their
congregant base must be mindful that the decisions they make in creating the culture of a
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predominantly White church have the potential to set minority traditions and church experiences
to the side while instituting the White racial frame as the status quo of the church. Consequently,
Cobb et al. (2015) concluded that churches with service for people of varying cultures not only
tend to have a White racial frame, but they also consist of two distinct minority groups. The first
group includes minority members who come to the church willing to change their beliefs such
that they embrace the White racial frame, and the second includes minority members who
already embraced White racial frames before they arrived. Sermon topics and delivery, pastors
acting as political representatives, and the structures of the organization each represent areas that
potentially contribute to the development and continuation of the dominant congregants’ culture
within the church.
The Impact of a Pastor’s Sermons on the Congregation
As the leaders of the church, pastors have the ability to steer the culture of their
congregations. Researchers agreed that words spoken from the pulpit as well as structures set in
place influenced the level of diversity within a church organization (Barron, 2016; Ward, 2019).
Ward conducted research utilizing critical discourse analysis. The author examined a pastor’s
language use along with naturally occurring assumptions to gain an understanding of how the
pastor was able to influence congregants’ identity work. With the goal of establishing his
authority and impressing a set of beliefs on his congregation that aligned with traditional gender
roles, this new pastor presented themes during his sermons which helped produce and reproduce
inequality between genders. In a setting where church leaders actively worked toward racial
diversity, results showed that a pastor can use the role as orator to mold the organizational
identifications of congregants (Ward, 2019). Further confirming the potential impact sermons
have on a congregation, Glazier (2015) and Djupe et al. (2016) concluded that congregants take
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cues from church leaders regarding God’s will about various contentious issues. While current
research confirms the pastoral intent of influencing congregants on various issues, not much was
known about congregants’ perspectives regarding how effectively pastors influence church
members. Notably important because a pastor is supposed to be interpreting the Bible within
these sermons, when sermon topics include contentious issues, people with critical perspectives
may remain silent (Glazier, 2015; Ward, 2019). In other words, the researchers asserted that
when a person holds beliefs contrary to those that a pastor is sharing, particularly regarding
subjects that may be sensitive such as political or racial issues, the person with an opposing view
is more likely to remain unresponsive. Consequently, further research was necessary to gain an
understanding of the effects that sharing contentious viewpoints from the podium had on
congregants whose perspectives may not align with those of the pastor.
Considering the lens of the critical race theory, if a pastor addresses an issue that
emphasizes the status quo rather than taking into account a minority member’s perspective,
researchers noted that a minority member would most likely remain silent (Glazier, 2015; Ward,
2019). Still, current research did not indicate the impact of silencing the minority perspective in a
church setting. In fact, Glazier (2015) noted that because of the personal nature of a religious
experience, the objective content that a pastor delivers may differ from and actually be less
important than the subjective content that a congregant receives. For example, a pastor may
objectively preach Proverbs 31:8, which states, “Speak up for those who cannot speak for
themselves, for the rights of all who are destitute.” The subjective content that the congregation
receives could be to push to end abortion or a push to fight for immigrants seeking asylum.
Bracey and Moore (2017) suggested that in instances when a minority member experiences
differing views or hostile performances from church members, reactions can vary from fear to
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anger, disappointment, or confusion, sometimes resulting in discomfort within the evangelical
White space. Further research was necessary to understand the congregant’s reception of
sermons, particularly when a minority church congregant did not culturally agree with a topic the
pastor presents as gospel.
Pastors Playing the Role of a Political Representative
Current research supported the idea that pastors can utilize their sermons to manage the
acceptance of diversity or the acceptance of the White racial frame within their congregations
through thematic oratory, but little was known about the effects of these sermons and other
politically focused actions when a pastor chooses to position himself as a political representative.
Political activities within a church can range anywhere from the content of sermons to the
distribution of voter pamphlets, marching and protesting causes, and the service projects a
church’s leaders choose to actively pursue (Djupe et al., 2016; Sager, 2018). Researchers and
pastors agree that addressing social realities such as racial inequality in the church can negatively
affect cross-racial unity in Christian churches (Edwards, 2014; Glazier, 2015; E. Litton, personal
communication, July 12, 2019). While some church leaders choose to avoid these issues in an
attempt to manage the reception by diverse cultures within the church (Edwards, 2014; C.
Sievers, personal communication, July 9, 2019), in the United States political issues become
religious issues, as people are politically socialized through religion (Glazier, 2015). E. Litton
noted that as a pastor who is a part of the Shrink the Divide movement where members actively
pursue racial reconciliation, he anticipated political seasons as having potential to cause greater
tension even in a church which has made great progress in healing race relations. With sermons
purposed to attempt to regulate congregants’ perspectives, Djupe et al. (2016) as well as E.
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Litton noted the internal conflict that pastors may experience when deciding what content to
include in politically charged sermons.
Acting as a political representative within the church is tricky, as pastors often find
themselves having to choose between being loyal to their own beliefs and values versus the
principles of the congregation (Djupe et al., 2016; E. Litton, personal communication, July 12,
2019). In other words, pastors are sometimes torn between sticking with the views that their
congregation members already hold, essentially representing their congregation members’ views
with sermons, or choosing to lead the congregation into new revelation that may contradict
existing beliefs. Djupe et al. (2016) detailed this potential disconnect between the role a
congregation feels a pastor should fill regarding politics versus the role the pastor himself feels
he should fill. More specifically, congregation members may feel that the pastor should be the
voice of the congregation, speaking the viewpoints that the congregation members feel he should
speak.
Conversely, when a disconnect exists between the pastor’s personal political beliefs and
that of the congregation members, the pastor must choose to act as a political representative of
what the church congregation members already believe or fill the role of the shepherd by guiding
the congregation in a differing political direction (Djupe et al., 2016; E. Litton, personal
communication, July 12, 2019). Researchers have shown that some pastors who have differing
values than their congregations choose to conform to the political beliefs of the congregation due
to strong ties to their congregation, understanding of how differing views may alienate current
members, and the fact that differing views may make recruiting new members difficult (Djupe et
al., 2016). Sager (2018) and E. Litton asserted, however, that a pastor leading the congregation to
a new truth is both possible and the actual purpose of the pastor. Sager found that with the use of
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sermons targeting the right audiences while working to convince naysayers and one-on-one
interactions, a pastor who presents himself as a political representative contrary to the views
widely held by the congregation members can be successful at leading a church in a different
political direction.
Still, current data only provided the leadership perspective and did not provide the
congregants’ perspective of how the pastors acting as political representatives actually affected
congregants. When a pastor purposely preaches on political issues that suit the status quo, the
pastor is attempting to mold the minority members’ thoughts into perspectives that may conflict
with their existing cultural or political belief system—particularly regarding racial issues. Ward
(2019) clarified that members of the minority may remain silent, but the effects of this internal
conflict are currently unknown. Ward suggested further research to understand the impact that
politically motivated pastors have on the people in the pews—whether the discomfort could be
enough reason for a minority member of a predominantly White church to leave.
How the Structure of the Church Impacts Diversity
The research of Barron (2016) and Sager (2018) yielded similar results regarding a
pastor’s ability to influence the culture of their organization regarding diversity. The researchers
noted structural moves within the organization that purposely manage the diversity within a
church. Barron’s (2016) research included a church whose pastor utilized minority visibility and
selective rituals to ensure the congregation maintained only an approved amount of diversity.
Sager similarly noted that serving and creating a space for stories had the structural power to
impact diversity. Rather than focusing solely on sermons as the approach of managing the
diversity within a congregation, research supported that structures church leadership put in place
within the organization, such as minority visibility and selective rituals like worship style,
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community engagement, and human resource practices, could yield the same effect of managing
diversity in Christian churches (Barron, 2016; Sager, 2018).
Minority Visibility. When gauging the diversity within a church, multiple researchers
agreed that the visibility of minority members serves as an indicator of greater diversity (Barron,
2016; K. Roach, personal communication, July 11, 2019). Barron (2016) noted that despite
various forms of diversity within a church, the number of identifiable Black people serves as a
prominent indicator of the level of perceived diversity a church. Thus, placing Black people as
greeters at a door, faces on church advertisements, or on stage as singers provides the desired
minority visibility to give a church the perception of diversity (Bracey & Moore, 2017; K.
Roach, personal communication, July 11, 2019). Still, while researchers agreed that placing
minorities in visible positions is a legitimate strategy for diversifying the church, Bracey and
Moore (2017) asserted that the structural act of positioning minority church members for
purposes that benefit the church can also be viewed as a microaggression, which refers to
common behaviors that send negative messages to a stigmatized group of people. Considering
the critical race theory and how the status quo remains the White narrative, when church leaders
structure their volunteer base to automatically assign minorities to set positions on the volunteer
team, the skills and abilities of the individual are potentially overlooked. For instance, a new
minority member may be asked to volunteer in the parking lot team because the visibility of the
position would suggest that the church had a diverse congregation. Even if that minority member
was a cinematography student and would best serve the church behind the scenes creating
promotional videos or church announcements, some church leaders choose to overlook the
potential of the individual for the benefit the church would receive by appearing diverse.
Additionally, the willingness of a minority congregant to set aside his own strengths for the
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agenda of the church solidifies the White racial frame by indicating that the minority is not
willing to challenge a church structure that only embraces their visible skin color, not the actual
diversity (Bracey & Moore, 2017). In other words, the researchers indicated that having a
structure in place for the placement of Black volunteers ensures that the only Black people that
will become volunteers are those who are willing to abide by the established White racial frame.
Thus, the leaders who put the structure in place and enforce the set structure are managing the
diversity within their church to include only minorities who allow the church to remain
untouched by a differing culture. Current research did not indicate a clear explanation of how
minorities perceive volunteering in preset utility-based roles with a predominantly White
Christian church. Additional research was necessary to understand the impact that the structure
of minority visibility in church volunteerism has on minority congregants and whether this
structure could be a source of discomfort or cause for self-removal from predominantly White
Christian churches.
Selective Rituals. The selective rituals that church leaders build into the structure of their
organization also have the potential to solidify the status quo of the White racial frame in
predominantly White Christian churches. Current research indicates that structural components
such as worship style, community engagement, and human resources practices all affect the
diversification of a church (Leander, 2017; Sager, 2018). While these areas are some of the first
areas church leadership target with diversification efforts, they also remain areas that halt true
inclusion of minority practices and solidify the status quo of a White racial frame within
predominantly White Christian churches.
Worship Style. Worship styles differ among churches with various ethnicities. Leander
(2017) noted that one of the key areas in which some church leaders have successfully
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diversified is the worship style. A style of worship can include the music selection, interactive
sermons with congregants verbally responding to the pastor, and even the length of service.
While Leander (2017) suggested that addressing the worship style to better suit the diversity
within a church is necessary, the opposing idea remains that a change of worship style is not
necessary and could cause a church to cross from being a predominantly White church to being a
predominantly minority church. Barron’s (2016) research included a pastor who stated that
despite requests and even confrontations from minority choir members for the addition of gospel
music into their playlist, he did not want to incorporate music that may shift the culture of the
church to being too Black. Barron (2016) noted that as the pastor stood his ground for Hillsong
music, which he insisted made everyone happy, he was ultimately reproducing a hierarchy that
maintained the status quo at the expense of minority congregants. While researchers supported
the continuation of worship styles that prioritize the desires of majority church members, little
was known from a congregant’s perspective about the impact this leadership decision has on
minority church members.
Community Engagement. Events and causes in which church members chose to engage
actively also had the ability to reinforce the White racial frame within predominantly White
Christian churches. Smith (2017) noted that although current researchers supported the fact that
religious affiliation can be associated with congregants’ views on political candidates, issues, and
participation, details as to how exactly church leaders affect congregants’ political dispositions is
unknown. For instance, if the leaders in a church decided to actively protest at an abortion clinic,
the members of that church are likely on board with the support of opposing abortion. Sager
(2014) noted that even if all of the church is not on board, having enough support from the right
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people in the congregation can lead to greater support as individuals convert through one-on-one
communication.
Conversely, in a time when racial inequality is a highly visible and contentious subject,
predominantly White churches may have minority church members who desire the spiritual
support of their church. When even standing up for the national anthem became an issue of race,
church leaders had the choice to remain neutral to divisive issues (Edwards, 2014; C. Sievers,
personal communication, July 9, 2019) or address the issue. Pastors affiliated with the Shrink the
Divide movement made the conscious choice to listen to minority members and push for change
(E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019; T. Smith, personal communication, July 12,
2019). Contrary to this approach, other pastors could have approached the divisiveness by
mounting American flags in the church sanctuary and doing outreach to local police officers to
solidify the church’s support of men in uniform. These acts, while supporting the values of the
majority members of the church, may serve the purpose of alienating minorities who support the
Black Lives Matter Movement. During a time when headlines suggest that police officers target
minorities, more often using excessive force and being released from accountability due to the
justice system, church leaders who actively engage in outreach that supports police could suggest
to a minority church member that their concerns are less important than the desires of the White
church members. Further research was necessary to better understand how church leaders’
choice of community engagement affects church congregants.
Human Resource Practices. Human resources practices within a predominantly White
church may include the appointment and promotion of individuals in various positions within the
church. Current researchers explained that one of the key areas that a church should tackle when
attempting to diversify its congregation is the diversity within the leadership of the church
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(Davis, 2018). Davis (2018) noted that placing minorities into leadership positions within the
church allows greater input from alternate viewpoints and opportunity for the church leaders to
leverage the diversity within its congregation. Still, others noted that minority members will
often be appointed positions within a church that do not allow for vertical promotion to positions
of leadership (Barron, 2016). Furthermore, E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019)
detailed a differing perspective as to why placing a minority in leadership positions would not
benefit the diversity of the church. The pastor noted that if the church appointed a minority
leader without first addressing the sin within their hearts, then congregants would expect that
minority leader to be a White man with a different skin tone. In other words, they would expect
that leader to uphold the White racial frame that exists within the church without attempting to
add any significant change toward inclusive practices. In sum, when the human resource
practices of church leaders limit the appointment of racially diverse individuals to leadership
positions or appoint minority individuals who will only uphold the White racial frame of the
church, they continue the hierarchical practices that may contribute to the continued segregation
of Christian churches. Additional research was necessary to understand how human resources
practices and the potential perpetuation of the White racial frame affects minorities in
predominantly White Christian churches.
Summary
Through the lens of the critical race theory, stemming from the critical legal studies
movement and rooted in Marxism, in this research I explored why current integration efforts in
predominantly White Christian churches remain significantly ineffective. Current research about
diversification strategies yielded information largely from a leadership perspective. Attaining
congregants’ perspectives provided greater insight into why minorities may feel out of place or
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uncomfortable in a predominantly White church setting. Through a multiple case study analysis,
I grouped minorities congregants’ lived experiences and majority congregants’ perspectives with
the existing leadership perspective to provide a clearer picture of why diversification strategies
may not be as effective as intended.
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Chapter 3: Research Method
Despite deliberate diversification efforts in numerous churches, Christian churches
remain largely segregated in the United States. This study explored why diversification efforts
have been widely unsuccessful. Research questions include the following:
Q1. What are African Americans’ perceptions of factors that may contribute to feelings
of being at home or out of place in predominantly White Christian churches?
Q1a. What are African Americans’ perceptions of the role that interracial interactions
play in their own feeling at home or out of place in predominantly White Christian churches?
Q1b. What types of interracial interactions do African Americans perceive as having the
greatest impact on African American attrition in predominantly White Christian churches?
Q2. How do African American and Caucasian members of predominantly White
churches perceive church efforts to diversify membership?
In this chapter I will specify the research design and method of the study, the population,
sampling, materials and instruments, qualitative data collection and analysis procedure, and the
methods for establishing trustworthiness. Further, the chapter contains details related to the
researcher role, ethical considerations, assumptions, limitations, and delimitations of the study.
Research Design and Method
In order to gain greater insight on the church congregants’ perspectives of church
integration efforts, this study utilized a qualitative design. Qualitative designs help give meaning
to social worlds where social reality is the combination of multiple life experiences (HesseBiber, 2010). Because the majority of existing input on church diversity came from a leadership
perspective, in this study I sought to examine and understand the experiences of congregation
members of majority White congregations. A qualitative approach empowered congregants and
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gave voice to their church experiences while allowing for greater exploration (Hesse-Biber,
2010). Using a qualitative study structured to follow the boundaries of a multiple case study, I
explored the perspectives of congregants within predominantly White churches.
Multiple Case Study
As described by Stake (2006), multiple case studies require that cases have a clear
similarity. For this study, cases included two distinctly similar groups: African American
congregants who previously attended or currently attend predominantly White
nondenominational churches and Caucasian people who currently attend predominantly White
nondenominational churches. I considered each person’s experience a single case and studied it
in conjunction with the other cases within the same racial grouping. Cases are dynamic; they
interact with each other and can come together to create the bigger picture for a researcher
(Stake, 2006). I roughly utilized a multiple case study approach to gain insight into the lived
experiences of multiple minority individuals in predominantly White Christian churches as well
as the perceptions of White individuals in predominantly White churches regarding
diversification efforts. I coupled data gained through interviews with congregants of
predominantly White nondenominational Christian churches with existing data from leadership
perspectives to give a clearer picture of why diversification of the Christian church has remained
largely unsuccessful. Each case is meaningful but gains greater significance in the larger picture
(Stake, 2006).
Stake (2006) described a need for a collective target, or quintain, in multicase studies,
with each case purposed to further explain this target. With church diversity as the quintain, each
delves into personal experiences and illuminated unknowns regarding why some diversity efforts
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are successful and others are not. Studying similarities and differences among the cases provided
greater understanding about the quintain itself (Stake, 2006).
Interviewing Method
In order to gain insight on the worship experiences of the African American and
Caucasian members of predominantly White nondenominational Christian churches, I used a
semistructured interview approach. Merriam (2009) described a semistructured interview as
having questions that are more or less structured. Rather than having a strict set of questions in a
set order such as that of a structured interview, using the semistructured interview removes the
rigidity that could hamper the exploration of congregants’ true experiences and allows greater
exploration (Merriam, 2009). I also noted that this flexibility allows interviewees to describe
their lived experiences with their own terms, allowing follow-up questions and greater insight
into areas I may not have previously considered (Merriam, 2009; Turner, 2010).
Population
The population from which I sampled included the members of predominantly White
nondenominational Christian churches. Not much data existed to offer insight on how many
individuals are included within the confines of these specifications; however, a Gallup poll
released in 2019 provided an approximate percentage of American citizens who considered
themselves members of a church, synagogue, or mosque at the time (Jones, 2019). The poll
concluded that 50% of the American population belonged to a church, narrowing the population
of my study to being at most among 163.6 million. Data does not indicate how many of these
churchgoers considered themselves members of Christian churches, nor does the data include
specifics related to how many of those attending nondenominational Christian churches attended
predominantly White churches.
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Due to the sampling approach of using online forums and utilizing snowball sampling,
the population is difficult to pinpoint numerically. The population for this study did not include a
single church or even a predetermined number of churches. Sampling from online forums
yielded individuals from numerous churches, while snowball sampling offered greater insight
into the experiences of congregants within a shared church. Thus, I can most accurately describe
the population for this study as current or former African American members of predominantly
White nondenominational Christian churches as well as current or former Caucasian members of
predominantly White nondenominational Christian churches. Exploring the experiences of
current or former African American members provided insight into what may make African
Americans feel uncomfortable in predominantly White churches. Their input regarding
diversification efforts as well as interracial interactions revealed why deliberate attempts to
diversify are largely unsuccessful. Conversely, exploring the perspectives of Caucasian members
of predominantly White churches revealed the majority perspective regarding diversification
efforts. A comparison of the results of the two groups revealed similarities and differences
regarding church diversification efforts and data that helped explain why diversification efforts
remain unsuccessful.
Sampling
In order to acquire appropriate candidates to provide credible information, I used
purposeful sampling from online forums for my study (Turner, 2010). Stake (2006) emphasized
that when selecting cases for a multiple case study, one must ensure that the cases are relevant to
the quintain, provide diversity across contexts, and provide sufficient opportunities to investigate
the complexities and contexts of the topic. Merriam (2009) described the selection process as
ensuring that each case, or in this instance each congregation member, meets the criteria for the
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study. In other words, the process required each congregant interviewed to be either an African
American or Caucasian member or former member of a predominantly White
nondenominational Christian church. During this study, I solicited participants from online
forums, including a multistate racial reconciliation group that meets regularly in a virtual setting,
my neighborhood forum on Nextdoor, and various Facebook groups and then requested
interviews with people who met the stated criteria of my research.
Stake (2006) also suggested that having between four and 10 cases is ideal for
maximizing benefits. The researcher explained that too few cases would not allow for enough
interactivity among cases, while having too many would yield too much uniqueness for
researchers to understand (Stake, 2006). My research included cases from seven African
American congregants who currently or previously attended predominantly White churches as
well as six Caucasian congregants who currently attend predominantly White nondenominational
churches. I continued to solicit participants until data collection reached the level of saturation.
In other words, when information from participants began to yield repetitive information and
additional interviewed congregation members offered no new responses, I reached an adequate
number of sampled participants in both the African American congregation cases and the
Caucasian congregation cases.
Materials and Instruments
Data collection material included a preinterview demographic survey (See Appendix B)
and the semistructured interview questions developed based on the issues addressed in the
problem statement (Stake, 2006). Etic issues, or those already known through the review of
literature (Stake, 2006), include lack of diversity, African American members feeling out of
place in predominantly White Christian churches, interracial interaction, and integration efforts.
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These issues were the foundation of the interview questions used to gather desired information
from participants (See Appendix A). With the first two interview questions I sought information
from participants regarding their overall perception of the problem of diversification efforts in
their church, which aligns with my second research question. The third, fourth, and fifth
interview questions align with my first research question and subquestions, with which I sought
to understand why minorities may have perceptions of being out of place in predominantly White
Christian churches, and Question 6, Question 7, and Question 8 link to my second research
question, which focuses on diversification efforts. Interview questions were field tested with one
African American member of a predominantly White nondenominational Christian church and
one Caucasian member of a predominantly White nondenominational Christian church to ensure
the effectiveness of the interview questions in gathering the desired information from
participants. I also utilized Zoom for video conference recording.
Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis Procedures
Collection
According to Stake (2006), the most meaningful method of gathering data is observation,
including both direct observation by the researcher and gathering information about the
observations of others. My study relied on the indirect method of observation. Stake (2006)
stressed the necessity of the indirect method of data collection for activity that happens when the
researcher was not present. The experiences of congregation members of predominantly White
churches naturally happen largely outside of the presence of researchers; therefore, interviews
providing insight into these experiences was the most important method of data collection in this
study. These church members are what Hesse-Biber (2010) described as the experts, with
researchers committed to interpreting multiple views of social reality. In online forums I
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explained my study and solicited participants in my research. I set up interviews with qualifying
people who responded to the online forum request as well as people who were willing to join due
to a snowballing effect of hearing about my research through a more grassroots approach.
Through these interviews, I was able to better explore the issues and social experiences of
minorities to gain a better understanding of how or why they potentially perceived themselves as
outsiders in predominantly White churches. Additionally, interviews with Caucasian members in
predominantly White nondenominational Christian churches revealed their perceptions of
diversification efforts and whether their perceptions affect the effectiveness of these efforts.
Data Analysis
During data analysis I utilized a coding approach to move data from interview responses
into eventual themes for understanding the problem. In order to understand the quintain of
church diversity, Stake (2006) suggested that in the multiple case analysis a researcher should
first consider the foreshadowed problem then study the cases considering individual situational
issues. In this particular study the foreshadowed problem is that despite deliberate efforts to
move Christian churches toward greater diversity, Christian churches as a whole remain largely
segregated. From a leadership perspective, there is no agreement on what approach is best for
creating and sustaining diversity. After considering this foreshadowed problem, Stake (2006)
stated that the researcher should concentrate on patterns within individual cases. After gathering
data through interviews, I analyzed the data by reviewing and labeling notable sections into
concepts (Khandkar, n.d.). Following the concept labels, I further broke down the ideas into
more distinct codes. In the first coding pass I used predetermined codes, also known as in vivo
codes, such as music selection, style of worship, and interracial interactions that come from
existing literature, and labeled interview responses (Stake, 2006) This pass also included
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emergent codes, which allow for new, unexpected ideas by allowing constructed codes (Stake,
2006). During the second coding pass I used a values approach where I labeled attitudes, beliefs,
and values within the participants’ responses. The third coding pass focused on labeling ideas
that aligned with the four tenets of the theoretical framework for the study, the critical race
theory. Line-by-line coding ensured that I covered all potential labels. After extensively labeling
ideas with codes, I grouped codes by similarities into categories. These categories revealed
patterns, which researchers can use to create a grounded theory (Khandkar, n.d.).
Data gathered from both African American individuals and Caucasian individuals from
predominantly White nondenominational churches first remained separate in analysis. I used the
coding process of moving interview data from interview responses into codes and then to
categories for each individual’s experience. For African American individuals within
predominantly White nondenominational churches, this stage of analysis revealed whether the
African American congregant felt welcome or what parts of his or her experience contributed to
feelings of being an outsider within the church. For Caucasian individuals in predominantly
White churches, this stage of analysis revealed individual beliefs pertaining to the effectiveness
of diversification efforts in the church. After analyzing, finding patterns, and interpreting each
individual’s responses, I cross-analyzed findings with multiple cases (Stake, 2006). Cross-case
analysis consisted of comparing data among all African American cases to determine if there
were overarching themes among cases. Categories determined in individual cases revealed
patterns among cases that could indicate why African Americans may feel uncomfortable in
predominantly White churches. Furthermore, cross-case analysis included the analysis of data
among all Caucasian cases. Again, I compared categories determined in individual cases among
multiple cases to determine if overarching themes existed. Themes from both the African
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American church congregants and Caucasian church congregants in predominantly White
churches allowed me to interpret patterns of data with the purpose of providing findings and
assertions to answer the research questions focused on why Christian churches remain largely
segregated despite deliberate diversification efforts.
Methods for Establishing Trustworthiness
In order to establish credibility, I used tactics with interviewees that encouraged honesty.
I provided potential participants with the opportunity to refuse participation, meaning the only
people participating are those who are genuine and willing to be more open with responses
(Shenton, 2004). I also encouraged frank responses to establish rapport and let them know that I
am working independent of their respective churches to minimize potential fears of repercussions
(Shenton, 2004). I also made participants aware that they could withdraw participation at any
point. Additionally, this project was under what Shenton (2004) described as peer scrutiny, with
feedback offered over the duration of my study.
I field tested interview questions to ensure validity. Field tests utilized subject area
experts, including members of the potential sample participants. I asked field test participants to
assess my questions and provide insight on the quality of the interview questions. Their
responses helped with question refinement such that responses yielded the desired data and
ensured the validity of the interview instrument.
Regarding transferability, the random sampling of participants from an online forum
provided insight into congregant perspectives across various contexts. The segregation of
Christian churches is not unique to one particular area nor one particular church. Because the
issue is so widespread, the sample size of seven African American members and six Caucasian
members of predominantly White Christian churches was large enough to yield results that are
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transferable to churches other than those represented in my study. Continuing to interview
participants until I reached a level of saturation ensured trustworthiness of the study.
I also ensured trustworthiness through triangulation of data. Triangulation ensures that
research creates a clear, meaningful picture that is free of bias (Stake, 2006). Triangulation
happened across all African American cases to ensure that views were consistent among all
African American responses. Similarly, I triangulated responses across the multiple cases from
nonminority participants to ensure that data was consistent and free from individual bias. Finally,
I triangulated responses from all minority cases with the responses of nonminority respondents.
This triangulation of data between the two groups allowed me to assess the consistency of data
(Stake, 2006).
In order to establish dependability and confirmability, I ensured that my research
methods are detailed enough to allow other researchers to replicate this study. Also, I freely
admit that as an African American who has left a number of predominantly White Christian
churches for various reasons, I began this study with my own assumptions as to why churches
remain segregated. Continuous review of my work by academic advisors, however, revealed
areas of bias and ensured confirmability of my data.
Researcher Role
In this qualitative study my role as the researcher was to conduct my study with
thoroughness and effectiveness such that I was able to discover potential reasons why Christian
churches remain segregated despite deliberate efforts by church leaders to achieve integration.
As the researcher, I designed the study, including the decision regarding method of approach as
well as the interview instrument. I also actively searched for participants, and I served the role of
interviewer, being sure to make participants as comfortable as possible with the interview
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process in order to gain access to their thoughts and feelings on their experiences regarding
church. Following research, I analyzed the data, including coding and searching for themes in
hope of revealing possible causes of why nondenominational Christian churches remain
segregated despite deliberate efforts to integrate congregations.
Ethical Considerations
Prior to data collection, I submitted an Institutional Review Board application that was
approved before I moved forward with my study (see Appendix E). Risk to participants of my
study potentially included impact on psychology and emotional health. Discussion regarding the
deeply personal and often sensitive issue of church acceptance and belonging, particularly
regarding race. had potential to stir emotions. Further, information that participants willingly
provided regarding their stance on their church’s effectiveness in diversifying their congregation
had potential to damage a congregant’s reputation. Due to these risk factors participants had the
option of having their data de-identified, labeled only to ensure they were categorized as a
minority member or majority member of a predominantly White Christian church. I stored the
data electronically on a password-protected device.
Assumptions
Open, honest responses from interviewees was necessary for the validity of this study. In
order to ensure that respondents provided the assumed truthful, accurate responses, I offered
anonymity and confidentiality. I also made participants aware that they could withdraw from my
study at any point.
Limitations
One of the limitations of the study is the qualitative approach. The nature of a qualitative
study makes it difficult to generalize findings across the entire population of churchgoers. Due to
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the purposeful internet sampling approach, which provided data from individuals from a wide
variety of churches, specific information that could come from direct researcher observation of a
single church was not available. Current research does not include information about each church
from every informant. I did not utilize extensive data, such as interviewing pastors, reviewing
documents, and observing services, to create exhaustively clear cases of all 13 individuals in the
study.
Delimitations
This particular study only includes an exploration of the experiences of minorities who
have been a part of predominantly White Christian churches. Data showed why minorities may
leave, but it did not take into account minorities who choose not to visit predominantly White
churches at all. Exploring the perceptions of that population of individuals could yield a great
wealth of information regarding why Christian churches remain largely segregated.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to gain insight on why Christian churches remain largely
segregated despite deliberate efforts toward diversification. I used a multiple case study to gather
information from African American members or former members of predominantly White
Christian churches in order to gain an understanding of the lived experiences of these
individuals. Data from these interviews provided insight into what may cause African Americans
to feel at home or out of place among a congregation of differing race. Additionally, my study
gathered information from majority members of predominantly White Christian churches in
order to gain insight on how majority congregants perceive diversification efforts within their
church. Participants were solicited from online forums and interviewed using a semistructured
interview approach, which allowed for greater flexibility for data attainment. I first coded
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interview data from individual cases. I then compared these codes to the other cases to reveal
themes. Themes from the minority interviews and themes from the majority interviews yielded
patterns that revealed findings and assertions regarding why Christian churches remain largely
segregated despite deliberate diversification efforts.
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Chapter 4: Results
Given that diversification efforts in predominantly White Christian churches remain
largely unsuccessful, the purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the
perceptions of African American members and Caucasian members of predominantly White
churches about their church’s diversification efforts and attitudes about those efforts. In this
study I aimed to determine why African Americans may feel welcome or out of place in
predominantly White congregations and how organizational structures and personal interactions
with Caucasian congregants may contribute to those perceptions. Existing literature provided
insight on what diversity efforts currently exist; however, the literature is mainly from a
leadership perspective. Little information currently exists from congregants’ point of view to
contribute to an understanding of why diversity efforts in predominantly White Christian
churches remain largely unsuccessful. This research filled this gap of knowledge by providing
data from 13 members or former members of predominantly White Christian churches.
In this study I specifically focused on participants that attend nondenominational
Christian churches. I selected nondenominational churches because pastors are not regulated by
denominational requirements. Pastors at nondenominational churches come from varying levels
of formal training, and while they may lack the same types of support systems that a
denominational pastor has, pastors at nondenominational churches may have more flexibility
regarding what they choose to speak from the pulpit and decisions they make regarding their
churches. I specified nondenominational churches because the leaders would have the greatest
ability to make adaptations necessary to diversify their congregations.
Using a multiple case study approach, I solicited volunteers from various social media
platforms, including my Nextdoor neighborhood website; “Open Door Conversations,” which is
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an online community conversations group that met on a weekly basis; and various groups on
Facebook. Additionally, several people who saw my research posting shared the participant
solicitation form on their pages or with friends who they believed would qualify and be willing
to participate. To gain my final participants I shared the participant solicitation form on my
personal Facebook page where people were free to volunteer and share my study at will.
Volunteer solicitation yielded responses from seven African American and six Caucasian
members or former members of predominantly White nondenominational Christian churches in
four different states: Texas, Alabama, Georgia, Virginia, and South Carolina. While the
solicitation form specified that volunteers be members or former members of predominantly
White nondenominational Christian churches, two volunteers self-identified as being
nondenominational, yet they do not fit the initial intent of the study. Caucasian 2 is from the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints background, and Caucasian 3 detailed her church
experience as a member of the Christ Lutheran church. Despite their church affiliations straying
from the initial intention of the nondenominational qualifier, these two participants’
contributions regarding church integration and what may make African Americans feel more
welcome or out of place in church were relevant and beneficial to the study.
I conducted interviews over Zoom. I video recorded and personally transcribed each
interview to ensure validity. As shown in Table 1, the preinterview survey yielded demographic
data from the 13 participants.
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Table 1
Participant Demographic Information
Participant

Age

Gender

Number of
children
2

Occupation

Male

Marital
status
Married

African
American 1
African
American 2
African
American 3
African
American 4
African
American 5
African
American 6
African
American 7
Caucasian 1

33
38

Male

Married

2

Physician

36

Female

Married

2

43

Female

Married

3

Education business
consultant
Claims specialist

43

Female

Married

3

Client executive

36

Female

Married

2

Physician

39

Female

Single

0

Unemployed

41

Female

Married

4

Caucasian 2

41

Male

Married

4

Caucasian 3
Caucasian 4
Caucasian 5
Caucasian 6

27
29
30
36

Female
Female
Female
Female

Single
Single
Single
Married

0
0
0
3

Event planner,
mom
Military, U. S.
Coast Guard
Teacher
Teacher
Nurse
Office manager

Physician liaison

Using the coding software Dedoose, the first coding pass included existing codes from
the review of literature as well as emergent codes (See Appendix C for coding matrix). “Feeling
out of place” and “feeling welcome” are examples of codes based on the research questions,
while codes such as “minority visibility,” “diverse music,” and “diversify leadership” stemmed
from key terms from the headings in the review of literature. In vivo codes such as “avoid
discussing race” and “focus on people/connections” developed from the participants’ own words.
With the second coding pass I utilized a values coding approach in which data was coded to be
either an attitude, belief, or value. I labeled data that represented a person’s feelings toward a
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topic as an attitude, data that represented what a person thought to be true about a topic as a
belief, and data that represented what a person believed was important as a value. In Appendix C
codes from this values coding approach are labeled with a prefix of “2A” for attitude, “2V” for
value, and “2B” for beliefs. The third coding pass was based on the four tenants of the critical
race theory: racism as the constant norm, interest convergence, storytelling, and the need for
sweeping changes (Ladson-Billings, 1998). Codes from this pass are labeled with a prefix of
“CRT.”
Once I coded all interviews, I grouped each of the codes by similar categories. Because I
designed the interview questions to answer specific research questions, responses fit into
categories that made sense for a particular research question. For example, one interview
question related to diversification efforts. “Diversification efforts” became a category that
contained multiple codes and subcodes such as “music,” “leadership,” and “outreach.” Another
interview question had participants think about what they believed may have made an African
American feel more welcome in a church, and another interview question related to what may
have made an African American feel more out of place in the church. For both questions
multiple participants referred to their pastor as affecting their level of welcome. Because of this I
created a category labeled “perception of pastor.” Additionally, I also made a category for factors
that were identified as making African Americans feel more welcome in church and a separate
category for factors that made African Americans feel more out of place in church.
Once I organized codes into categories, I was able to use the Dedoose software to see all
codes for each category. The program allowed me to click on codes to see each instance where
the code was utilized across the 13 cases. The frequency of code occurrence across cases
revealed themes that were important to participants. For example, one of the most frequently
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discussed issues among African American participants dealt with discussing or noticing race.
“Discussing/noticing race” became a category, and I was able to click on individual codes such
as “2V: desire that racial issues be addressed” to see that multiple participants desired that their
churches address racial issues. I was able to pull up the exact spot in the interview transcripts that
referred to discussing or noticing race so that I could have verbatim context of the participant’s
perspective on the topic. Additionally, I was able to see the code co-occurrence with the category
“feeling out of place/hindrances” to formulate the theme that a church’s failure to address race
and racial issues led to African Americans feeling out of place. Additionally, some codes from
the category “discussing/noticing race” had co-occurrence with “feeling welcome/desired traits.”
These codes dealt with pastors who chose to discuss race from the pulpit—further supporting the
theme that many African Americans value meaningful acknowledgement of race and racial
issues. The code frequency, code co-occurrence, and verbatim context that the Dedoose program
provided were the foundation of theme creation. These themes, along with their corresponding
categories, codes, and participant quote examples, can be found in Appendix D.
This chapter includes individual cases from this multiple case study. Each case provides
context for the results as a whole, which are in Chapter 5. Due to the length required to introduce
each case in detail, I separated this information into its own chapter. The first seven cases
introduce African American participants and their experiences regarding church diversity, while
the last six cases detail the same for Caucasian volunteers. To maintain volunteer confidentiality,
each case includes an introduction of the research participant and their city with pseudonyms
before detailing the specifics of each person’s personal church experience. The focus of
individual cases varies based on personal experience. Participants utilized various degrees of
introspectiveness as they focused their responses on their life experiences as a churchgoer and
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provided insight from their experiences at multiple churches, sometimes in multiple cities or
states. Some participants were more church specific and detailed their experiences at a single
church. Other participants detailed observances from past churches they attended regularly or
even churches they may have visited. Despite the variation on approach, each case will contain
general information regarding the participants’ current or most recently attended church followed
by a snapshot of the participant’s personal church experiences, which may focus more on one
church or provide insight on the participant’s experiences over a few churches.
African American 1: Willie
Willie is a 33-year-old African American physician liaison who is a married father of
two. For five years he has attended a predominantly White Christian church in City A, a
medium-sized town in Texas. Willie described City A as a segregated town with a small African
American population and noted that his church is on par with the ethnic breakdown of the city.
He estimated that the city is 90% Caucasian, 8% Hispanic, and 2% African American or other.
Willie described the church as being composed of mainly family-aged and older families, which
means they have many children, adults, and grandparents, but not many college-aged
congregants. Willie believes the number of African Americans in his current church remains
steady. Out of a church with 800–1000 congregation members, he estimates that there are 20
African Americans who attend the church across the three services. The church has had two
different Caucasian male pastors in the five years he has attended; neither is from City A, and the
current pastor has previously pastored a multiethnic church. Willie does not volunteer in the
church, but he does participate in small group meetings. He is friends with both African
American and non-African American church members on social media. While Willie goes into
detailed discussion regarding his current church, he also provided information about another
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predominantly White, nondenominational Christian church he visited in his current town as well
as another multicultural church he attended before moving to the area.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
When presented with the question about what diversity efforts he noticed, Willie
responded that he had not noticed any efforts toward multicultural or multiethnic racial diversity
in his current church. He noted that the church tried to increase diversification among
denominations by changing from being a Baptist church to a nondenominational church. Willie
also made light of a strategy that he has not noticed in his own church but has noticed in other
predominantly White churches: The members highlighted Black people on their websites, but
when he went to the church there were no Black people present. Despite the lack of what Willie
called initiatives for inclusion and outreach, Willie stated that out of the churches he visited in
City A, this is the church that felt the most open and inclusive in the area.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Regarding feeling welcome at his current church, Willie stated that the church does a
very good job with interpersonal relationships. He labeled congregants as welcoming and nice,
and he mentioned the lack of deliberate racism and microaggressions. When I inquired about
using the term “deliberate,” Willie said, “Of course you always get the ‘oh, you’re so well
spoken’; ‘you’re a nice-looking family’—all the backhanded compliments that most educated
African American people get.” He referred to these types of statements as “subtle racism” and
noted that City A could be considered a very friendly place if an African American is okay with
this subtle racism.
Perception of Small Group Meetings and Social Media Effects on African Americans Feeling
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Welcome or Out of Place
Willie mentioned that he was nervous when the pastors spoke about racial issues because
he believed the congregation was primed to have some people receive the message well but also
primed to have other people react in opposition. He made clear, however, that in the midst of
great racial tension in the United States, the people in his small group were the ones reaching out
to him and his wife to ask what they can do to be better. He also noted that his church friends on
social media tended to be very in the middle and neutral when it came to racial issues, but they
would be supportive or at least acknowledge their perspective when Willie or his wife would
make social media posts concerning racial issues.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
One of the main factors Willie noted as making him feel welcome is the pastors’
willingness to openly address racism. Whenever a racially charged issue arose, such as kneeling
for the anthem or George Floyd, the pastors candidly addressed them in support of African
Americans. They vocalized that African Americans have been trying to tell White people about
racism, but they have not been listening. Additionally, Willie mentioned that the inclusivity of
sexual orientations was another factor that drew his family to this church. Willie’s family desired
an open and welcoming environment for all people.
How Diversity Level Affects Decision to Stay or Leave Church
For Willie and his family, the church they attended before they moved to City A was
their ideal church. The church was extremely diverse with diversity present in the leadership,
music, and congregation members. Despite visiting another church in the area that had a more
diverse congregation, Willie’s value of a more inclusive church experience, mainly focusing on
sexual orientation, led them to this less racially diverse church. In his closing thoughts, Willie
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suggested that if African Americans and Caucasians can find a way to worship together, then
maybe they can begin having conversations that can lead to greater understanding of differing
life experiences.
African American 2: Timothy
Timothy is a 38-year-old African American man who is married with two children. As a
physician in City B, a medium-sized town in Texas, he attends a predominantly White
nondenominational Christian church. The congregation has approximately 500 people and is
pastored by a Caucasian male. Timothy described the church as having a low and steady number
of African Americans in the church. He believes the African American population in the church
may be slightly increasing because a new African American occasionally appears, but he has
never seen an African American leave the congregation. Timothy has attended this particular
church for three years, though in the interview he detailed another church that he previously
attended and left due to issues regarding race. He does not currently volunteer at his church and
does not participate in small group meetings or other informal gatherings outside of the main
church service. Timothy also does not have African American church members or Caucasian
church members as friends on his social media outlets.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
When I inquired about what efforts he may have noticed his church employing to
increase diversity, Timothy stated that he had not noticed any at all in the church he currently
attends. He stated that his church also does not have any efforts to increase membership in
general, so no efforts exist to increase the African American population nor the Caucasian
population in the church. Reflecting on the numerous White churches he has attended in the past,
Timothy added that many churches need to make a greater attempt to reach across the aisle,
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meaning there needs to be greater deliberate, noticeable action for churches to gain greater
diversity. He suggested actively asking African Americans what music they would like to hear,
what efforts the church should use to bring in more diversity, and if they are comfortable
assisting in those efforts—this approach, in Timothy’s opinion, could be meaningful to many
people. Timothy did note, however, that the effectiveness of this approach is dependent on
African Americans being willing to participate.
Relationships and Interactions That may Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Timothy noted that his current church has a culture of reaching out to people. He
specified how church members followed up with them after their first visit to the church and how
people cooked them meals when their two children were born. While these actions are not geared
toward African Americans only, he believes that these routine efforts of reaching out to people
can be effective in making African Americans feel more welcome and comfortable because they
make the church experience more personal.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Though Timothy does not participate in small groups himself, his wife does. When I
asked about his perception of how small group meeting and other informal gatherings affect
African Americans, he stated that he believes they can make people feel more comfortable.
Timothy spoke about leaving his previous church and called that church impersonal, but he
believes small groups, informal gatherings, and the general church culture in his new church
have made a difference for his family. He mentioned how as an African American he always
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feels different by just walking in because he looks different, but at this church he feels like he is
at home.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Timothy detailed how impactful sermon topics have been on his own comfort level in
predominantly White Christian churches. The church he attended prior to his current church had
a Caucasian pastor who was extremely vocal and very comfortable speaking about world issues.
Timothy expressed that he was “fine” with the pastor’s willingness to address these issues, but he
reflected on what made him leave the church:
[He was] very comfortable. Spoke on everything, and I remember the original NFL
protests—him speaking out against Kaepernick kneeling … or speaking out against
players taking a knee and making a comment about them disrespecting the flag. The lack
of good children’s clothes … felt that they were all shameful for little girls … he was
very opinionated. Very much a ranter. But Charlottesville, I heard no rants. I needed a
rant there. So, I left.
Timothy was referring to a White supremacist rally held in Charlottesville, Virginia, in August of
2017 that shocked many people who had previously denied the continued existence of racism. At
this rally, armed White nationalists, White supremacists, alt-right, and neo-Nazi protesters
gathered chanting anti-Semitic and racist phrases as they protested the removal of Confederate
monuments in the city. Timothy wanted his pastor to be as passionately against this display of
racism as he was against National Football League (NFL) football players or children’s clothing
designers. When I inquired whether there was anything else prior to the missing Charlottesville
rant that may have contributed to his decision to leave, he pinpointed the pastor as being the
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reason, as the church was large and impersonal, meaning he did not have a lot of interaction with
other church members.
Conversely, Timothy spoke about the pastor in his current church and how this pastor
recently preached a sermon series on race relations. Timothy and his wife were attending church
virtually due to coronavirus disease and had not yet watched this particular sermon series, but
Timothy expressed that just the attempt at addressing racism made him proud of his current
pastor. He gave the disclaimer that he did not know how good the series was, but the attempt
alone was meaningful to him.
How Diversity Level Affects Decision to Stay or Leave Church
Similar to Willie’s case, the church Timothy previously attended had greater diversity
than the church he currently attends. Timothy described the diversity level at his current church
as low. Nonetheless, because the sermons topics at his current church better match Timothy’s
values, specifically his desire for pastors to see racial issues as a problem worth addressing, he
was willing to overlook the lack of diversity in his current church.
African American 3: Bernadette
Bernadette is a 36-year-old African American woman who is married with two children.
She works as an education business consultant and attends a predominantly White church in City
C, one of many cities that make up a largely populated area of Georgia. The church consists of
approximately 500 people, and she has attended this church on and off for 13 years. Bernadette
mentioned leaving the church and attending other churches through the years but eventually
coming back. Within this 13-year timeframe the church has had two different pastors. Both
pastors were Caucasian males, but the former pastor was married to a Caucasian woman, while
the current pastor is married to a Mexican woman. Bernadette noted that the minority population
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has grown since the switch to the new pastor. She serves as a volunteer and participates in small
group meetings as well as other informal gatherings outside of the main church service. On her
social media accounts Bernadette is friends with both African American and Caucasian church
members.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
When Bernadette first attended the church, the pastor and the leadership team were all
White, and there were no noticeable diversification efforts. When the church got a new pastor, he
brought a new leadership staff that included African Americans. The new pastor also instituted
more visible outreach within the community. For example, the church would pick up people
from rehab to bring them to church. Bernadette has seen the demographics in the church change,
so she believes that the diversification in leadership and the outreach efforts have been effective
at gaining greater diversity, including but not limited to racial diversity. Bernadette also believed
that some of the diversity may have been due to the new pastor’s wife being Mexican. She noted
a distinct change in the music, with some songs now sung in Spanish and even a song in French.
The former standard was Christian pop music, but the church got a new organ player who is
African American and plays music that Bernadette described as different, better, more relatable,
and more what she is used to. She detailed how the musicians now sing with more soul and more
of a traditional and modern-day gospel feel.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
When it comes to individuals that made Bernadette feel more welcome in the church, she
told me about the former children’s pastor who embraced her children when they were young
and made an effort to connect with Bernadette’s family. This Caucasian woman visited
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Bernadette in the hospital after she gave birth to her son, and she also invited her to join two
small groups that she hosted. Bernadette also gave the account of an individual whom she called
a genuine soul. She described that this Caucasian man always made a genuine effort to make
their family feel included and involved. If he had not heard from her husband in a while, he
would reach out to her on Facebook Messenger or call her to make sure Bernadette’s husband
was doing okay. For Bernadette these individuals’ obvious efforts to engage her family made her
feel more welcome in the church.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
In Bernadette’s experience small groups can be a place where people can potentially feel
welcome or feel out of place. She described one small group experience where her family was
the only homogeneous African American family in the group. While the person who invited her
to the group was welcoming, Bernadette felt awkward in the group. She explained that while no
one was outwardly mean to them, she felt that people were standoffish and that there was just a
disconnect with group members. Conversely, Bernadette was also part of another small group led
by the new children’s pastor who was an African American woman with an African American
husband. She described how all the African Americans gravitated to this small group. The group
ended up being all African American except for one couple—a Korean woman and Caucasian
man whom Bernadette described as being more open. Bernadette noted that she felt connected
with this group of people, a completely different feeling from her other small group experience.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Bernadette believes that when the church changed pastors, both the music and the sermon
topics became more relatable and modern, as the new pastor would speak on current events.
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Bernadette saw this as a good change, but she mentioned that up until a few years ago the new
pastor would refer to the church as being “colorblind.” While Bernadette believed that the intent
was pure, his use of the term made her uncomfortable because it did not acknowledge how
minorities may have difference experiences and struggles that are worth acknowledging. Along
those same lines, Bernadette detailed her disappointment in how the pastor addressed the church
after the Floyd incident that occurred in 2020 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. In this event a
Caucasian police officer killed Floyd, an unarmed African American man, leading to global
unrest. She stated that in that sermon the pastor skirted around racial issues. While Bernadette
gave him credit for doing more than the previous pastor, who did not address racial issues at all,
she believed that he failed to address racism directly and never actually said Black lives matter.
In Bernadette’s opinion the pastor’s acknowledgement of racism after the Floyd incident was not
what it should have been, and she believes the pastor knew he did not address the issue properly
because he also preached on the topic of offense and feeling offended. Specifically, he talked
about how the enemy would make people feel offended and leave the church—words that
Bernadette believed were targeted at the African Americans in the church. She believed that the
pastor knew that African Americans would feel offended by his failure to adequately address
racism, and she believed his hopes were that by acknowledging this potential for offense and
making it the fault of the enemy, African Americans would be less likely to give in to the desire
to leave the church. Bernadette and her family stopped attending that church after that sermon.
She noted that “church is cultural, too. At least it has been, so for me at this point … we’re going
to pivot to a Black church. And that’s just what it is.”
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African American 4: Elvira
Elvira is a 43-year-old African American woman who is married with three children. She
works as a claims specialist and attended a predominantly Black nondenominational megachurch
before switching to a predominantly White nondenominational megachurch ten years ago.
Elvira’s current church is in City D, a city in Georgia that Elvira described as “the boonies.”
While Elvira’s family lives in one of the most highly populated areas of Georgia, before the
coronavirus disease they would commute 30–40 minutes to attend this church. The congregation
has anywhere from ten thousand to fifteen thousand people in attendance on a regular basis. She
volunteers in this church and participates in small group meetings as well as other informal
gatherings outside of the main service. While Elvira is not friends with Caucasian or African
American church members on social media, she does have one Latina church member as a friend
on a social media account.
The church has a Caucasian male pastor who is in his late 50s, and Elvira believes the
African American population in the church is declining due to the pastor’s current affiliation
with Donald Trump. As the pastor of a megachurch, Elvira’s pastor was in the headlines in the
past due to an action that some people construed as racist. Elvira was willing to overlook the past
transgression in hopes that he would change, but his more recent appearance on Cable-Satellite
Public Affairs Network (C-SPAN) as a spokesperson for Trump solidified in her mind that they
could no longer attend this church.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
Elvira has noticed that her current church ensures that the church greeters and the regular
church staff are racially diverse. She mentioned that African American men in particular are
frequently greeters and that the visual representation of people serving in the church made her
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feel that if other African American people could connect to that church, then she could do the
same. In addition to diverse workers, Elvira also noted that diversification efforts included
outreach in a variety of communities as well as a separate Spanish-speaking service, both of
which she believed to be effective strategies.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Elvira stated that one thing that makes her family feel welcome is the strong connection
her husband has built with a group of men in the church. Those men are always excited to see her
husband and consistently inquired about how he was doing and how they could help him—
generally reaching out. Elvira noted that the strong relationships she built with the women in her
small group also contributed to her feeling welcome in the church.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Elvira participated in a women’s small group that she loved. The group had numerous
activities throughout the year, including a weekend-long conference that strengthened the
women’s relationships among group members. Elvira believed the group made her feel
connected.
Social media, on the other hand, played a major role in making Elvira feel unwelcome at
church. Most of what the pastor has done politically happened on social media. Elvira detailed a
post on Facebook where she described the pastor as falling into divisive rhetoric. She noted how
people made comments on the post that made her question the mindset of people in the church.
She stated that she wanted to know what people were thinking, whether the pastor’s political
activities sat well with other people in the church, and what types of conversations other people
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were having when they saw the pastor supporting Trump. She wanted to have conversations with
people about those things, but at the same time she did not believe that people would be truthful
in conversation when faced with those types of questions. Elvira further explained that she
believes her Caucasian friends see her and her husband and detach them from their color—
almost like they forget she and her husband are Black. Her friends do not make the connection
that what happened to Floyd could have happened to her husband. Elvira also noted that while
she as an African American woman may not receive the same type of treatment Floyd received,
she had her own set of issues to deal with such as hair discrimination and other systemic issues.
In other words, Elvira feels a disconnect with her Caucasian friends because they fail to
understand that racism affects her and her husband.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Elvira referred to the pastor’s sermons topics as welcoming because he touched on broad
topics that were relatable such as finances, abuse, and children. She believed, however, that there
was a disconnect in that the pastor would never dive into topics that African Americans may be
experiencing. When he did mention topics such as racial unrest, he would keep it very short.
Elvira gave the example of when the pastor skirted past the topic of racial unrest and stated that
they all knew what was going on in society and that they all needed to come together. Aside
from her desire for him to address racially charged issues, Elvira was also uncomfortable
because she believed his plea for the congregation to come together was in direct opposition to
what his actions preached when he aligned himself with Trump. Because of his political
associations, Elvira felt that his messages were now tainted to her.
Elvira also mentioned the Hillsong pastor and how he participated in a sermon series
called “Conversations with a Black Man.” Elvira desired to attend his church because the
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sermons were realistic to current race relations and “the White people in the church would have
no choice but to see,” referring to Caucasians seeing racial injustice to better understand the fight
for equality. She believes that because her current pastor does not address racial issues “it makes
no one look internally and see what changes” they can personally make.
How Diversity Level Affects Decision to Stay or Leave Church
Elvira explained that she is accustomed to being the only African American in various
situations. She gave the example of volunteer work she did regularly with a group of women
from another church. She was the only African American in that group, but she said she did not
even notice. She believes, however, when a Caucasian person is the only one in a group, they
always notice, but she was comfortable with the level of diversity in the church. Consequently,
Elvira wished she could keep most aspects of the church and just change out the pastor.
African American 5: Tracey
Tracey is a 43-year-old African American woman adopted into a White family when she
was a child. She is currently married with three children and works as a client executive in
Georgia. Tracey currently attends a predominantly Black church; however, she details her
experience as an African American at a predominantly White nondenominational church she
attended for six months when she lived in the Northeast. The church is pastored by a White male
and has approximately 200 people in the congregation. Of those 200 people, Tracey
approximates that 10 of those congregants were African Americans. Among those 10 African
Americans, seven were musicians brought in by the pastor; Tracey shared that they may have
been paid musicians. She also noted that these numbers were on par with the predominantly
White neighborhood where the church was located. Tracey did not participate in any small group
meetings or informal church gatherings the church had. Regarding her social media accounts,
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Tracey had African American church members as her friends on social media, but the only
Caucasian church members who were friends with her on social media were her Caucasian
family members.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
One diversification strategy that Tracey noticed the church leaders doing was changing
the music by bringing in African American musicians. She credited them for that effort because
she believed the music was somewhat bland and that African Americans bring flavor to music.
Tracey noted that this effort was successful in bringing in new African American families
because the musicians brought their families with them. She is not sure, however, if the change
in music successfully brought in African Americans outside of the musicians’ families.
Consequently, the change of music was not an easy task. Tracey labeled the change as a struggle
because she believed the Caucasian members wanted to water down the beat. The musicians
were expected to be mindful of whether the music was too “live” or upbeat because the
Caucasian church members may not receive that style of music well.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Tracey believed that the pastor had a vision to make the church more inclusive, but many
people in the congregation were not on board with his vision. She explained that people who
were not on board with the pastor’s vision did not make the church welcoming to African
Americans. For instance, with the pastor’s attempt to change the music by bringing in African
American musicians, Tracey recalled a church event where the people in charge of the music did
not want to play music by Black artists. They stated that they wanted to play a “softer kind of
song.” Tracey also mentioned an interaction where they were supposed to sing the song
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“Victory” by Yolanda Adams, an African American gospel singer. When the music started and
the beat played, everyone who was familiar with this song was excited, but one of the Caucasian
church leaders blurted out, “Oh no, this is not the ghetto.” Tracey went into detail about how
condescending and hurtful that comment was, and even though church leaders held meetings
about this interaction and had this person apologize, this interaction was a deciding factor in
Tracey’s choice to switch to a predominantly Black church.
Tracey also repeatedly noted how she did not feel welcome in the church. She recalled a
time when the women were all supposed to be involved in a church activity, but no one
approached her to join. Her thoughts were that maybe they were more comfortable sticking to
their own kind, so her interactions with church members were limited. Tracey used her current
predominantly Black church to describe how she should have been treated. There is one
particular Caucasian woman among mostly African American people, and Tracey detailed how
they all make the Caucasian women feel welcome:
We make her feel part. We welcome her. We hug her, you know. And she’s in
everything, and she feels welcome. And we’ve had conversations actually where [we] …
ask her … what are your thoughts? You know, make her feel part of the conversation. I,
on the other hand, when the shoe was on the other side, I was invisible. Like I wasn’t
even there.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Tracey described the church as “very separated” and did not participate in any small
group meetings or informal gatherings. She described how friend circles in the church were
noticeable by their conversation. For instance, she detailed how the African Americans, who
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were mostly the musicians, would gravitate toward one another and discuss music. She
explained, however, that even within the choir, the Black musicians would hang out with each
other, and the White musicians would hang out with each other—they did not mix. Tracey noted
that she did not belong to a group and did not feel welcome at all.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
When Tracey first attended, the church had some African American ministers. She
believed that those ministers did not relate to the White population in the church—they were too
passionate when they spoke to the congregation and were expected to water down their
excitement. This disconnect between what the Caucasian congregation desired versus what the
African American ministers delivered led to these African Americans having limited
opportunities to be in the forefront. These ministers ended up leaving and starting their own
churches, and they consequently brought several of their African American friends with them
when they left.
Tracey also described her distaste for how the pastor avoided race-related and
controversial topics at all costs. She commended her current pastor at the predominantly Black
church, who boldly references racial issues despite having both African American and Caucasian
people in the congregation. Tracey believed that the pastor at the predominantly White church
may have been afraid to address race issues, and she doubts that sermons surrounding race would
have been welcomed by the congregation. Even if the pastor desired to address race, Tracey did
not believe that he would understand how to deliver that type of message.
Furthermore, Tracey mentioned a disconnect in the way she desired to participate in the
church service versus what would be expected. For instance, she mentioned that if she were to
say “praise the Lord” loudly during service, the people would look at her as if she were crazy.
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Similar to the manner in which the livelier African American music was an undesired change,
she believed that these outward expressions that are acceptable in many African American
churches were not welcome in that predominantly White church.
How Diversity Level Affects Decision to Stay or Leave Church
Tracey described that she left this predominantly White church and transitioned to a
predominantly Black church because she did not believe the White church had anything to offer
her or her children. The actual level of diversity within the church did not bother her, but their
lack of effort in welcoming her did. She stated that “it’s hard to be inclusive if you’re looking for
people who look exactly like you.” Her thoughts are that diversifying church leadership would
be an effective first step in creating a racially diverse congregation. A diverse leadership team
would trickle down and affect the culture of the church, and Tracey suggested that a changed
culture is necessary before the congregation demographics change.
African American 6: Brittnee
Brittnee is a 36-year-old African American woman. She is a married mother of two
children and works as a physician in a medium-sized city in Texas. For the past three years she
has attended a predominantly White nondenominational Christian church that is pastored by a
White male. The congregation consists of approximately 200 people. Brittnee noted that the
African American population in the church is low but steady, similar to the demographics of the
city, which has only a 10% African American population. Though Brittnee does not volunteer in
the church, she does participate in small group meetings and other informal gatherings outside of
the main church service. Regarding social media friendships with church members, Brittnee has
no African American church members as her friends on her social media accounts. She is,
however, friends with Caucasian church members on her social media accounts. Along with the
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church she currently attends, Brittnee recounted some experiences she had at her previous
church, which was also a predominantly White Christian church with a Caucasian male pastor.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
In the church Brittnee currently attends, she explained that the efforts she has noticed are
more geared toward making connections, encouraging participation, and making people feel like
they are part of a group. She specifically named small groups, the youth ministry, and activities
and events to invite people to as the efforts the church leaders utilize to reach out to different
people, not necessarily only minorities. Though she did not notice race-specific strategies in her
current church, Brittnee detailed a strategy she noticed at another predominantly White church
she previously attended. The church leaders would at times integrate secular music with church
music. She gave the example of when the church used the song “Glory” from the movie Selma.
The original song was by the famous African American musicians John Legend and Common;
the church just changed the words to the rap section to make it a gospel song. Brittnee believed
the church was reaching out to minority populations with that song choice because she did not
think there was a strong likelihood that their majority White population would know that specific
song from a movie centered around racial injustice. When I inquired as to whether she believed
this strategy was effective, Brittnee believed that it may be effective in making a visiting African
American feel welcome, but she also believed that if that person visited before or after that
experience and heard other things the minister would say, that strategy would not have made
them feel welcome.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
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Brittnee spoke highly of the interactions she had with numerous people at the church.
From the time she started attending people would take the traditional meet-and-greet time during
service to introduce themselves. In subsequent Sundays they would ask more questions to get to
know her and her family, and if they missed a Sunday service, people would ask if everything
was okay. She also mentioned that when she picked her son up from the children’s church,
people who did not recognize her would spark conversation by asking if she was new and
introducing themselves. Brittnee mentioned that they were even invited to lunch in one of their
early visits. This effort to be nice is what made Brittnee feel welcome.
When asked about interactions that made her feel unwelcome, Brittnee detailed a time
when women in her small group discussed race relations. A Caucasian member of her group
expressed a lack of understanding of why her African American coworker was offended by her
Blue Lives Matter bumper sticker. Another group member recalled a time when she was younger
and wandered away from her mother in a store. She was standing near an African American
woman, and when her mother called her back, the African American woman was offended
because she believed the mother was calling her child away because she was Black. Brittnee
explained to her group members that there are circumstances where African Americans are very
sensitive. While she did mention that there are moments when African Americans should be a
little less sensitive, she also made sure her group members knew that they need to gain an
understanding of why African Americans are more sensitive. The Caucasian group members
believed that everything did not need to be about race and that racism was in part just in people’s
heads, but Brittnee explained that they needed to consider how many times African Americans
have had negative interactions that stemmed from racism. She explained that while they believed
everyone should always exhibit responses that do not blame racism, that task is easier for people
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who do not encounter racism: “It’s easier when your whole life is you don’t have to worry about
someone treating you a specific way because of the color of your skin; then, no, you don’t
approach every situation as ‘is this me? Is it not?’”
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Brittnee believed that people can get lost in both big and small churches, so in her
opinion small groups help people feel like they are part of a church. They allow people to make
connections with people they may be able to relate to and assist with helping a person feel more
in tune with the church population. She also mentioned how their church would hold events such
as an ice cream social with competitions, carnival-style games, and inflatables. They would hold
Easter egg hunts and invite everyone from the neighborhood, not just church members. Brittnee
believed these events served to build connections, and when closed due to the coronavirus, they
still held small group meetings via Zoom. To still reach people and keep them all connected
when they were physically unable to come together, the children’s ministry delivered bags with
lesson plans and goodies for the kids to continue learning about God. Brittnee stated that she has
not experienced anything to make her feel alienated at this church.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Brittnee stated that her current pastor did a couple of sermons that addressed politics and
race issues. He had a recurring theme in his sermons that emphasized how the Bible is specific
on how to treat people. Whether people disagreed on politics or specific religious practices,
Christians are called to love their neighbors, be there for them, and support them—not treat them
badly because of differences in beliefs. Brittnee also detailed another sermon she liked where the
pastor named parts of the Bible that aligned with socialism, such as when the people gave all
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their belongings to the group, and everything was spread out so that no one suffered, and no one
starved. The pastor stated that whether people agreed with these socialist concepts or not, this is
what was in the Bible.
Conversely, Brittnee also mentioned how the pastor at her previous church made her feel
unwelcome by putting his personal political belief system into his sermons, which made her feel
that if she was going to be a member of that church, then her belief system had to match his. She
expressed that political belief systems did not have to align with religious belief systems. She
gave the example of how the pastor spoke about how the Palestinians needed to be kicked out
Israel, how people needed to stop kneeling at football games, and how science is wrong and there
is no evolution. When he preached his political views from the pulpit, Brittnee felt alienated. She
felt as though she could not worship there because she did not have the same political belief
system as the pastor, and said, “He puts it out there as if you have to have that [political belief
system] to be a Christian.” Brittnee believed that African Americans who attend predominantly
White nondenominational Christian churches in the South are likely to encounter this issue
where minorities feel as though their belief systems and their issues and problems are not
important because they are the smaller population and tend to be overlooked. Furthermore, as she
watched congregants around her nod in agreement when the pastor preached about how football
players make enough money and need to stop kneeling, she thought, “I don’t know who these
people are or why I’m here.”
How Diversity Level Affects Decision to Stay or Leave Church
Brittnee initially described the church as having a small African American population
that matched the demographics of the city; however, after further thought, she concluded that the
African American population at the church represented less than what would be expected if it
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truly matched the city demographics. Her thoughts were that African Americans tend to
congregate in churches where people look like them, which obviously did not include her
currently predominantly White church. Still, these demographics did not matter to Brittnee
because the people in this congregation made her feel connected, valued, and important.
African American 7: Andrea
Andrea is a 39-year-old African American woman. She is single, has no children, and is
currently unemployed. The predominantly White nondenominational Christian church Andrea
currently attends is in a large city in North Carolina. She estimated the demographics as 95%
Caucasian, 3% African American, and 2% other. The pastor is a Caucasian male, and Andrea has
attended this church for one year. She does not volunteer in the church, nor does she participate
in small group meetings or other informal church gatherings outside of the main service. Andrea
is, however, friends with both African American and Caucasian church members on her social
media accounts. Andrea does not believe the African American population at this church is
growing.
Andrea also detailed experiences at her previous church, a predominantly White church
located in a large city in South Carolina. She estimated this church to contain 80% Caucasian,
15% African American, and 5% Asian, Latino, or mixed-race people. Andrea believed the
African American population at this church was growing because African Americans were
inviting other African Americans to the service. She also noted that the city was growing more
diverse as well, and that may have contributed to the growing population of African Americans
in the church.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
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Andreas listed diverse leadership and outreach efforts as the two diversifications efforts
she noticed at her previous church. She believed that diversifying the leadership was effective
because those leaders would likely invite other people who looked like them. She believed their
outreach efforts, such as a Christmas play, Easter play, and backpack drive were effective
because the church would focus their efforts on communities of minorities.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Andrea recalled interactions with elderly ladies in the church she currently attends. She
described how these Caucasian women would speak to her and try to get to know her. While
Andrea’s initial thought was, “I know you’re only speaking to me because I’m Black,” she
credited them with their efforts in trying to get to know her. Andrea believed that effort to speak
to people and to know their names made her more comfortable in her current church. She could
not recall any interactions or relationships that made her feel out of place at her current or
previous church.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
According to Andrea, a person could go in and out of churches with no one ever getting
to know them if they did not participate in small groups. She believed that small groups are
particularly important in larger churches because they allow people to form friendships and study
the Bible more in depth with other people. Andrea stated that small groups have the potential to
make African Americans more comfortable because people have a greater opportunity to share
their heart, their faith, and their experiences. She mentioned that in small groups, she can be
known as more than just “this Black girl who goes to church.” People can get to know her as the
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individual she is, and in doing so, Caucasian people may feel more comfortable asking her
questions about race relations, or she may feel more comfortable asking them about German
traditions.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Andrea answered the question regarding her perceptions of liturgical practices by
comparing them to traditional African American churches. In her experience African American
services tended to be longer; they typically had a choir; and especially for African American
churches with an older crowd, church was expected to be more of a serious occasion. By
comparison, Andrea stated that she liked the shorter sermons because she does not want to be at
church all day. She prefers the worship service to be less of listening to a choir and more of
congregational participation in worship, which she believes is seen more in the predominantly
White churches she has attended. She also prefers the more modern delivery of messages with
skits or funny videos, which she has also gotten at predominantly White churches. She
suggested, however, that people who prefer the alternatives to her preferences may not feel
welcome at the predominantly White churches she has attended.
How Diversity Level Affects Decision to Stay or Leave Church
The lack of diversity does not outweigh the benefits Andrea has received from the
predominantly White churches she has attended. She believed that her current church pastor is
more progressive, but the congregation was holding him back from truly saying what he wants to
say. Andrea described the pastor as trying to find the fine line of preaching what he feels and
being respectful to the congregation. She explained that because of the older crowd in the
church, the elders do not feel comfortable tackling the church’s obvious lack of diversity. She
also believed that they may not know the politically correct way to approach the topic, so they
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choose not to. Further, Andrea mentioned that she attended an African American church for a
year, but the complete lack of diversity played a part in why she was not comfortable there. In
short, her thoughts about her current church are the following:
There aren’t a lot of Black people, but I’m more going for the word, and it’s quick. It’s
up the street. I’m [going to] be here for 30 minutes, and then I can go. So … I was like,
well, it would be nice if there were more Black people, but it didn’t stop me from going
[because] I liked the pastor. I liked the word. I felt like it was meeting my spiritual needs.
Caucasian 1: Whittany
Whittany is a 41-year-old Caucasian woman. She is married and has four children.
Whittany is an event planner and a mother. She detailed her experience at a predominantly White
nondenominational Christian church in a large city in Virginia. She has attended this church for
two years. Along with her experience in her current church, she detailed some of the experiences
she had at a former predominantly White nondenominational Christian church she attended in
Texas before she moved to her current church. The number of people in her current church is
approximately 250, and the pastor is a Caucasian male. She believes the current level of African
Americans at her current church is staying the same, while her previous church in Texas had a
growing population of African American congregants. Whittany volunteers in the church and
participates in small group meetings and other informal church gatherings outside of the main
service. She is friends with both African American and Caucasian church members on her social
media accounts.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
When I inquired about diversity efforts she has noticed in her current church, Whittany
noted that they have been getting out more into the community. From her perspective this
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outreach is not geared toward gaining members; rather, it is focused on helping and loving
people in the community more. She also mentioned that in the predominantly White church she
attended in Texas they would hold events to celebrate diversity. For instance, they had a day
where they served Indian food at the church. Whittany also recounted a time when people from
diverse cultures would bring dishes for people to partake, and they would teach everyone else
how to make those dishes. Whittany described these efforts as “teaching each other how to love
each other.”
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Whittany believes that one thing in her current church that makes African Americans feel
welcome is home groups. She mentioned that she has become best friends with all the people in
her home group and that home group members’ races do not matter. When I inquired about what
she has noticed that may have made an African American feel out of place in her church, she had
not noticed anything. She did, however, acknowledge that she may not necessarily be aware of
what is making an African American uncomfortable.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
In Whittany’s opinion, small groups, bible studies, informal gatherings, and social media
interactions all play a tremendous role in making people feel welcome. She believes small
groups allow growth and bonding that lead to relationship building and can grow more from
there. Whittany stated that all these interactions provide an opportunity for people to become a
family. She believed the most important thing people can do is “treat others how Jesus would
want you to treat them—not what humans want.”
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Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Whittany’s response to the effects of liturgy on African Americans was that she honestly
had no idea. She iterated that her lack of knowledge about this was sad. She mentioned that she
had never noticed anyone feeling out of place. If someone did feel out of place, she has learned
in her churches to be one of the first people to introduce herself and start a conversation to try to
make people comfortable.
Final Thoughts
Whittany stated that her church has not experienced any racial conflict among the
members—they all interact well. She grew up in a Pentecostal church and noticed racial tension
there, but none in any of her nondenominational churches. Whittany added that she loves the
church leaders’ efforts to integrate because she does not believe in segregation. She emphasized
that we are all just people, adding that according to her genetic testing, she actually has more
Nigerian in her than European, despite her blonde hair and blue eyes.
Caucasian 2: Christophe
Christophe is a 41-year-old Caucasian man who is married with four children. He is a
member of the United States Coast Guard and self-identified as being a member of a
predominantly White nondenominational Christian church. While the initial intent of the study
was to interview people who belonged to nondenominational churches in a traditional sense,
Christophe revealed in the interview that his nondenominational church was actually the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Mormons for short. Although his church membership did
not align with the initial intent, the information gained from this interview benefits the overall
content of the study; therefore, this case remains included. Christophe’s current church has a
White pastor and approximately 600–700 members, though only 100–200 active participants.
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The church is located in a small city in Virginia, and the headquarters are located in Salt Lake
City, Utah. Christophe recently moved to his current city. At the time of the interview, he had
only attended his current church for one week. He was, however, a life-long member of the
Church of Latter-Day Saints, so he detailed his experiences at other churches he attended. His
previous church, which he attended for five years, was in a small city in Oregon, a city and state
which he described as being mainly White. That congregation was 90% Caucasian, 10%
Hispanic, and 0% African American. Christophe volunteered in his previous churches and
participated in small group meetings and other informal church gatherings outside of the main
service. He is friends with both African American and Caucasian church members on his social
media accounts.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
When I inquired about what efforts he has noticed his church leaders using to increase
diversity within their congregation, Christophe stated that there has not been a push to increase
diversity within the church; instead, Mormon churches have been making efforts toward working
on race relations. From a historical perspective their congregation acknowledged the difficulties
members of their religion have had with race relations. Mormon church leaders have invited
members of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People to the Church of
Latter-Day Saints headquarters in Salt Lake City to discuss how the Mormon church can help
with race relations.
Additionally, Christophe mentioned two other diversification effort he noticed. Their
congregation holds a worldwide satellite meeting twice a year, which shows African Americans
in the church’s higher rankings. He believed that being able to see themselves represented in
these leadership positions makes African Americans more comfortable. Also, he described what
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he termed a “typecast type of situation” in which his church members started doing weekly
basketball scrimmages. He described how the purpose was to grow friendships by giving “them
something they’re interested in.” He believed this typecast situation was effective in bringing
African Americans into the building, not necessarily for church, but to start the conversation
about God.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
From Christophe’s perspective the interactions that occurred during Wednesday night
basketball scrimmages made African American feel more welcome in his church. On a separate
note, Christophe described how the history of the religion served to make African Americans
feel both welcome and unwelcome. Christophe described how the Mormon religion did not allow
African Americans to hold a leadership level called the priesthood until recently—1980. He
believed that conversations with African Americans regarding this part of the religion’s past can
be both welcoming and unwelcoming; It is welcoming because African Americans can gain a
greater understanding of how the church adapted their views to allow African Americans to fill
leadership positions in the church and so African Americans can “understand their place in the
church and their responsibilities within the church as well.” At the same time, he believed these
conversations about the church’s past exclusion of African Americans in leadership can be
unwelcoming because African Americans do not understand why the church would not allow
them to hold the priesthood. He further explained that confusion existed in the fact that African
Americans were allowed to be baptized as Mormons before 1980 but were not allowed
leadership roles or theological positions. Christophe specified that when he was a missionary 20
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years ago, this topic led to some difficult conversations, and he still has continued to have these
difficult conversations with African Americans recently.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Christophe detailed why he believes small groups are important. He stressed the greater
amount of personal contact and how small groups allow self-paced progression in the gospel. In
other words, people who desire to attend church on Sundays only can do that, but participating in
bible studies other days of the week will allow people to find a small group of likeminded people
with whom they feel comfortable, regardless of race.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
When I inquired about how he believes the church’s liturgy affects African Americans in
his church, Christophe’s response held two main points. Somewhat contrary to his opening
statement that there was a push toward mending race relations, the first point he made about the
church liturgy was that race is not a focus in their church. Christophe stressed that race relations
are “definitely a good thing to pursue, but it’s certainly not a focus of mine, not a focus of the
people in my family or within my church.” The focus is bringing people to Christ regardless of
race. He stressed that there was no group relationship nor congregation relationship; rather, the
liturgy of the church centered on personal relationship, race excluded. The second point he made
was that “your ability to feel comfortable in your own skin is the important part, and the sooner
you feel more comfortable in your own skin, the more ability you’ll have to fit into our
congregation.” In other words, at least to some extent Christophe believed that people who are
not comfortable in his church or feel as if they do not fit well in his church have an internal issue
that they need to address.
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Final Thoughts
Reflecting on his perception of Christianity, Christophe believed Christianity is
historically White and that most African American Christians are members of the Southern
Baptist denomination. He offered a disclaimer that he has never lived in the South to confirm or
deny his perceptions, but those were his beliefs, nonetheless. When he did experience diversity
in a church setting, however, he did notice a pattern of behaviors:
Blacks sit with Blacks. The Hispanics—they sit with their own kind, and I don’t think
that’s wrong. I just think that’s where they feel comfortable. And I myself … more likely
I will sit with a White friend than a Black friend. Not because I’m racist. Because that’s
where that comfort level is.
Christophe suggested that this pattern was due to the social aspect of church. He seemingly
valued the spiritual side of church much higher than the social side, but he acknowledged that
asking questions about what makes people comfortable or uncomfortable in church could be
valuable in cultivating the spiritual side: “If they don’t feel welcome, they’re not [going to]
pursue that personal relationship with Jesus Christ.”
Caucasian 3: Alexandria
Alexandria is a 27-year-old woman. She is single with no children and works as a
teacher. Alexandria’s experience at what she identified as a predominantly White
nondenominational Christian church was during her teenage years until she left for college.
Though she self-identified as attending a nondenominational Christian church, the actual church
was Lutheran. Similar to Christophe’s case, though the initial intent of the study was to gather
experiences from people attending nondenominational churches in a more traditional sense,
Alexandria’s church experience was both relevant and beneficial to the study. The church she
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attended was located in a small city in Alabama. During the four years she attended from 2008–
2012, the pastor was Caucasian and the congregation included approximately 50 members.
Alexandria volunteered in the church and participated in small group meetings and other
informal church gatherings outside the main service. She noted that this congregation had no
African American congregants; therefore, she was not friends with African American church
members on social media. She was, however, friends with Caucasian church members on her
social media accounts.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
Regarding diversity efforts she noticed in her church, Alexandria stated that she noticed
very few. The outreach efforts she did notice were not geared toward minorities, people of color,
or anyone who was not considered cis hetero. She described the congregation as mainly being an
older population with recent turmoil that focused on the acceptance or rejection of
homosexuality. Most of the church members took a stance against homosexuality and gender
fluidity, which is why Alexandria specified that their outreach efforts were geared toward
heterosexual individuals who identified as their born gender.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Speaking from her experience as a White person who has attended a predominantly
African American church on various occasions, Alexandria noted that she believes recognizing
visitors in the church could make African Americans feel more welcome. She specified that
speaking to visitors and offering to give them more information on the church could be helpful
and welcoming. She also noted distinct differences between African American and Caucasian
worship services. Alexandria specifically pointed out the cultural difference of how she is
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accustomed to sitting and listening rather than responding and being interactive with the word
that is preached. She believed that Caucasian church leaders could make their services more
welcoming to African Americans by being more flexible and not being set in their ways.
Alexandria also detailed how politics in the church can also affect African Americans.
She mentioned a church with a billboard stating, “Black lives matter here” and how that was a
bold, welcoming statement. She conversely mentioned the opposing perspective where church
leaders, despite information detailing the meaning of “Black lives matter,” insist on declaring
that all lives matter. Alexandria explained how these statements reflect the people within the
church:
I think maybe a church can be an echo chamber in that because you’re around people
who aren’t going to speak up against you necessarily. You’re around people who may
already agree with what you’re saying, and so you’re just going to keep saying the same
thing over and over again and just reinforce your own beliefs, and so I think maybe
churches can be a little static. They can get a bit stale with their belief systems because
they’re not open to feedback. It’s kinda [sic] like it’s my way or the highway. That kind
of absolute control that you might associate more with God than you would with people.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
When I asked Alexandria how she believed small group meetings and other informal
gatherings may make African Americans feel more welcome or out of place in church, she
pointed out that cliques can make people feel out of place, but cliques form regardless of context.
She detailed how various group gatherings and activities should be well advertised and open to
all people to avoid people feeling out of place. She also stressed how important she believes it is
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to have gatherings outside of Sunday services. She believes the extra opportunities allow
congregants to live out their faith rather than just going through the sanctimonious ritual of
Sunday attendance only.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Alexandria’s response when asked about how the liturgy of her church affected African
Americas was that though the pastor was a liberal pastor who wore tie-dyed shirts with a clergy
collar and earrings and expressed his support for Obama, she detailed how the older
congregation censored him and did not allow him to lead in the direction he desired. Though he
tried, sermons that were contrary to the “orientation or gender or political view” held by a
majority of the congregants, which was that people should be heterosexual, identify as the gender
their body displayed at birth, and hold conservative Christian values, were typically censored or
met with flack. For instance, Alexandria detailed a sermon the pastor delivered about the
American flag. He attempted to explain to this mainly conservative, right-leaning crowd of older
White congregants that they should not place the American flag in the pulpit next to the cross
because doing so was like combining an idol with Christianity. He stressed that you cannot
equate God and America and that you cannot serve two Gods. He believed the flag and
American nationalism could be considered idols. This message was not received well by many,
with some congregants declaring that he disrespected America and disrespected the flag. Though
Alexandria did not detail how African Americans would have received this message, she noted
that the censoring of such messages by the congregants who were not in agreement with the
pastor’s more liberal messages would likely make anyone who is different in gender, sexual, or
political views feel unwelcome. Alexandria stressed that along with the leaders playing a role in
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people feeling welcome or out of place, the body of the church can potentially play an even
greater role.
Final Thoughts
Alexandria noted that she chose to “be my own church right now” because of the
cognitive dissonance she felt from building strong relationships with people who she believed
were good people. They were good people to her but not good people to other people, and in an
act of taking personal responsibility she is not currently in a church. She felt like there were
certain people, such as homosexuals, who were not welcome at the church she attended and other
churches she visited, and she did not want to be a part of that type of organization.
Caucasian 4: Eva
Eva is a 29-year-old Caucasian woman. She is single and has no children. While she
attended the predominantly White nondenominational Christian church she details, she worked
as a teacher. The church Eva detailed is located in a large city in Texas. It has a White male
pastor and has a congregation composed of approximately 400–500 congregants. During her
three years at this church, she volunteered within the church and participated in small group
meetings and other informal church gatherings outside of the main service. She was a small
group coleader for a young adults’ group and was on the host team in which she provided child
care for adult small groups. Eva is friends with both African American and Caucasian church
members on her social media accounts.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
Eva described how she did not notice any diversification efforts within her church and
that she had a problem with this because it created a disconnect. She detailed that there was a
lack of anything being done systemically, on a small group scale, and on a whole group scale.
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She, however, described how she quickly gained leadership positions in the church because of
her ability to connect with people. Eva used these roles to push back on comments and challenge
statements that people would make—to encourage people to think about and discuss topic
directly related to race.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Eva believed that microaggressions likely make African Americans feel out of place in
one-on-one interactions at her church. She gave the example of an African American man that
cofacilitated a small group with her. There were many times people would say or do things to
tokenize him such as having the Black man dance or rap. Eva explained that some people see
these acts as lighthearted and funny, but they have a much deeper meaning. Eva believed he was
so accustomed to receiving that type of behavior that he did not even express discomfort. She
stated that she discussed the tokenization with him, pointing it out as not being acceptable. His
response, however, was always to blow it off by saying he was used to it or just acknowledge
that it happens.
Additionally, Eva explained that she has had conversations with some former African
American congregants. They left this church due to a lack of conversations around race and the
failure of people to acknowledge race. She believes that some people avoid discussing race as if
the topic is taboo. She also believes some avoid discussing race because they do not want to be
labeled as racist, or they believe they may say something that is perceived as racist. Eva believes
these uncomfortable conversations allow people to work through issues, which builds closer
relationships. She also believes these conversations provide a platform for African Americans to
be seen and heard in that space. The conversations she has had with her African American
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friends taught her that when a largely publicized, racially charged big event occurs and the
church fails to even acknowledge it, African Americans may feel a disconnect: “…It’s huge like,
all right, maybe my life, like my experience doesn’t even matter in this space because we’re not
even like addressing it.”
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Eva highly valued social connection, and she believed that meetings such as small groups
and other informal gatherings had the most potential to serve as an opportunity to build
relationships and have conversations that may make African Americans feel more comfortable.
Eva also acknowledged that social media could easily be a place where African Americans feel
out of place. She described social media as an outlet for people to show their true colors. She
gave the example of how some of her African American friends explained how they felt hurt that
people they considered close friends were on social media “posting justification for a Black
person being murdered.” Eva believed that social media provides a higher level of comfort in
self-expression because there is less interconnectedness, and some people feel as though they are
just speaking to the Internet or their smartphone. These types of social media expressions caused
her African American friends to doubt the true depth of their friendships with Caucasian church
members.
Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Eva believed that acknowledging the African American perspective during sermons was
important in making African Americans feel welcome at a predominantly White church. She
gave the example of when she visited her parent’s church in a medium-sized city in Alabama
where she grew up. A large racially charged event recently occurred, and the pastor of this
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predominantly White church acknowledged the event and challenged his congregation to look at
what was happening. He approached the event from a social justice perspective, and his sermon
brought Eva to tears. She explained that this is what she wanted to see in her church in Texas,
not just in small groups, but in a large setting. Eva also mentioned a third church she visited with
an African American friend who left the church where Eva went. She noted that this church
differed from her current church in that the pastor there was not avoiding the discussion of racial
issues. Conversations about race happened on a larger scale, and the pastor tied these topics in to
sermons. Eva noted that she would have switched to that church had she not been relocating to a
new city.
Caucasian 5: Joelle
Joelle is a 30-year-old Caucasian woman. She is single and has no children. Joelle works
as a nurse and attends a predominantly White Christian church in Texas. The church has
approximately 300 people in the congregation, and the pastor is Caucasian. She noted that the
population within the city has a considerably higher percentage of Hispanic people than African
American people; the diversity within the church reflects the city demographics. Joelle has
attended the church for a total of six years. Three of those years were in person, and she has
attended remote services for the other three years. Joelle has volunteered in the church, and she
participated in small group meetings and other informal church gatherings outside of the main
service. She is friends with both African American church members and Caucasian church
members on social media.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
Joelle noted an inconsistency with diversity efforts in the churches she has attended. She
grew up not discussing race and felt as though looking at the diversity in church was not
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something that people did. When she joined her church in Texas, the members partnered with a
church in Portland, Oregon, and helped with a church plant. Joelle called the church planting
very intentional in respect to the community and reaching the diverse people within the
community where they were starting the new church. When the church was in the beginning
stages, the church planters stated that they did not want to have a White church because that is
not what God’s kingdom looks like, so they were actively evaluating the effectiveness of their
diversification efforts and readjusting as they deemed necessary. For example, when trying to
reach the large Asian population in the area, they tried holding events that they believed would
bring in a large Asian crowd, but when these events or other strategies were not successful, they
would acknowledge that their efforts did not work and strategize on what they can adjust that
may actually be effective at growing the Asian population in the church. Joelle noticed, however,
that as a few years passed, the conversations regarding the diversity within the church subsided,
and the main focus remained on building relationships. In Joelle’s experience, the greatest push
for diversification happens in the beginning and very, very early stages of a church.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Joelle described her church as having a welcoming, inclusive environment with measures
in place to make everyone, not exclusively African Americans, feel included. She mentioned that
people came in with various difficult backgrounds, and church members wanted to make sure
that they knew no one cared about their past or their present. They wanted people to feel safe.
They were welcome to come whether they believed the Bible or not, if they just wanted to have a
safe place to be, or if they just wanted to make friends.
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Conversely, Joelle described an incident that she believed was not received well by
African Americans in the congregation. Following a racially charged event in that was very well
publicized, the person in charge of announcements played a video that had an African American
as the brunt of a joke. While the person programming the video believed it was funny, Joelle and
a few other congregants believed it was distasteful, and they tried to communicate their
reasoning and perspective to the person in charge of announcements prior to the video airing.
She believed their voices were not heard because they were women trying to get a man to listen,
but Joelle recalled how the person chose to play the video and how uncomfortable she felt
because there were not a lot of Black people in the congregation. She detailed that while there
were people in the congregation laughing at the joke, the Black person in the second row was not
laughing. After the announcement person aired the controversial video, one of the pastors came
down and told him not to play it for the second service. The pastor described it as being
inappropriate any day but even more inappropriate on that particular day because church leaders
had not yet had an opportunity to address the congregation regarding the recent racially charged
event that was trending in the news.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Joelle believed that African Americans at her church likely always felt as if they were the
only ones when it came to small groups and other informal gatherings. While there were multiple
African Americans in the congregations, Joelle stressed that each person had their individual
interests, and that they did not all fit into the same bubble. The African American congregants in
her church were each the only African American in their small groups, and she believed that the
“burden of being the one” would make them feel more uncomfortable in their small groups.
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Effects of Liturgy on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
When I asked Joelle about her thoughts on how the liturgy in her church affected the
African American congregants, she reflected on the music and pastors. Joelle concluded that she
did not believe her church misappropriated the African American culture—that they “had a
White boy with a nice voice singing White boy songs.” Joelle seemed to be wary of
misappropriation due an experience as a child where she was in an all-White choir, and the
director had them sing what Joelle referred to as a “slave gospel song.” She reflects on that
experience now, guiltily wondering how that song choice may have been negatively received by
racist parents and grandparents.
Final Thoughts
In her closing thoughts, Joelle spoke a great deal about the city she is from and how
people in that city struggle with racism. Churches are clearly divided by race, and the city was
the setting of one of the major mass shootings of African Americans inside of a church. She
spoke about how she wanted to visit African American churches, but she felt as though her
presence as a White person in a predominantly Black church in that city could potentially make
African Americans feel unsafe. Joelle spoke tearfully about how she believed the church
shooting resulted in African Americans in the community never being able to feel safe again. Her
dilemma was whether to attempt to bridge the gap in racial segregation by visiting a
predominantly African American church even though she believed her presence would make
African Americans uncomfortable in their own church home.
Caucasian 6: Krystal
Krystal is a 36-year-old Caucasian woman who is married and has three children. She is
an office manager and attended a predominantly White nondenominational Christian church in a
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small city in Alabama. The church is considered a megachurch with approximately 20,000
members. It is pastored by a White man. Krystal attended this church for about six years and
volunteered at the church. She also participated in small group meetings and other informal
gatherings outside of the main service. Joelle is social media friends with both African American
and Caucasian church members.
Noticeable Efforts to Increase Diversity
Krystal described how the predominantly White Christian churches she attended have
multiple campuses. One of the diversity efforts that she noticed was that there were people of
color leading specific campuses. From her perspective placing minorities in these leadership
positions was more of a façade for the church to be able to get credit for having diversity.
Additionally, Krystal mentioned that the church seemed to be going backwards regarding
diversity efforts in some areas. She believed the church marginalized people of color, not
exclusively African Americans. Her husband is Hispanic, and she gave the example of the
church’s Hispanic service. The pastor of the Hispanic service was initially allowed to translate
the lead pastor’s sermon and put his spin on it for the Hispanic community, but more recently
they removed his allowance to present anything outside of a specific word-for-word translation
of the lead pastor’s message.
Relationships and Interactions That May Make African Americans Feel More Welcome or
Out of Place
Krystal was on the event team at church, which she described as having a decent ratio of
Black and White people. On this personal interactional level, Krystal never noticed any outright
racism. She actually believed relationships among members of the event team were just the
opposite: genuine relationships, everyone got along well, and no one felt any different because of
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their skin color. She specified that she did not feel that anyone was marginalized on a personal
level.
Perception of Small Group Meetings, Bible Studies, Informal Gatherings, and Social Media
Effects on African Americans Feeling Welcome or Out of Place
Regarding small groups, Krystal noted that small group settings can make people feel
either included or not. She provided the example of cliquish small groups where the same people
may have been in the same small group multiple times, thus forming a bond that could make a
newcomer feel excluded, regardless of race. Krystal stated that she did not notice this being the
case and that she believes hosts do a pretty good job of being open to new people. The groups
she joined happened to have a good mix of race and age, and she enjoyed hearing various
perspectives. She added, however, that she would likely feel uncomfortable if she was the only
person of color joining a group of only White people, as if “there’s nobody else here.” Krystal
believed that in a predominantly White church, minorities being the only one in a small group
would happen a lot. Although she does not believe anyone felt out of place in a small group she
attended, she gave the disclaimer that she “could be stuck in a little White bubble, but I hope
not.”
Regarding social media’s effect on African Americans feeling welcome or out of place at
her church, Krystal discussed a controversy surrounding the lead pastor’s social media activity
that led to many African Americans leaving the church, including a lot of her friends. She
explained that the pastor was following overtly racist people on social media and that he was
liking some of the controversial posts. He tried to sweep the controversy under the rug by saying
that people do not always know who they are following on social media, but Krystal did not
believe this was a legitimate excuse because he was liking comments that she described as flat-
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out racist. She stated, “People who are actually paying attention … have said, ‘Nope, we’re not
doing this anymore,’” indicating that they are no longer going to overlook what they know to be
racism.
Final Thoughts
Krystal ultimately left the church because she felt that it was not inclusionary enough for
her desires. She wanted better treatment for everyone: gay, lesbian, Black, White, and Hispanic.
Though she misses attending, she no longer wanted to give her time to a place that did not
welcome everybody.
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Chapter 5: Results
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore the perceptions of
African American members and Caucasian members of predominantly White churches about
their church’s diversification efforts and attitudes about those efforts. In this study I aimed to
determine why minorities may feel welcome or out of place in predominantly White
congregations and how organizational structures and personal interactions with nonminority
congregants may contribute to those perceptions. Existing literature provided insight on what
diversity efforts currently exist; however, the literature is mainly from a leadership perspective.
Little information currently exists from congregants’ point of view to contribute to an
understanding of why diversity efforts in predominantly White Christian church remain largely
unsuccessful. This research filled this gap of knowledge by providing data from 13 members or
former members of predominantly White Christian churches.
In this chapter I reintroduce the research questions and provide the results of the research.
Each research question is answered with themes that emerged from the coded interviews. The
data from individual participant’s experiences in predominantly White Christian churches
supports these themes.
Research Question 1
Research Question 1 was the following: What are African Americans’ perceptions of
factors that may contribute to feelings of being at home or out of place in predominantly White
Christian churches?
The following section includes each of the three main themes that corresponds to what
factors the African American participants believe contribute to feelings of being at home or out
of place in predominantly White Christian churches: Catering to the majority population makes
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African Americans feel invisible, many African Americans value and require meaningful
acknowledgement of race and racial issues, and perception of church leadership is a major factor
in whether African Americans feel welcome or out of place. Using the perspective of the
individual participants, each theme will include a brief explanation followed by supporting data
from multiple cases.
Catering to the Majority Population Makes African Americans Feel Invisible
One theme that emerged from the experiences of African American participants who
attended predominantly White Christian churches was that African Americans felt out of place
when predominantly White nondenominational Christian church leaders catered to the belief
systems of the majority population. When church leaders focus on the comfort and desires of
Caucasian congregants alone, this can result in African Americans feeling invisible. Catering to
the Caucasian population can make African Americans feel as though their comfort level and
desires are not important in that church, or it can make African Americans feel as though they do
not fit in because their values may differ from the majority.
Brittnee. Brittnee detailed how she believed the pastor geared his sermons toward a
specific population: White conservative Americans. She explained that her previous pastor was a
White conservative man that was born in the southwest, and his belief system, referring to his
religious beliefs, political beliefs, and general perspective on life, naturally reflected his life
experiences as a White conservative man. As the pastor of a church, he put his belief system on
the population of his church, expecting it to be “everyone’s belief system,” and as Britnee stated,
“A lot of those beliefs are not going to be [the] same as a minority person who grew up in the
South because our experiences are very different.” Brittnee explained how the pastor combined
religious beliefs with political beliefs. His sermons included his political views that Palestinians
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should be kicked out of Israel, that people should not be kneeling at football games, and that
evolution does not exist. Brittnee felt as though as a member of his church, she was expected to
agree with both his religious belief and his political beliefs: “He puts it out there as if you have to
have that [political belief system] to be a Christian, and I don’t like that.” As another example of
the church catering to the White conservative crowd, Brittnee spoke about the church leaders’
choice to raffle off a gun as a Father’s Day gift. She felt as though there were many other gift
options that would have made more sense, but the selection of a gun was a perfect example of
how the church leaders catered to the conservative White majority population of the church.
Tracey. Similar to Brittnee’s response, Tracey provided an example of her church
catering to the status quo when she detailed the expectations of the church’s diversified leaders.
Though they had African American ministers, the ministers were expected to tone down their
enthusiastic sermon delivery in order to meet the desires of the predominantly White
congregation who was accustomed to calm, low-energy sermons. These expectations eventually
resulted in the African American ministers leaving and starting their own church where they
were not bound by the comfort level of the predominantly White congregation.
Tracey gave another example of when her church leaders valued the desires of the
majority congregation members. When selecting the music for a church event, the people in
charge of the music stated that they did not want to play songs by Black artists; they wanted what
they described as softer music. Similarly, as an attempt to diversify membership, Tracey
described how church leaders brought in African American musicians. While the musicians did
bring a change to the music, the church leaders still expected them to be mindful of being too
upbeat so that Caucasian church members would be comfortable. For example, when they began
the song “Victory” by Yolanda Adams, a Caucasian church leader interrupted the start of the
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song with the statement that “this is not the ghetto,” making it clear the upbeat style and
excitement that the song brought to the African American musicians was not welcome.
Another example that Tracey gave of the church defaulting to the status quo concerned
the atmosphere of the church. In many African American churches, pastors preach in a
responsive atmosphere where congregants are welcome to and often encouraged to vocally
respond to the sermon. Tracey noted the following in the predominantly White Christian church
she attended: “If I were to say ‘praise the Lord’ really loud, they probably would look at me like
I done [sic] lost my mind … none of that was welcomed.” Because the atmosphere catered to the
Caucasian majority, Tracey felt that she was not able to participate in the service in a manner that
would have made her feel more welcome and included.
Andrea. Adding to the theme that predominantly White church leaders cater to the
desires of the majority crowd, Andrea discussed how she believes churches leaders could work
on diversifying their church. She believes it should start with speaking to African Americans to
find out what the church can do to make African Americans feel more comfortable. For the
churches she attended, however, she believed the leaders were not “comfortable broaching the
subject.” As she stated, “Like they know they probably could do better, but like I just don’t think
the elders in the church feel comfortable like doing it.” The church maintained the status quo in
order to preserve the comfort of the majority members, and Andrea responded, “I guess it is what
it is.”
Many African Americans Value and Require Meaningful Acknowledgement of Race and
Racial Issues
One of the main issues that trended among the African American participants in the study
was the desire for race and racial issues to be acknowledged and addressed within the church.
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Six out of seven of the African American participants indicated that they valued and expected the
acknowledgment of race and racial issues. Participants indicated that they felt out of place in
predominantly White Christian churches when a pastor failed to acknowledge racial issues,
particularly with the high-profile news stories that were trending at the time of the interviews. On
the other hand, some participants indicated their full support for pastors who frequently and
consistently addressed racial issues from the pulpit.
Timothy. Similar to Brittnee’s experience with a pastor who catered to the belief systems
of the majority members of the church, Timothy described how the pastor of a predominantly
White nondenominational Christian church he attended included political and world issues in his
sermons. He also described a perspective that catered to conservative White Christians, with the
pastor speaking on topics such as disrespecting the American flag and kneeling at NFL games.
When the racist march in Charlottesville occurred and presented Timothy’s pastor with an
opportunity to discuss racism from the pulpit, Timothy expected him to discuss these events with
the same opinionated fervency that he discussed the political topics that were of interest to the
conservative White members of his church. The pastor did not even mention this major
headliner, so Timothy left the church. While this example supports the previous theme that
catering to the status quo leads to African Americans feeling invisible, it also exemplifies the
theme that many African Americans desire and sometimes require that churches address race and
racial issues.
Completely different from his reaction to the pastor who failed to acknowledge the
Charlottesville events during his sermon, Timothy noted that his current pastor did a sermon on
race relations a few weeks before the interview for this study. Though he had not yet had a
chance to watch the teleservice, Timothy described the impact that the sermon series had on him
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as an African American by saying, “I think that that’s very meaningful. I’m proud. I’m proud. I
haven’t seen it. Don’t know how good it was. I’ve heard good feedback, but just the attempt, just
the effort makes me proud.” In contrast to the previous pastor who made Timothy feel invisible
by ignoring problems that affected him as an African American, the pastor who acknowledged
race and racial issues made him feel valued and made him feel as though his issues were
important to the people with whom he worshipped.
Willie. Similarly, Willie supported the theme that African Americans value
acknowledgement of race and racial issues when he described how he believed his current and
former pastors did a good job of addressing race relations. He portrayed the pastors as being
open and vocal about racism and encouraging everyone to do their part. Referring to the national
anthem and the Floyd headlines, Willie described how the pastors would immediately address
racial issues in a supportive manner toward African Americans. Willie detailed how the current
pastor acknowledged racism while also explaining to the congregation that at their church they
were “not going to take on the hijacked way that this can be skewed,” meaning they were not
going to go with the mainstream White conservative approach to racial issues. The standard
White conservative approach was to speak negatively about anyone disrespecting the American
flag and to automatically defend the police officer in the Floyd case. Willie stated that the
pastor’s approach was “to actually address [the issues] … for what they really are,” meaning
racism. The pastor’s acknowledgement of racial issues and the approach he takes to address racerelated headlines make Willie and his family feel welcome and has him in complete support of
the pastors. Willie stated, “I was even more in [the pastor’s] corner after one particular sermon
when he was like … this is what African Americans have been trying to say … we haven’t been
listening.”
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Bernadette. Bernadette noted how her pastor’s failure to adequately address race and
racial issues has been off-putting. For example, she spoke about how her pastor would repeatedly
refer to their church as “colorblind.” Though Bernadette acknowledged that the pastor’s intent
was pure, it still stood out to her as a part of what has made her feel uncomfortable at this
predominantly White nondenominational Christian church. Indicating that the pastor has gained
a greater understanding of why the term “colorblind” can make African Americans feel less
welcome, Bernadette noted that the pastor stopped using that term about a year prior to our
interview. She did not detail what prompted the change. Additionally, Bernadette noted that the
pastor makes a point to address racial issues more than the previous pastor did, but she described
the pastor’s efforts by saying, “Yes, he addressed it, but he also skirted around the issue. He
never came out and said ‘Black lives matter,’ which to me was a put off.” Bernadette went on to
say regarding the way the pastor handled the Floyd case, “Again, he addressed it but not
directly.” She was put off to a point where she stopped logging in to the virtual services during
the coronavirus closure: “They opened up. I haven’t been back. I don’t think I’ll be going back
honestly because of that,” meaning the pastor’s failure to meaningfully acknowledge how the
Floyd case affected the African American community.
Bernadette’s example supports the trending value that many other African Americans in
the study held—that African Americans desire for the church leaders to do an adequate job of
addressing race and racial issues. She needed more than a superficial acknowledgement.
Reflective of interest convergence, Bernadette’s pastor acknowledged racial issues enough to be
a part of the trend of organizations who were jumping on the antiracism bandwagon. Following
the death of Floyd, numerous individuals and organization leaders across the nation made a point
to publicly acknowledge racism, and Bernadette’s pastor did the same with his superficial
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acknowledgement. He stopped, however, short of digging too deeply into the issues, an act that
would have extended beyond his interest level. Because of this shortcoming, Bernadette chose to
leave the church. When Bernadette told me that she and her husband decided to pivot back to a
Black church, I asked if the decision to return to a Black church was specifically due to the
pastor and his failure to truly address the racial issues.” Her response was that it was “100%
unfortunately.”
Elvira. Further emphasizing African Americans’ desire for race and racial issues to be
adequately addressed in the church, Elvira described how her pastor would touch on broad topics
that everyone could relate to, such as financial issues or kids, but “the disconnect … is where he
doesn’t really dive into the topics that we may be experiencing, and if he does it’s very short,
like, ‘We know what’s going on in today’s society … make sure we come together.’” Elvira also
spoke about a conversation with neighbors who attended another church that was similar to her
church. They were “astonished that [the pastor hadn’t] spoken out—that he hasn’t said anything”
regarding race and racism in the midst of numerous racially charged months. Elvira went on to
say that there is a similar theme among friends who attend predominantly White Christian
churches where the pastors are “not saying anything. They’re not addressing anything.”
Further exemplifying the importance that many African Americans place on church
leaders addressing race and racism within the church, Elvira also mentioned “Uncomfortable
Conversations with a Black Man,” where a Hillsong pastor sits down and discusses race relations
with a Black man. She described the conversations as eye opening and realistic, stating that if his
church were in the area, she would want to attend it because “the White people in the church
would have no choice but to see,” meaning, the pastor’s deliberate efforts to understand and
spread information regarding race and race relations were sure to trickle down to the
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congregation members of his church. She believed that as this Caucasian pastor listened to an
African American man tell his story, the pastor and his congregation would gain greater insight
into the life experiences of African Americans in the United States so that they can make
changes for the better. Just the opposite, she believed that her pastor, who does not address race
and race relations, has the opposing results on the congregation: “It makes no one look internally
and see what changes [need to be made].”
Tracey. When I asked Tracey about how the liturgy of the leaders in the predominantly
White church she previously attended may have made her feel more welcome or out of place, her
immediate response was to note that “when it came down to race topics, they stayed away from
that. At all costs.” She followed this statement by speaking fondly of her current church, a
predominantly African American church, where the pastor boldly references White and Black.
She detailed how they had both African American and Caucasian members at her current church,
but the pastor was not timid or shy about addressing race at all. At her previous predominantly
White church, however, she believed the pastor was afraid to reference race and that if they did
acknowledge race, they probably would not know how to deliver the message. Rather than the
pride she feels in her current pastor who does acknowledge race, she believed that if the pastor at
her former predominantly White church attempted to acknowledge race, he would likely be
ineffective and leave African Americans confused: He would “make us feel like, okay what are
you talking about?”
Tracey’s complimentary prose regarding the boldness that her current pastor used with
referencing race supports the theme that African Americans want race to be addressed within the
church. Still, her doubt that her previous pastor at the predominantly White church could
adequately address racial issues supports the idea that African Americans do not want superficial
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acknowledgement regarding race and racism. They want genuine acknowledgement that comes
from a place of understanding.
Brittnee. Brittnee’s experience at her currently predominantly White Christian church is
one that supports the idea that when a pastor adequately and consistently acknowledges race and
racial issues, many African Americans feel more welcome. When I inquired about how the
liturgy of her church impacted her feeling of being welcome or out of place at her church, she
responded with the statement that her pastor does a very good job of making her feel welcome
because he has “done a couple of sermons specifically touching on politics and race and things
like that.” She detailed how he would acknowledge that everyone in the congregation was not
going to agree with him, but he emphasized that “at the end of the day if you’re a Christian this
is what you’re supposed to believe. You’re supposed to love your neighbor … be there for them
… support them … and he consistently says that in his ministry.” Brittnee’s pastor made her feel
welcome by acknowledging race and racial issues, something that she noted she did not get at a
previous church. She believed that as the smaller population in a predominantly White
nondenominational Christian church, African American’s “belief systems, and their issues, and
problems … tend to get pushed to the background,” and this is what happened at her previous
church. Her current church leaders, however, did a much better job at acknowledging race, an
action that has made her feel welcome at this church.
Perception of Church Leadership is a Major Factor in Whether African Americans Feel
Welcome or Out of Place
Another theme that emerged from the data indicated that African Americans’ image of
the pastor and other leaders in the church plays a significant role in whether they are comfortable
attending a predominantly White Christian church. Data showed that the pastor’s image can be
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impactful to a point that it negates the welcome feelings African Americans may receive
interacting with a supportive congregation. Most notably, numerous African Americans indicated
that the pastor’s image is tarnished due to politics.
Elvira. Elvira described her congregation and the setup of the church as welcoming. She
spoke about the strong, genuine connections her family has built with people. Despite the
welcome feeling she gets from the church body, she feels as if she cannot stay at the church
because of the pastor’s political involvement. Elvira mentioned a time in the past when the pastor
was a part of the “build the wall” crowd, referencing when Trump ran for presidency with a
platform that supported building a wall to keep Mexican people from crossing the border
illegally, a platform that many viewed as racist due to Trump emphasizing drugs, rapists, and
criminals when speaking about people of Mexican descent. While her pastor supported this
platform, Elvira remained at the church because she wanted to “give him the opportunity to
possibly see the error in his ways.” More recently, however, the pastor was on C-SPAN during a
fundraising dinner, and he was a spokesperson for Trump. She described how the coronavirus
has given people a chance to be more mindful and thoughtful about the things they take in and
the things they used to sweep to the side and disregard. Because Elvira associated Trump with
racism, she did not trust a pastor who would align himself with Trump. She described her
cognitive dissonance:
I know God speaks through them [the pastor], but how do you separate the man and what
he’s doing from the word? Is he tainting the word that God is giving him from the things
that he’s doing and involving himself in?
Elvira found that she could not receive the word because she did not trust the message to be pure.
She offered the solution that maybe they should just change the pastor—a solution that she knew
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was not going to happen any time soon. An alternate solution that she dubbed a much more
feasible one was for her husband to get sermons together and preach to their family. She
indicated that having her husband preach would give them the comfort of knowing the messages
were coming from a good place—a place of authenticity.
Despite the welcoming nature of the congregation, Elvira’s pastor made her feel
unwelcome at the church. She doubted that the word could be pure from a person who
acquainted himself with Trump, and while she was able to overlook the pastor’s association with
Trump in the past, she has now taken the time to reflect on what she allows into her family, and
she no longer wants to allow someone who associates with Trump. This supports the idea that
the perception of the pastor plays a significant role in whether an African American feels
welcome or out of place in a predominantly White Christian church.
Tracey. As previously noted, Tracey participated in a choir rehearsal where the African
American musicians tried to introduce the song “Victory” to be a part of their repertoire. When
the upbeat music began and the African American singers reacted with excitement, a Caucasian
person responded with a reference to the ghetto. This person, while not the lead pastor, was a
leader in the church. Despite the apologies and meetings held in an attempt to resolve the conflict
that arose from the leader’s statement, Tracey focused more on the character of the person and
why they would respond that way to song focused on victory: “You can apologize all day if you
want to, and they had them apologize and have meetings, but it doesn’t change the fact that you
are a leader in the church, and that was your response.” She viewed the term as
“condescending—to a point of really low” and found it very hurtful. When I asked if she could
recall any other scenarios which made her feel uncomfortable, Tracey responded with a thorough
explanation of why she believed the “ghetto” incident was more than enough of an example.
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Willie. Conversely, Willie spoke about his two pastors with pride. During the interview
Willie spoke about how the pastors would address racial issues openly. While he mentioned
feeling uneasy about the way the congregation would receive the messages that were clearly in
support of African Americans, he spoke highly of the pastors’ backgrounds, describing them as
pastoring in multiethnic churches prior to his current church. He described how he believed one
of his pastors strongly supported African Americans because of an experience the pastor’s father
had. The father was “kicked out of a church for letting Black people into the church and sitting
down with them;” as Willie stated, “So yeah … I will support him ‘til the day I leave [the area].”
The image the pastor created with the consistent acknowledgement of racial issues along with his
generational support for African Americans was enough for Willie to pledge strong loyalty to the
pastor.
Timothy. In Timothy’s experience he left one church specifically because the pastor
chose not to acknowledge the events in Charlottesville. Timothy described his previous church as
larger and having more diversity than his current church. He detailed how the larger church
setting was more impersonal, but the main factor driving him away from his previous church was
the pastor. Timothy’s perception of his current pastor, however, is one of pride. Because his
current pastor is willing to tackle issues that deal with race, Timothy finds more value in the new
smaller, less diverse church than he did in the larger, more diverse church. Again, the image of
the pastor made the difference in whether Timothy and his family felt welcome in predominantly
White nondenominational Christian churches.
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Research Question 1a
Research Question 1a was the following: What are African Americans’ perceptions of the
role that interracial interactions play in their own feeling at home or out of place in
predominantly White Christian churches?
Research Question 1b
Research Question 1b was the following: What types of interracial interactions do
African Americans perceive as having the greatest impact on minority attrition in predominantly
White Christian churches?
The data in this research study indicated that there may not be particular types of
interracial interactions that result in minority attrition or retention; thus, Research Question 1a
and Research Question 1b are both covered by the data that follows. The resulting themes
illustrated that building connections with people in the church have a large impact on whether
African Americans felt more welcome in the church. Whether these relationships developed over
social media, within a small group setting, in person during a church service, or over a text
message exchange, relationships with individuals or the lack of relationships with individuals
were integral in making African Americans feel welcome. Essentially, when African Americans
were able to feel a social connection to the people around them, they felt more welcome in this
spiritual setting.
Genuine Interactions, Connections, and Relationships With Individuals in the Church Make
African Americans Feel More Welcome
One theme that developed from multiple African American participants’ experiences
dealt with the connections that African Americans make with people in the congregation. African
Americans tended to feel more welcome when they interacted with individuals who genuinely
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wanted to get to know them, wanted to make them feel welcome and included, and showed
genuine interest in their families. Relationships and connections African Americans built with
other church members, both Caucasian and African American, increased feelings of being
welcome. One participant, however, detailed how this lack of welcoming interactions,
relationships, and connections resulted in her feeling invisible and out of place in her
predominantly White Christian church.
Timothy. Although he detailed diversification efforts as not geared specifically toward
growth in the African American population of the church, Timothy described how his current
church has routine relationship-building practices in place that have allowed him to connect with
others in the church. Timothy described how he automatically feels out of place as an African
American attending a predominantly White church: “You’re always gonna [sic] feel, I mean just
walking in, you’re already, you’re already different walking in,” but the church is structured to
incorporate interactions that have made Timothy’s family feel more welcome. For example, he
described feeling more welcome when individuals followed up with his family to see how their
church experience went after their first attendance. Timothy also described feeling welcome
when church members cooked food for his family after his children were born. He also noted
how the church’s small groups are geared specifically toward making sure the church is meeting
the needs of congregants. These efforts created more personal bonds and stronger connections
that Timothy believes plays a role in making them feel more welcome at his current
predominantly White Christian church.
Brittnee. Similar to Timothy’s experience, Brittnee noted that her church did not have
efforts that were geared specifically toward making African Americans feel more welcome. She
felt as though the church leaders’ efforts at making people feel welcome were based on
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interactions. She described how she feels welcome when she walks through the church doors and
kids greet her child and say “hi” to her as well. She described the traditional church greeting
where people she has never met will come up and introduce themselves but continue on in
conversation with her: “I mean they just literally make conversation with you and talk to you and
show genuine interest in getting to know who you are.” She compared this experience to
previous churches where people typically turn around, shake the hands of people around them,
sit back down, and the service continues. People at her current church, she said, “Get up and
walk across the room to speak to me … I think that experience is very different”—different in a
way that she believes makes her experience at this church more welcoming than her experience
at previous predominantly White Christian churches. When she first started going to this church
multiple people would approach them asking if her family was new because they had not met her
before. One person even invited them to lunch after church, which she noted as being a sweet
gesture. While these initial welcoming acts were integral in creating a welcoming experience for
their family when they first attended, she noted her family continues to feel welcome: “Even
people that have introduced themselves to me before, they go, ‘Oh, how are you doing? How are
the kids?’ I mean, they remembered who I was and asked me other things and questions … and
so I genuinely feel like they’ve made an effort at times to just be nice—every time I’ve gone.”
Elvira. Elvira described feeling welcome as a family because she sees the strong
connections her husband has made with some of the men in the church. Elvira’s husband
typically drops her and the children off at the front door before parking, so when she enters the
church without him, several men from the church ask how he is doing and if he is coming. Elvira
noted that “just to see [the concern for her husband] and see that true genuine excitement when
you haven’t seen your friend, like, ‘Oh, is he here?’ That kind of thing,” makes her feel
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welcome. She also described how people reaching out asking how they have been and asking
how they can help all contribute to her feel like they have a place in the predominantly White
Christian church they attend.
Bernadette. While Bernadette’s interracial interactions with people in the church are not
always comfortable and welcoming, Bernadette described multiple individuals who have helped
her family feel more connected and therefore more welcome in their predominantly White
Christian church. One friend from her husband’s small group keeps in touch with her husband
and always reaches out if he has not heard from her husband in a while. She described him as a
genuine soul who makes “a genuine effort to make us feel included and involved.” She also
described a children’s pastor who “embraced my children from when they were small.” She
described the woman as always making an effort to make a connection with her family. One
example of her efforts to connect included when the woman and her husband visited Bernadette
at the hospital when her son was born. Another example was when the woman invited Bernadette
to join her in a stay-at-home mom’s group, even though as the only African American in the
small group she felt that there was a disconnect with the other people in the group. She was not
able to build relationships with people in that particular group, even though the children’s pastor
who invited her was welcoming. Still, Bernadette did appreciate the gesture.
Bernadette was, however, able to create strong connections with people in another group
she joined, though those connections were mostly not interracial. She described how there was a
small group hosted by an African American couple, and with the exception of one couple who
had a Caucasian husband and Korean wife, every other couple in that group was African
American. Bernadette built strong connections and relationships within this group, which
resulted in her feeling more welcome in this predominantly White Christian church.
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Willie. Willie noted that one of the strong points of his predominantly White church was
that the members did a very good job with interpersonal relationships. He described people as
being “very welcoming, very nice, very cordial.” Willie made distinct differentiation between the
people he interacted with and the rest of the congregation. When it came to discussing racially
centered headlines, he expected potentially unwelcome reactions from congregation members he
did not know. Conversely, Willie knew that the group of people he built relationships with
within the church received the message with open ears and were willing to learn more. He
described how both he and his wife received messages from their friends in the church asking
how they can do a better job at helping the fight for equality. Even though he did not expect
everyone in the church to be on the same page as him regarding racial issues, he knew that the
people with whom he connected would support him—an act that made him feel more welcome at
his predominantly White Christian church.
Tracey. In contrast to the African American participants who felt more welcome because
they were able to build strong connections with people in their predominantly White Christian
churches, Tracey detailed how her lack of strong connections made her feel out of place in the
church she attended. Tracey described how the leaders in the church tried to diversify the church
by being more inclusive by diversifying the ministerial staff and bringing in African American
musicians, but the people in the church “just saw the church as their church.” For example, the
church had a community of women whom she expected would have welcomed her to get
involved in their events, but no one ever approached her. She noted that she “did not expect them
to welcome [her] with open arms,” but she did expect the spirituality factor to override social
preferences. Her thought was that “it was probably more comfortable for them to stick with their
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kind,” meaning that Tracey believed they preferred each other—that they did not expect her to fit
in with them.
Now that Tracey attends a predominantly Black church, she described what they do to
make the Caucasian woman who attends their service feel welcome: “We make her feel part. We
welcome her. We hug her, you know, and she’s in everything.” Tracey described how they have
conversations with her about racial issues, and they ask her thoughts on the topic to make her
feel like she is part of the conversation. Comparing the welcoming experience she helps create
for the Caucasian woman at her current predominantly Black church to her own experience at a
predominantly White church, Tracey stated, “When the shoe was on the other side, I was
invisible. Like I wasn’t even there … whether or not I sat in the front, sat in the back, sat in the
middle—like I wasn’t even there.”
Small Groups Have the Potential to Make African Americans Feel Either Welcome or Out of
Place
Responses from African American participants regarding the impact that small groups
have on African Americans feeling welcome or out of place yielded the idea that they could do
either. The responses returned to the social aspect of church where if an African American
congregant is able to socially connect with the people in the group, then they are likely to feel
more welcome. On the other hand, if they join a group where there is a disconnect with the
people in the group, small group meetings may end up serving the opposite purpose by making
African Americans feel out of place.
Andrea. Andrea believed that small groups were essential to forming friendships and
studying the word with other people. She noted that in bigger churches it was easier to come and
go without anyone getting to know them, but small groups allow the opportunity to connect. In
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her experience, small groups have made her feel more welcome because she has been able to
“know people individually … not just as a Black person, as [Andrea] instead of just, ‘Oh, I know
this Black girl who goes to church.’”
Brittnee. Similar to Andrea’s explanation, Brittnee detailed how without small groups it
may be more difficult to make connections in a church that has thousands of people in
comparison to a church with only hundreds of people. This was her experience at a previous
predominantly White Christian church she attended where she did not attend small groups.
Connections were difficult, and this lack of connection resulted in her feeling less welcome—
“lost in the numbers,” as Brittnee put it. At her current church, however, she attends a small
group and believes that “making connections with a smaller group of people that you can relate
to always helps you feel like you’re more in tune with the church population.”
Brittnee also noted that her small group is where she is able to have more in-depth
conversations regarding race. She described how conversations in her group have included topics
regarding more sensitive issues, such as how a Caucasian group member believed everything did
not need to be about race. Brittnee detailed how these conversations gave her an opportunity to
explain her perspective as an African American. In her small group she was able to share her
personal story about how she often wonders whether she is being treated a certain way due to her
skin color because of multiple negative interactions she has had with people in the past. While
Brittnee acknowledged that there are times when African Americans should probably be less
sensitive in this area, she told the Caucasian group member that “it’s easier [to expect a nonracerelated response] when your whole life is you don’t have to worry about someone treating you a
specific way because of the color of your skin.” The relationships she has built in the small group
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have allowed her to tell her story, which has brought greater understanding and connection
among her small group members.
Elvira. Elvira described how her women’s group has made her feel more welcome in her
predominantly White Christian church. She described the annual conference the women’s group
had with guest speakers and various activities—all of which helped her feel more connected to
the people within her group. The conference, she stated, “helps a lot to kind of tie us together
because that’s a weekend-long thing.” Again, these connections have been integral in making
African Americans feel welcome in predominantly White Christian churches.
Bernadette. Bernadette’s experience highlighted how small groups can serve to be both
welcoming or unwelcoming. Bernadette focused on a particular Caucasian church member who
was well connected with her husband and would reach out to check on her husband if he had not
heard from him in a while. This genuine connection was one that made Bernadette and her
husband feel welcome at their predominantly White Christian church, and this connection
happened because the two men were in the same small group.
As another welcoming experience, Bernadette explained how a small group hosted by an
African American couple turned out to be the majority African American small group with just
one Caucasian man and one Korean woman as part of the group. Bernadette described having
great connections with people in this group, an experience that stood in stark contrast to the
experience she had at a previous group where she was the only African American in attendance.
Her previous group was, she stated, “awkward I guess just because, well I don’t know. There
was just a disconnect. Nobody was mean or anything, but … it was awkward. Standoffish, I
guess you could say.” Her ability to connect with the people in one group resulted in a
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welcoming feeling from one small group, while her inability to connect with the people in the
other group made her feel disconnected and out of place.
Timothy. Though he did not detail his personal experience as a member of a small group,
Timothy stated that he believed small groups have the potential to make African Americans feel
more welcome in predominantly White Christian churches: “I definitely think the small group
settings and all the informal gatherings—I think they are very welcoming.” Again, he detailed
how being an African American in a predominantly White church means he automatically stands
out, but the small group setting allows for greater relationship building, which makes him feel
more welcome at his church.
Research Question 2
How do African American and Caucasian members of predominantly White churches
perceive church efforts to diversify membership?
African American Participants
Efforts to Diversify Can Be Ineffective if Both the Pastor and Congregation are not
on Board. Across the various interviews, some African American participants expressed support
for their church pastors and leaders who would speak openly and supportively regarding racial
issues. Some African Americans spoke highly of their church congregation with whom they have
developed strong relationships. Conversely, some African Americans expressed displeasure with
pastors who refused to acknowledge race and racial issues, while other African Americans
expressed displeasure with congregations who were set in their ways and did not welcome
people who did not conform to the set culture of their predominantly White Christian church.
When both the church leaders and congregation are not working toward diversifying the church,
diversification efforts can remain ineffective.
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Tracey. Tracey spoke about how the church pastor and leaders initiated efforts to make
the church more inclusive. She specifically mentioned the diversity in music and how the pastors
brought in African American musicians, an act that she appreciated. Tracey “actually [gave]
them credit for that because, to be honest, prior to that it was somewhat bland.” She continued,
“And I think, I don’t know if this is biased to say, but we do bring flavor into the mix.” While
she appreciated the effort, she noted again how this move toward greater inclusivity was also met
with boundaries when African American music was not allowed at some events and when one of
the other leaders in the church reacted negatively to a new song that was added to the playlist.
Additionally, Tracey described how the leaders in the predominantly White church she
previously attended attempted to diversify their congregation by having diversity in their
leadership team. While she appreciated the move toward inclusion, Tracey did not believe the
efforts actually led to inclusion. More specifically, the African Americans who held ministerial
positions had to adapt their sermon delivery to meet the needs of the congregation. According to
Tracey, the predominantly White congregation felt that the African American ministers spoke
with “too much passion. They had to kind of like water down their excitement if you will. This
kind of gave them less opportunity to be in the forefront.” They ended up leaving the church to
start their own church, and some of their friends joined them in leaving the predominantly White
church.
Though Tracey was in a church where the lead pastor desired to be more inclusive and
tried various strategies to bring in greater diversity, the congregation was not on board with the
desire for true inclusion. The leaders set the structure for inclusion, but the congregation set
boundaries on how the African American ministers were able to express themselves in the pulpit.
They set boundaries on when music by African American artists would be played or what songs
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would be allowed. According to Tracey, “You’re looking at the pastors who are probably trying
to grow their church [diversity], they were trying to make it inclusive, but people who didn’t care
about that or weren’t looking at that aspect, they didn’t care to make it welcoming at all.”
Because the church leadership and the congregation were not on the same page regarding
diversification and inclusion, the pastoral attempts to bring in more diversity were unsuccessful.
Elvira. In contrast to Tracey’s experience, Elvira found her interactions with the
congregation members at her predominantly White church to be positive and inviting. She spoke
about how her husband has built strong connections with people in the church. Elvira also
described the conferences she has attended as part of her women’s group and how these
conferences have allowed her to have strong relationships with the women in the group. As she
described the various opportunities the church members have offered that have resulted in her
family feeling at home in this predominantly White church, she reflected on the pastor and how
he has associated himself with Trump—an act that makes her question, “Is he tainting the word
that God is giving [with] the things that he’s doing and involving himself in,” meaning Elvira
associated Trump with racism, and she worried that the pastor’s alignment with someone she
considered racist could mean that sermons he delivered may not truly reflect God.
Additionally, she explained how the pastor’s actions made her question the people that
made her feel so welcome. She explained how seeing her pastor supporting Trump on C-SPAN
made her wonder “what kind of conversations are going on, or what their mindset necessarily is
… how does that sit with them?” She expressed how she would like to have conversations
regarding how her church friends felt about their pastor aligning with Trump, but she questioned
whether they would be honest. In Elvira’s case, the congregation was welcoming, and she was
able to feel welcome and at home in her currently predominantly White church. The pastor’s
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association with a political figure she considered racist resulted in her questioning his sermons
and questioning the people with whom she had built strong relationships. Elvira’s church
experience also supports the idea that church diversification is less likely when both the pastor
and the congregation are not aligned.
Andrea. While Andrea did not believe her predominantly White church was doing much
to increase the diversity, she noted that the pastor was more progressive and willing to discuss
issues regarding race. She believed he would have spoken about race from the pulpit, but the
church is more old school and he was attempting to honor the people in the church. Andrea said,
“I look around the church and people will be like ‘hmmmmm,’” referring to when the pastor may
refer to a more controversial issue during a sermon. She continued, “So I feel like he’s trying to
find like the fine line of like being himself but also to like be respectful … of the people in
church.” Despite Andrea’s belief that the pastor wanted to address racial topics from the pulpit,
which has potential to make African Americans feel more welcome at their church, the
congregation was not welcoming of the idea. Because the pastor and the congregation were not
aligned with this diversification strategy, Andrea’s predominantly White church was not
successful in bringing in greater diversity.
Many African Americans Want Connection, Efforts That Acknowledge and
Celebrate Diversity, and Efforts That Acknowledge the Negative Aspects of the African
American Experience. When I asked African Americans about their perception of
diversification efforts, many participants mentioned that they noticed when churches would put
an effort toward choosing music that was more diverse. Participants also noticed when African
Americans were in leadership positions or when they filled more visible roles such as the
welcome team or singers. Additionally, some African Americans noted how diversification
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efforts did not need to be specific to African Americans. For example, when African Americans
were able to build connections and relationships in a predominantly White church, they felt more
welcome and at home. Responses revealed that the more visible efforts and relationship building
made many African Americans feel more welcome, particularly as newcomers at a
predominantly White Christian church; however, for some these efforts alone did not sustain the
sense of belonging. Aside from celebrating the diversity that African Americans bring to a
congregation, many African Americans desired that pastors and congregations meaningfully
acknowledge the more challenging aspects of the African American experience—racial injustice.
Bernadette. While Bernadette noted that her pastor would touch on issues regarding race,
she also spoke strongly about his failure to truly dive into racial issues. If “mention the latest
racial headline” were a diversification effort, that pastor could confidently say that he stood in
the pulpit and acknowledged racial issues. Mentioning the headline, however, was only a
superficial acknowledgement, an act that could be perceived as caring about racial inequality by
some but could also be perceived as phony façade by others. Bernadette described how she “felt
really connected” in the church “up until the whole George Floyd thing” when her pastor
“addressed it but not directly.”
Bernadette and many African Americans hold battling injustice high on their personal
value list. The pastor’s insufficient acknowledgement of something that means so much to many
African Americans negated the other diversification efforts that Bernadette previously noted as
being effective. She mentioned “African Americans being represented in the leadership pool,”
diverse music, and community outreach as reasons for the growing diversity in their
predominantly White congregation. Nonetheless, while these efforts drew her in and helped her
become well connected in the church, the lack of concern for an issue that she held high in value
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made her feel as though a fundamental piece was missing from this church. While their efforts
celebrated the beauty in diversity, the church did not embrace the fullness of her experience as an
African American. Becoming an inclusive church means celebrating the differences that are
positive, but Bernadette also needed them to equally embrace the differences that are more
difficult to discuss—the differences that many Caucasian people would rather ignore. Because
her church failed to move beyond the more superficial, appealing experiences of African
Americans into the more uncomfortable, in-depth experiences of African Americans, Bernadette
felt as though the issues that concerned her were not important to the pastor or to the church
members.
Brittnee. Brittnee identified diverse music as one of the diversification efforts her
previous church used. She described it as being effective at making an African American feel as
though the church was inclusive of African Americans only if the person was a visitor who had
never been there before and would not visit again. As she stated, if they spent “more time at their
church and heard some of the other things that the minister said you would definitely feel
differently, but I do think that just as a one-time shot … you would have been like, ‘Oh, okay!’”
This supports the idea that celebrating the music from the African American culture remains
superficial if it is not a part of a greater movement toward acknowledging the experiences of
African Americans.
In the same church where they deliberately incorporated music by African Americans in
an attempt to be more inclusive, the pastor also failed to acknowledge issues that concerned her
as an African American. She felt that this church and many other predominantly White churches
in the South failed to make minorities feel as though “their issues and problems are important,
too.” Brittnee desired more than just a celebration of what was already accepted. She wanted the
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pastor to move into what was uncomfortable and acknowledged racial injustice, especially
during a time when these issues were hot topics in the nation. In the new church she attended,
she did not notice any diversification efforts specific to African Americans: no African
Americans placed in visible positions, no African Americans in leadership positions, no diversity
in the music, but the pastor was willing to preach about racial injustice and inequality from the
pulpit. This, along with the connections she was able to make with people in the congregation,
made Brittnee feel more welcome in this predominantly White church. Brittnee’s experiences at
two different churches exemplify how she and many other African Americans are not necessarily
looking for diversification efforts that only celebrate the beauty of diversity. They are looking to
be seen as people who also have issues and problems that are worth meaningful
acknowledgement in a church setting.
Willie. Willie jokingly mentioned, “A lot of churches you could go onto their website and
you’ll see the Black people highlighted, but you go to the church and there ain’t none there.”
While he laughed at this observation, this practice of displaying African Americans can be
effective at drawing people into the congregation. Elvira supported this by saying that seeing
diversity in the greeters and regular staff made her feel welcome. She described how the
predominantly White church had “a very diverse staff, so that to me acknowledges … if they’re
here, maybe I can find my way here as well.” Still, similar to Brittnee’s experience with not
feeling welcome at a church where they deliberately chose music that reflected the African
American culture, these visual efforts can be perceived as a façade when they are not backed by
a greater move toward inclusion and acknowledging the whole experience of African Americans,
racial injustices included. In Willie’s experience, he found a church where there were “no
noticeable efforts to increase diversity,” yet the pastor was “vocal about racism and … everyone
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doing their part.” The pastor’s willingness to meaningfully acknowledge racism and to
communicate to the congregation that this is an issue that everyone should play a role in mending
made Willie feel like he was at home in this predominantly White congregation.
Caucasian Participants
Interviews with Caucasian members or former members of predominantly White
nondenominational Christian churches utilized the same interview questions that were purposed
to gain an understanding of how African American and Caucasian church members perceived
diversification efforts in the church. While African American participants’ data resulted in
themes focused more on the church and provided an understanding of what tended to make
African Americans feel more welcome or more out of place in predominantly White churches,
data from Caucasian participants yielded themes focused more on the participants themselves.
Two distinct groups emerged from the data. One group consisted of the Caucasian participants
who appreciated diversification efforts and saw the value in them. The other group also
appreciated diversification effort and saw the value in them, but they also held issues concerning
race as a personal value.
Appreciate and See the Value in Diversification Efforts. Participants who fell into the
group of people who appreciated and saw the value in diversification efforts were able to name
diversification efforts that they noticed in their churches. They believed the diversification
efforts were good to have and even enjoyed participating in them. The difference between this
group and the other group of Caucasian participants, however, was that diversification, inclusion,
and other issues regarding race did not seem to be personal values that these participants held.
Whittany. When I asked Whittany about the diversification efforts in her church, she was
eager to share how her church was becoming more active in various communities. She specified
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that their purpose was “not really [to] invite—I mean, they can—but more or less just help and
love on the community more,” meaning they did not go out into the community specifically to
gain greater diversification in their congregation. They desired to meet the needs of people in the
community, an act that could potentially result in greater diversity in time. Whittany also shared
how a previous church she attended would have special events where people of different cultures
could bring foods that represented their culture. Rather than just tasting the variety of foods that
were offered, Whittany described how people would have the opportunity to teach others how to
make the dishes, and “it was more about teaching each other how to love each other more than
‘hey, this is what I cooked.’”
Aside from noticing the diversification efforts at her churches, Whittany did not mention
how she believed African Americans may have perceived those efforts and had not considered
how African Americans may have felt more or less welcome by the church’s structure, sermon
topics, or worship style. As a Caucasian woman, she seemed to enjoy the efforts and believed
that diversification was good thing. She stated, “I love that we’re trying to integrate everybody. I
love that. I don’t believe that we should be segregated. We’re people. Like we’re just people.”
She focused on how small groups in her church have led to all members of a group becoming
best friends and family to a point where race does not matter: “I think that’s the biggest thing.
You have to treat others how Jesus would want you to treat them. Not what humans want.”
Whittany’s focus was on loving everyone. She had not considered the perspective of
African Americans in the congregation, but she noticed the diversification efforts and enjoyed
them. She even noted that her previous church with celebrations of the church’s diversity with
the food events was seeing an increase in its minority population, while the church she currently
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attends was staying at the same level of diversity. She believed segregation is not a good thing;
thus, integration is valuable, but her focus was on loving everyone.
Christophe. Christophe was the Caucasian participant who self-identified as attending a
predominantly White nondenominational Christian church, though he specified that he was part
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints. He explained how his church leaders made a
point to work on race relations by bringing in members of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People and other prominent African Americans to their headquarters
“to discuss how the church can help with race relations” because from a historical perspective
the Mormon church “has had difficulties with race relations.” Christophe went on to explain how
this effort has resulted in growing numbers of African Americans joining the Mormon church
around the world. On a more local level, Christophe noted that members of one of the churches
he attended would play basketball every Wednesday, “and that brought other people whether
they were interested in the church or not into the building and just kind of started the
conversation. So yeah, that’s kind of a typecast type situation, but it worked.” He described these
basketball scrimmages as “[giving] them something they’re interested in” in order to grow
friendships that could lead to sharing Jesus.
When I asked Christophe about how the church structure, sermon topic, and worship
style may make African Americans feel welcome, he stressed that the focus was on how “we are
all God’s child and we all have that personal ability to talk to God through prayer … it doesn’t
matter what race or gender.” Christophe focused on the personal relationship with God and how
people needed to be comfortable with themselves in order to be comfortable in a church: “Your
ability to feel comfortable in your own skin is the important part, and the sooner you feel more
comfortable in your own skin, the more ability you’ll have to fit into our congregation.”
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Further discussion led to Christophe stating that in more diverse churches he has
attended, “Blacks sit with Blacks, the Hispanics sit with their own kind … I myself, I mean,
more likely I will sit with a White friend than a Black friend not because I’m racist. Because
that’s where that comfort level is.” Christophe noted how church can be social and that if a
person does not feel welcome, they are not going to pursue a relationship with Christ: “In a
perfect world people would be able to be strong enough to come to church and feel strong
enough in their relationship with Jesus to come regardless of whether they feel comfortable, but
in a lot of ways church has a social aspect.” After talking through this social aspect, Christophe
concluded that diversity and diversification efforts are important, yet he adamantly stated that
church diversity and diversity effort had no effect on his thoughts about staying at or leaving a
church. Christopher valued diversity. His expression about diversity and diversification efforts
was, “It’s definitely a good thing to pursue, but it’s certainly not a focus of mine, not a focus of
the people in my family or within my church. Doesn’t matter where we want to bring everybody
into Christ’s church no matter what you look like.” Similar to Whittany, he noticed and valued
the efforts within the church, but diversity, inclusion, and racial issues were not a personal value
Christophe held. Focus remained on loving everyone, with race mostly removed.
Issues Concerning Race are a Personal Value. The second theme that emerged
regarding the Caucasian participants’ perception of diversification efforts within their
predominantly White Christ churches was that the other distinct group of Caucasian participants
noticed diversification efforts, noticed the lack of diversification efforts, and believed these
efforts toward diversification were important. The distinguishing factor between the perception
of diversification efforts in this group, however, is that this group of Caucasian participants
believed that issues regarding race were valuable to them as individuals. To this group of
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Caucasian participants, racial injustice and the need for diversification and inclusion were
personal concerns. This ownership of racial issues was often accompanied by a similar desire for
inclusion of people of varying sexualities and genders as well. Because of this ownership of
racial issues, these participants were aware of sermon topics, music selections, interracial
interactions, and other factors that contribute to African Americans feeling more welcome or out
of place in a predominantly White Christian church.
Alexandria. Similar to others Caucasian participants who held race issues as their own
personal issues, Alexandria described how the predominantly White church she previously
attended had “very little outreach in any regard really for minorities or people of color or anyone
who may not be considered cis hetero.” She believed that one thing that could have potentially
made African Americans feel more welcome in the church, however, was the “very, very leftleaning, very liberal” pastor. Alexandria explained how the congregation had a large population
of older, White, cisgender parishioners who were right leaning, and the pastor attempted to
address racism, nationalism, and other issues that did not align with the right-leaning population
in the church. She described a sermon the pastor delivered about the American flag and how “we
really shouldn’t have the American flag in the chapel right next to the altar, next to the cross,
because it builds into that nationalism, you know the Nazi-type nationalism.” Alexandria
described how the pastor backed up his words with scripture, noting that Jesus was not White,
was not American, was not born in America, and was not even old enough to run for president,
thus negating all the “Jesus 2020” political signs. The pastor wanted the congregation to
recognize where they were wrong or where there was racism, but “they just take that
immediately and just go into the defensive, and they start listing all these reasons why they can’t
possibly be racist, and, of course, showing that they actually are.” While Alexandria believed the
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pastor was on the right track with potentially being welcoming toward African Americans, the
congregation was not supportive of his efforts, which rendered them largely unsuccessful.
Additionally, Alexandria noted how interactions with congregation members could
potentially be unwelcoming to people of a different race, sexual orientation, gender, or political
view. Alexandria provided a church group’s book reading of The Shack as an example of when a
minority population may not have felt welcome. In the book God is portrayed as an African
American female, and “one woman in the reading circle that we were in, she was like, ‘Yeah, I
had to stop reading the book after that.” Alexandria questioned the woman about her reaction,
and the woman was adamant that God was a man, but Alexandria stressed, “It all intersects, not
just in race but in gender and in sexual orientation.” A large population of the church members
did not welcome anything that contradicted their views and their perspectives as older, White,
right-leaning people.
Further supporting her value of race-related issues, Alexandria described when she first
saw a portrait of Black Jesus. She was very young and confused, but she was able to connect this
portrait to the Bible: “He grew up in Egypt for most of his life … it says he has hair like wool.”
Alexandria stretched this thought further, questioning why any main figure has to be White:
“Santa Claus—Fox news was like, ‘Oh yeah, Santa’s White.’ And I’m like, Santa’s not real,
Dude.” Alexandria desired diversity and understood the value in diversity. Though her values
included the inclusion of various minority populations, including people of various gender
orientations, sexual orientation, and minority populations, racial issues were valuable to her, and
she noticed how the pastor’s approach could have been welcoming to African Americans as well
as how the congregation itself could have made African Americans feel out of place at her
predominantly White Christian church.
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Eva. From the very first question that addressed diversification efforts, Eva’s response
aligned with her value of caring about issues regarding race. While she acknowledged that she
had not noticed any diversification efforts systemically, on a small group scale, or on a whole
group scale, she made a point to mention how she would personally try to acknowledge race
where she was able. Eva cofacilitated a small group and explained how she would “push back on
comments or challenge statements people made. You know, like get people to think about those
ideas of like talking directly about race” because racial justice is one of her passions. She would
have conversations with African Americans in the church and knew that some left the church and
“decided to go to a different church. A lot of it had to do with the lack of conversations around
race and the lack of acknowledging that.”
Eva seemed to understand the value that racially centered conversation could have in
making African Americans feel welcome in a predominantly White church. She credited the
knowledge she has to the conversations she has had with her African American friends:
When something really big happens, like something—we know that these things happen
constantly, but when it’s really publicized, and it’s big, and it’s in your face, and then you
go to church and it’s not mentioned at all—I think that that is a huge disconnect. Like,
it’s like a huge like, all right, maybe my life—like my experience doesn’t even matter in
this space because we’re not even addressing it.
Eva explained the importance of racially centered conversation—one of the main
diversification efforts that the African American participants noted as making them feel more
welcome in a predominantly White church. Eva understood the importance, noted its absence in
the church she attended, and also made sure I understood that she was personally trying to spark
these conversations because she was passionate about race relations. She also mentioned another
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church she visited where the pastor brought her to tears. This pastor in a predominantly White
church challenged the congregation to make race their own personal issue. He spoke from a
social justice perspective and told the congregation that they needed to do something about racial
injustice, something Eva stated she had been waiting to see happen openly in a church. She
stated, “He’s like, I don’t care if you call me this or this. I’m just speaking from my heart and
truth. As like a White man. In Alabama.”
Eva also explained the importance of one of the main themes that the African American
participants identified as making them feel more welcome or out of place in a predominantly
White church: social connection. She noted that building relationships and friendships, especially
in a small group setting, had an effect on making African Americans feel more welcome because
these relationships allowed more meaningful conversations. Unfortunately, Eva also noticed how
these interracial interactions could be undermined by social media. She mentioned a
conversation she had with an African American friend from church who saw and reacted to a
Caucasian church member’s social media post amidst the racial turmoil. The friend told Eva, “I
feel really hurt that I was close to this person, and they’re like posting justification for a Black
person being murdered. Like they’re trying to find any type of narrative to justify it.” In this
instance her African American friend was questioning if “maybe that friendship wasn’t as real as
[they] thought it was.”
Eva believed that when it came to church diversification efforts, discussing race and
racial issues was important, and building relationships was also important. She not only saw
them as beneficial; she saw them as mandatory and did what she could to spark these
conversations and listen to the African American congregants around her. Racial injustice was
one of her passions—one of her values.
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Joelle. Similar to the previous Caucasian participants, Joelle noticed the diversification
efforts of her church, and she also noticed how there could be more. She similarly expressed a
heart for other minority populations, women in particular, as well as African Americans. At the
church she focused on during the interview, Joelle noted how diversification efforts were a
forefront of the church while they were planting a new church in a new city: “They were having
conversations and actively looking at things and thinking about [race] and saying, this is not
what God’s kingdom looks like,” meaning God’s kingdom is not all White, and the church
leaders did not want the church to be all White. She noted how when they were planting the
church, the leaders would assess what was working to bring in people of various races, and they
would have discussions regarding what other strategies they could try. She observed, however,
that a few years after the church was planted, conversations switched from conversations
regarding race to conversations regarding relationships, to a point where Joelle believed “people,
unless something negative happens, don’t think about talking about race.”
Joelle also was able to respond regarding times when an African American may have felt
out of place in the predominantly White church she attended. She noted a circumstance where
she and another woman tried to stop a media team member from playing a video that he believed
was funny but Joelle believed would be offensive to the already few African Americans in the
congregation. She believed that their efforts to stop the video from being played were ignored
because they were women. Joelle described how when the video played, there was an African
American man on the second row: “There may have been people laughing, but he sure wasn’t.”
The pastor came to tell the person not to play the video the second service.
Joelle further expressed how she valued race relations when she discussed her past and
how she has taken the time to evaluate parts of her childhood. She reflected on when she sang
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slave gospel songs as a child and questioned, “Why did a bunch of White kids sing that?” Joelle
pondered the reactions some of the Caucasian parents and grandparents may have had from the
song choice and later spoke about how Caucasians singing African American songs can be
misappropriation.
Regarding diversification efforts, Joelle noticed that diversification efforts happened
more at the planting of a church and not as much years later. She believed her church could make
a greater effort, particularly with addressing more of the issues that have garnered nation-wide
attention, but she did respect the way her pastors would engage in conversations about race and
“stand for what is right.” Joelle concluded with how she is working on learning, reading, joining
groups, and learning more about history to make sure she is doing what she can to fight racial
injustice. All of this supports the idea that while all of the Caucasian participants in the study
noticed diversification efforts, there was a distinct group who noticed the efforts and held racial
reconciliation as a personal value.
Krystal. Aligning with the other Caucasian participants, Krystal noticed diversification
efforts in the predominantly White church she attended. She was also keenly aware of where she
believed their diversification efforts fell short. Falling into the group of Caucasian participants
who held racial issues as part of their personal values, Krystal explained that she left the church
because of how she believed the church was not inclusionary enough and how “the
administration marginalized people of color, not just Black.” Like the other participants who
made racial issues their own personal issues, Krystal valued inclusion of various minority
groups. She mentioned gay, lesbian, and Hispanic minority groups and how she “didn’t feel like
it was inclusionary enough for what I wanted … I didn’t want to give my money and my time to
a place that I didn’t feel like really welcomed everybody.”
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When I asked her about the diversification efforts in her church, she mentioned how the
church had a Hispanic service in Spanish. She also noted that this church has multiple campuses
and that more people of color were leading numerous campuses. Because her husband is
Hispanic, she was more familiar with the Hispanic service and explained how the Hispanic
pastor had no allowance to express himself. He was previously allowed to translate the service to
Spanish and expound on the message that the lead pastor gave, but the freedom to add was
removed, and he was only allowed to do word-for-word translations, a move that Krystal
believed was moving inclusion backward instead of forward. This also led her to believe that the
other minority pastor at multiple campuses “was more of a façade … like, ‘Hey, look what we’re
doing,’ kind of thing.”
Krystal also spoke about the impact that she believes social media has had on
diversification efforts in the church. She explained how the head pastor was following people on
social media who she believed were overtly racist. She explained how he pretended not to know
who he was following, but he had liked racists’ posts: “Of course, you can let it sweep under the
rug, but people who are actually paying attention … [said], ‘Nope, we’re not doing this
anymore.’” Krystal was referring to the large number of African Americans that left the church
because of this social media scandal. While she noted that the interracial interactions within the
church resulted in strong relationships with people getting along well, she also observed where
strong relationships could be negated by the pastor himself, an observation that aligned with the
African American participants’ perceptions of diversification efforts.
When it came to small groups, Krystal expressed how in a small group it is “easy to feel
super included or super not.” She explained how regardless of race, people form cliques and
anyone can feel excluded, but she acknowledged that she would likely feel uncomfortable if she
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were “the only person of color going into a group of a whole bunch of White people … and I do
feel like in a predominantly White church that’s going to happen a lot.” Speaking about small
groups she experienced, however, Krystal noted that they had good diversity in their groups and
listened to different people’s perspectives. She stated, “I didn’t see anything that would make me
feel like they would not be included, but I could be stuck in a little White bubble, you know.”
While Krystal noticed diversification efforts, she also noticed the shortcomings of those
diversification efforts. Krystal was aware of how her predominantly White church may have
made African Americans feel out of place, and she believed church leaders could have done
more to be inclusive of African Americans and other minority groups. Because she held
inclusion and issues regarding race as a personal value, she felt that she could no longer commit
herself to this predominantly White church.
Discussion
Data from participant interviews yielded themes for each of the research questions. The
following section provides a brief description of how these themes relate to existing literature. A
more detailed discussion continues in the following chapter.
Research Question 1 focused on understanding African Americans’ perceptions of factors
that may contribute to feelings of being at home or out of place in predominantly White Christian
churches. The first theme from African American participants was that catering to the majority
population makes African Americans feel invisible. This theme aligned with existing research,
wherein authors suggested that one organizational-level deterrent to diversification efforts was
that while some changes are made, the majority of the service structure still caters to the majority
population (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). The theme further aligned with the idea that
the decisions that pastors make have the potential to set aside minority traditions in favor of the
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status quo (Barron, 2016; Cobb et al., 2015). The second theme was that many African
Americans value and require meaningful acknowledgement of race and racial issues. This theme
relates to the existing literature regarding the role of the pastor as a political representative.
Edwards (2014), Glazier (2015), and E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019) agreed
that addressing social realities, race in particular, can lead to racial tension in a church. My
research, which focused on how African Americans perceived a pastor’s choice not to discuss
race, revealed that this failure to meaningfully address an issue that many African Americans
hold as high in value has a significant impact on whether African Americans feel welcome or out
of place in a predominantly White church. The final theme for the first research question
illustrated that the congregants’ perception of church leadership is a major factor in whether
African Americans feel welcome or out of place. While existing data indicated how pastors
played a role as political representatives, it did not provide details regarding how significant an
impact the pastor alone can make on determining whether an African American congregant
continues to attend a predominantly White church. My research revealed that not only can a
pastor drive away African American congregants, they can also negate all of the welcoming
qualities that African Americans may have felt from the structure of the service and interracial
interactions with Caucasian church members and drive away African Americans who otherwise
love the church.
Research Question 1a and Research Question 1b focused on gaining an understanding of
how interracial interactions contributed to African Americans feeling welcome or out of place in
predominantly White Christian churches. Data revealed that there was no particular type of
interracial interaction that stood out as contributing more or less to making African Americans
feel welcome or out of place; thus, data regarding interracial interactions yielded two themes that
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serve to answer both questions. The first theme was that genuine interactions, connections, and
relationships with individuals in the church make African Americans feel more welcome. The
second was that small groups have the potential to make African Americans feel either welcome
or out of place. Existing literature supported the idea that relationship building has potential to
lead to greater discussions focused on race (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019),
while my research filled in a gap by providing insight on how African Americans’ experiences in
small groups can make them feel more welcome or out of place.
Research Question 2 focused on understanding how both African American and
Caucasian congregants perceived diversification efforts. For African American respondents one
theme that emerged indicated that efforts to diversify can be ineffective if both the pastor and
congregation are not on board. Existing literature provided discussion of the idea that sometime
pastors played a role of a political representative and that sometimes pastors found themselves
holding a different political view from their congregation. My research illustrated how the lack
of pastor and congregation alignment in politics as well as a lack of alignment regarding the
desire to diversify the congregation can affect African American congregation members. Another
theme was that many African Americans want connection, efforts that acknowledge and
celebrate diversity, and efforts that acknowledge the negative aspects of the African American
experience. This again reflects the idea from existing literature that pastors must choose what to
say from the pulpit. Edwards (2014) and C. Sievers (personal communication, July 9, 2019)
noted that some churches avoid sensitive topics such as race; data from this study revealed that
this choice to refrain from discussing race can lead to African Americans feeling that their
problems are not important.
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For Caucasian participants two themes emerged that focused more on the participants
themselves. All of the Caucasian respondents noticed diversification efforts, but the responses
revealed that while they all believed diversification efforts were good and beneficial to their
churches, for one group of Caucasian participants, race was not a focus for them. The other
group, however, held racial issues as personal issues—issues that were of value to them. These
themes reflected existing literature in which E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019),
pastor of a church in Alabama, had his church join the Shrink the Divide movement, which
focused on getting the congregation to purposely reach across the racial divide, engage in
conversation with people who do not look like them, and listen to the experience of people who
are of a different race. E. Litton wanted his congregation to take ownership of the fight for racial
equality, a characteristic that the second group of Caucasian participants in this study held.
In the following chapter, I will further tie together the existing literature and data from
this study. Existing literature focused mainly on the leadership perspective of church
diversification efforts, while with the data from this research study I aimed to fill in a gap by
focusing on the congregant perspectives of diversification efforts. The two perspectives together
give greater insight on why church diversification efforts remain largely unsuccessful. The
following chapter will also include recommendations for the setting and field as well as
suggestions for future research on the topic of church diversification efforts.
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Chapter 6: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Given that diversification efforts in predominantly White Christian churches remain
largely unsuccessful (Perry, 2014), the purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to
explore the perceptions of African American members and Caucasian members of predominantly
White churches about their church’s diversification efforts. In this study I aimed to determine
what factors may contribute to minorities feeling welcome or out of place in predominantly
White congregations. Existing literature was mainly from a church leadership perspective and
provided insight on what diversity efforts currently exist. Because there is not much existing
literature providing insight on congregants’ perspective of why diversity efforts in predominantly
White Christian churches remain largely unsuccessful, with this research I aimed to fill this gap
in knowledge. Using a multiple case study approach, I solicited volunteers from various social
media platforms and was able to gain seven African American and six Caucasian members or
former members of predominantly White Christian churches. Each volunteer filled out a
preinterview survey that gathered demographic data. I followed these surveys with a virtual
interview conducted and recorded on Zoom. I coded the interview transcriptions using three
different coding passes. The first pass included labeling existing and emergent codes. The second
pass was values coding where I coded data as an attitude, belief, or value, and the third coding
pass focused on the four tenants of the critical race theory: racism as the constant norm, interest
convergence, storytelling, and the need for sweeping changes. Because the interview questions
were designed to answer specific research questions, codes fell into categories based on the
research question they were meant to answer. Subcategories occurred due to code frequency, and
themes emerged.
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Existing literature focused on the leadership perspective of church diversification efforts,
and my study focused on the congregant perspective. In this chapter I reintroduce each research
question with the resulting themes. A discussion of where the leadership perspectives and the
congregant perspective perspectives overlap follows. It also provides new information regarding
what may make African Americans feel more welcome or out of place in predominantly White
Christian churches and includes discussion of how the tenets of the critical race theory align with
the resulting themes. The chapter also provides the limitations of the study and provides practical
applications of the knowledge gained from this research study. Recommendations for future
research conclude the chapter.
Limitations
One limitation of the study is that race is a sensitive topic for many people. People
hesitate to discuss race, so when a stranger asks for participants to discuss race, the people who
volunteer are typically passionate about the topic. This can be people who are passionate about
the need to make changes toward combatting racism, but they can also be people who are
passionate about their belief that people always bring up race when they believe race should not
be an issue. When I gathered information about the leadership perspective, I asked 13
predominantly White church leaders about their diversification efforts. Only four responded, and
this could be an indicator of church leaders not being willing to discuss race. A limitation is that
the perspective of this leadership group could shed more light on why predominantly White
church leaders choose not to acknowledge race issues despite this being a topic that is so heavily
discussed outside the church.
Similarly, when soliciting congregant participation, volunteers can tend to be people who
are more passionate about race. There are African Americans who prefer not to discuss race, and
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their perspective is not represented in this study. Similarly, this study would have benefitted from
a more developed understanding of Caucasian participants who did not believe race should be an
issue in church, but people who are not willing to discuss race are not likely to respond to a
research study from a stranger asking them to discuss race.
Another factor that may have affected this study is that the leadership perspectives were
gathered in 2019 when racial issues were in the news, but there had not yet been the pivotal push
for antiracism that happened after the murder of Floyd by a White police officer in May 2020. I
conducted congregant interviews after the Floyd incident. Leader perspectives may have changed
with the greater national push toward racial equality and the greater acceptance of antiracism
practices. I suspect that more of my requests to churches for information regarding
diversification efforts would have garnered responses in this age of antiracism.
In addition to these limitations, the study utilizes the word “friend.” The preinterview
survey included questions for participants to identify whether they are friends on social media
with African American church members and whether they are friends on social media with
Caucasian church members. Social media friendships can indicate a wide variety of friendship
levels. Some people are social media contacts with people they have never met, while others
reserve this connection only for people with whom they interact regularly. I did not ask
participants to distinguish the depth of their friendships with people. As a result, there is a
limitation in understanding the level of connection participants meant when they labeled a person
as a friend.
Another limitation of the study is the qualitative case study approach. Qualitative case
studies are beneficial in that they allow individuals to share their own experiences in their own
words. Researchers are also able to ask clarifying questions to gain an even greater
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understanding of personal experiences. The drawback to qualitative case studies, however, is that
analysis is less concrete and more subjective. Additionally, for this study I utilized a purposeful
internet sampling approach, which resulted in data from individuals at various churches rather
than being able to study and dig deeply into the experiences of church goers at a single church.
This study also does not provide specific information about each individual church from
participants such as data from pastors at each church and documents and observations at each
church.
Discussion of Findings in Relation to Past Literature
Research Question 1
The first research question was the following: What are African Americans’ perceptions
of factors that may contribute to feelings of being at home or out of place in predominantly
White Christian churches?
The first research question focused on understanding African Americans’ perceptions of
factors that may contribute to feelings of being at home or out of place in predominantly White
Christian churches; thus, the data I included for this particular question focused on responses
from African American participants only. Three themes emerged from the interviews with these
African American participants: Catering to the majority population makes African Americans
feel invisible, many African Americans value and require meaningful acknowledgement of race
and racial issues, and the perception of church leadership is a major factor in whether African
Americans feel welcome or out of place.
Catering to the Majority Population Makes African Americans Feel Invisible. The
first theme among African American participants indicated that catering to the majority
population makes African Americans feel invisible. This theme aligned with existing research,
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wherein authors suggested that one organizational-level deterrent to diversification efforts was
that while some changes are made, the majority of the service structure still caters to the majority
population (Barron, 2016; Bracey & Moore, 2017). The theme further aligned with the idea that
the decisions that pastors make have the potential to set aside minority traditions in favor of the
status quo (Barron, 2016; Cobb et al., 2015).
Cobb et al. (2015) supported this idea that many multiracial churches structured the
organization to cater to the desires of the Caucasian congregants; thus, the expectation is that
African Americans embrace the White racial frame of the church. This idea that maintaining the
status quo and making few, if any, changes to a service that already follows the ideals and
customs of the majority population aligns with the critical race theory idea that the status quo
remains the narrative. Ladson-Billings (2003) stressed that when a story is told, one should take
into account whose perspective is reflected in a story and whose perspective is omitted. This
continuation of the White perspective as the norm supports the idea that the power remains in the
hands of the Caucasian population—that the African American perspective is less important than
the White perspective. African Americans in this study expressed that they want the church
leaders to willingly include the African American culture, which may mean welcoming in new
music, discussing racial issues, or allowing African American ministers to minister in their own
style. More importantly, however, it means feeling as though the diversity they have to offer is
equal in importance to that of the people who have historically been held of higher value.
African Americans are looking for inclusion—to be noticed, not ignored. For many
predominantly White Christian churches, this means that sweeping changes will be necessary. In
one of the critical race theory tenets, Ladson-Billings (2003) emphasized that racism was not
gradually healing; rather, sweeping changes are necessary for change. Predominantly White
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Christian churches may require major changes to the structure of the church service, the mindset
of the congregation members, and possibly even the mindset of church leaders. In order to honor
the idea that some African Americans feel invisible in a church that defaults to the status quo, all
members of the church have to make the sweeping changes that are necessary to achieve true
inclusion within its church structure and people.
Many African Americans Value and Require Meaningful Acknowledgement of Race
and Racial Issues. The second theme that emerged from the research question about African
Americans’ perception of factors that make African Americas feel welcome or out of place in a
predominantly White Christian church was that many African Americans value and require
meaningful acknowledgement of race and racial issues. This theme aligns with the existing
literature regarding the role of the pastor as a political representative. Edwards (2014), Glazier
(2015), and E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019) agreed that addressing social
realities, race in particular, can negatively affect cross-racial unity in a church. The researchers
noted that due to this potential tension, pastors can experience cognitive dissonance in deciding
whether to address race from the pulpit. My research, which focused on how African Americans
perceived a pastor’s choice not to discuss race, revealed that this failure to meaningfully address
an issue that many African Americans hold as high in value has a significant impact on making
African Americans out of place in a predominantly White church. This also aligned with Bracey
and Moore’s (2017) assertion that when African Americans hold differing views from that of the
pastor and congregation, they can feel emotions ranging from anger to disappointment to
confusion, all of which African American participants in this study expressed.
Similar to the previous theme, in order for many predominantly White churches to
incorporate sermon topics or discussions centered on racial justice, sweeping changes would
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need to be made within the structure of the church. The same way many pastors are not ready to
speak about race, many congregations are not ready to hear about it either. This racial tension
within the congregation that Edwards (2014), Glazier (2015), and E. Litton (personal
communication, July 12, 2019) spoke of further supports the idea that sweeping changes are
necessary to make many African Americans feel welcome in their church—particularly for
predominantly White church leaders who have traditionally defaulted to the status quo.
Additionally, the data that helped form this theme exemplified another tenet from the
critical race theory: interest convergence. Many of the African American participants expressed
that their pastor briefly mentioned the national headlines that dealt with racial injustice. This
brief mention, however, was not enough. It could be viewed as a façade, but it could also be
viewed as an example of interest convergence (Ladson-Billings, 1998) because being antiracist is
trending. Many people and businesses are making a point to jump on the bandwagon of being
against racism, so a pastor mentioning the headlines would make the pastor and the church look
good for acknowledging racism. The African American participants, however, who felt as
though the pastor was doing just enough to make himself look good were looking for a more
meaningful discussion. They were looking for the pastor to take ownership of the fight for racism
or to use the controversial phrase “Black lives matter.” Because these acts would have extended
beyond the interest of the pastor or church, the interest of the African American congregants was
cut to only a brief mention of racism.
Perception of Church Leadership is a Major Factor in Whether African Americans
Feel Welcome or Out of Place. The third theme for this research question indicated that the
perception of church leadership is a major factor in whether African Americans feel welcome or
out of place. Existing data provided explanation of how a pastor can play the role of a political
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representative in a church. Djupe et al. (2016) explained that sermons can be used to regulate
congregants’ perspectives, but not much was known about how African American congregants
perceive pastors when they place themselves in political roles. In interviews with African
American congregants, I discovered that African Americans’ perception of the pastor can
significantly impact feelings of being welcome or out of place in a predominantly White church.
While some African Americans pledged support of pastors who chose to passionately speak out
against racism and racial injustice, other African Americans had the opposite experience and
were willing to leave a church they otherwise loved because the pastor affiliated himself with
political figures who could be considered racist. Data from this research study indicated that not
only can a pastor drive away African American congregants, pastors can also negate welcoming
qualities that African Americans may feel from the structure of the service and interracial
interactions in the church, causing African Americans to leave a church that they otherwise
loved.
Research Question 1a and 1b
1a. What are African Americans’ perceptions of the role that interracial interactions play
in their own feeling at home or out of place in predominantly White Christian churches?
1b. What types of interracial interactions do African Americans perceive as having the
greatest impact on African American attrition in predominantly White Christian churches?
Research Question 1a and Research Question 1b focused on gaining an understanding of
how interracial interactions contributed to African Americans feeling welcome or out of place in
predominantly White Christian churches. Data indicated that no particular type of interaction
between races contributed to African Americans feeling more welcome or out of place. Data
regarding interracial interactions yielded two themes that serve to answer Research Question 1a
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and Research Question 1b: Genuine interactions, connections, and relationships with individuals
in the church make African Americans feel more welcome; and small groups have the potential
to make African Americans feel either welcome or out of place.
Genuine Interactions, Connections, and Relationships with Individuals in the
Church Make African Americans Feel More Welcome. The first theme was that genuine
interactions, connections, and relationships with individuals in the church make African
Americans feel more welcome. African American respondents referred to interactions with
people in their small groups, people who greet them at the door, and people who take the time to
truly get to know them during church services. They detailed people who would take the time to
get to know them and learn about their families—for example, people who check on them when
they may be out or check in when racial turmoil comes to a heightened state in the nation.
Despite the importance that African American respondents placed on interactions,
connections, and relationships in predominantly White Christian churches, a majority of the
existing data did not address these factors. Of the pastors I spoke with at the beginning of the
study, E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019) and T. Smith (personal
communication, July 12, 2019) were affiliated with the Shrink the Divide Movement wherein
leaders aimed to shrink the divide between races by focusing on getting to know people who
look different from them and building relationships with them. The idea of the Shrink the Divide
movement was that as relationships formed, people would be more likely to listen and
understand various perspectives, which could lead toward greater change (E. Litton, personal
communication, July 12, 2019). Both of these perspectives align with the idea that there is a
social aspect to making people feel welcome. People want to feel as if they belong. If a person
does not feel as though they are building relationships and connections with people in the church,
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there may be a greater chance that they do not feel as welcome as someone who easily connects.
As noted in some African American participants’ experiences, connections can be more difficult
in a predominantly White church if there is a disconnect between life experiences or if people in
the church tend to gather only with people who look like them.
Small Groups Have the Potential to Make African Americans Feel Either Welcome
or Out of Place. The second theme that emerged from African American respondents regarding
interracial interactions was that small groups have the potential to make African Americans feel
either welcome or out of place. While existing data from the leadership perspective focused more
on tangible diversification efforts, one pastor believed that relationships were critical in
overcoming race-related issues. According to E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019),
relationship building has potential to lead to greater discussions focused on race. With this
research study I filled in a gap of knowledge by providing insight on how African Americans’
experiences in small groups can make them feel more welcome or out of place.
The Shrink the Divide movement was a bottom-up movement that focused on
interactions among people rather than focusing on what leaders can do to repair race relations. T.
Smith (personal communication, July 12, 2019) and E. Litton (personal communication, July 12,
2019), who have led their churches to be part of the Shrink the Divide movement, spoke about
how changing hearts to respect minorities should be a priority and how this change of heart can
come though interracial interactions.
The congregants supported the idea that these interracial interactions, particularly in
small groups, allow an opportunity for African Americans to express themselves. Small groups
can end up being a safe place where storytelling can happen, and Caucasian small group
members can begin to understand the life experiences of African Americans. This also aligns
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with the tenet of the critical race theory that indicates that storytelling is necessary to fill in the
missing information. Caucasian congregants only know their life experiences, but through
storytelling, they can gain an understanding of how African Americans’ life experiences can be
different and how there can be more difficulties due to race. According to both African American
and Caucasian congregants, these types of conversations have a greater potential to occur when
relationships have been built, and small groups tended to be an activity that allowed these
stronger interracial connections.
Still, Ladson-Billing’s (1998) critical race theory tenet that racism is the norm is
supported by the congregant perspective that small groups can equally make African Americans
feel out of place. Racism in a small group setting can be similar to racism in the full church:
when small group members deem the customs and experiences of the Caucasian small group
members more valuable than those of African American small group members. African
American congregants spoke about how they felt unimportant when small group members
ignored their customs, culture, and problems. They felt invisible when the church conformed to
the status quo and out of place when they could not relate to the customs and culture of
Caucasian congregants. When small group members failed to welcome the diverse experiences
of African Americans, they reinforced the idea that the White racial frame is preferred.
Research Question 2
Research Question 2 was the following: How do African American and Caucasian
members of predominantly White churches perceive church efforts to diversify membership?
Research Question 2 focused on gaining the perspective of both African American and
Caucasian congregants regarding diversification efforts. Data yielded two main themes from the
African American participants. The first theme was that efforts to diversify can be ineffective if
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both the pastor and congregation are not on board, and the second was that many African
Americans want connection, efforts that acknowledge and celebrate diversity, and efforts that
acknowledge the negative aspects of the African American experience. Data from Caucasian
participants yielded two main themes that categorized Caucasian participants into two main
groups: the group that believed diversification efforts were good and beneficial and the group
that believed the same but also held racial issues as personal issues. This second group stood in
solidarity with African Americans, empathized with feelings of injustice, and expressed that the
desire for racial equality was a personal value.
Efforts to Diversify Can be Ineffective if Both the Pastor and Congregation are not
on Board. The first theme for African American participants was that efforts to diversify can be
ineffective if both the pastor and congregation are not on board. Researchers have discussed the
significant impact pastors have on the culture of their church. Djupe et al. (2016) and Sager
(2018) discussed how pastors can play the role of a political representative and use their sermons
and other political activities to steer the direction of the congregation. Researchers discussed the
dilemma a pastor can face when his personal views may not align with that of the congregations,
leaving him with the choice to either lead the congregation in new revelation, or to become the
spokesperson for the church by speaking the beliefs of the congregation (Djupe et al., 2016; E.
Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). My research study magnified this dilemma with
data that showed that the lack of pastor and congregation alignment in politics as well as a lack
of alignment regarding the desire to diversify the congregation can make African Americans feel
less welcome in a predominantly White church.
Data from the African American congregant perspective indicated that sometimes a
congregation can be supportive of diversification efforts, but a pastor’s political affiliations can
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negate the efforts. When a pastor affiliated himself with Trump and when multiple other pastors
failed to acknowledge headlining race-related issues, the African American participants
concluded that the welcomeness they felt from the congregation members was not sufficient
enough to keep them at the church. Participants expressed that they would question how the
Caucasian members of the congregation would perceive the pastors’ political affiliations,
wondering if they already shared the same beliefs or if they would be swayed into the same
beliefs by the pastor.
Similarly, data from the African American participants showed that when a pastor is
working toward diversifying the church but the congregation is not aligned with the pastor, the
efforts can remain unsuccessful. An African American can see African American leaders and
hear music by African American artists, but if they are not welcomed by the people around them,
then they may not feel welcome. This concept also aligned with notes from E. Litton (personal
communication, July 12, 2019) and T. Smith (personal communication, July 12, 2019), who
emphasized that church diversification efforts would need to begin with changing the hearts of
the people. In other words, in order to make African Americans feel welcome, pastors should not
focus on putting African American faces in the right places or making sure the music is diverse.
The focus should be on helping Caucasian congregants see where they may have biases or where
they can do more to personally help the fight against inequality and bridge the racial divide.
The task of getting congregants to first see where they may have biases supports the
critical race theory tenet that racism is norm. The more tangible diversification efforts are not
effective because they do not address the inherent biases and racism in the congregation
members. The African American congregants acknowledged that the pastor’s dedication alone
was not sufficient because the environment is largely contingent on the people who fail to
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welcome them in small groups or make them feel invisible in services. Acknowledging that
defaulting to the status quo is normalized racism is important, and both the African American
congregants and the existing leadership perspective supports this.
Many African Americans Want Connection, Efforts That Acknowledge and
Celebrate Diversity, and Efforts That Acknowledge the Negative Aspects of the African
American Experience. The other theme that emerged from African American participants was
that many African Americans wanted connection, efforts that acknowledge and celebrate
diversity, and efforts that acknowledge the negative aspects of the African American experience.
African Americans noticed when predominantly White churches would implement the more
tangible diversification efforts such as changing music, placing people in church advertisements,
and having African Americans in leadership positions and in more visible volunteer positions.
Including music by African American artists was one strategy in particular that made some
African Americans feel celebrated because of the thought that African American music brings
more “flavor.” Despite the potential limited true acceptance of the African American culture by a
congregation, musical inclusion garnered a sense of welcomeness to African American
congregants.
Some diversification efforts made African Americans feel celebrated. This theme,
however, indicated that African Americans also wanted the church to mourn with them. Consider
Ladson-Billing’s (2003) critical race theory tenet of interest convergence. Barron (2016) and
Bracey and Moore (2017) noted how interest convergence existed in predominantly White
churches when leaders expected African Americans to serve in positions that were more visible,
thereby giving the church the appearance of diversity. My study adds another example of interest
convergence. Many church leaders choose to implement diversification strategies that include
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more visual representations of diversity, such as diversifying leadership, volunteer staff, or
musicians. These efforts stop short of diversification efforts that make Caucasian members
uncomfortable. Jackson (2018) stressed that minorities’ rights are contingent on the benefits of
majority members, and these visual diversification efforts do not require that Caucasians explore
where African Americans may be hurting and the role that they may have played in perpetuating
racial inequality. This would require that Caucasian congregants look introspectively, an
experience that can be uncomfortable. Aligning with the tenet of interest convergence, many
predominantly White church leaders are willing to push for greater diversity only to a point that
serves their personal comfort. Much like Barron (2016) and Bracey and Moore (2017) stated that
minorities could only hold positions within the church that were in the best interest of the church,
my study showed that topics of discussion, more specifically topics regarding race, were often
similarly only allowed to a point that would benefit the majority members of the church.
Majority members do not want to appear racist or appear as though they do not care about
racism; thus, a superficial mention that racism is bad allows majority church members to feel as
though they are not categorized as racist. Unfortunately, many predominantly White Christian
church leaders do not see the benefit of discussing racial issues. African Americans, however,
want the members of their predominantly White churches to get uncomfortable. They want them
to be willing to learn about and to take a genuine interest in the problems and issues that concern
them. The failure to do this was a critical factor in making African Americans feel as though they
were invisible or that their problems were unimportant in that space. The failure to acknowledge
the more difficult aspects of race and racial issues continues to align with the status quo and
again perpetuates the divide because of the failure to acknowledge the sin that created the divide
in the first place (E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019).
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Researchers noted the importance of what pastors choose to preach from the pulpit
(Djupe et al., 2016; E. Litton, personal communication, July 12, 2019). Edwards (2014) and C.
Sievers (personal communication, July 9, 2019) noted that some church leaders avoid sensitive
topics such as race that may make a congregation uncomfortable, but data from this study
directly contradicts the effectiveness of this approach. African Americans want to be both
celebrated and joined with in mourning. They want White church leaders and members to
embrace their whole life experiences.
Appreciate and See the Value in Diversification Efforts. Regarding the Caucasian
participants’ perception of diversification efforts, there were none that stood out as being
particularly effective or not effective. All Caucasian participants noticed diversification efforts
within their churches, and all Caucasian participants believed that diversification were good to
have. They believed that diversification would be beneficial to their churches. The themes that
emerged, however, encompassed the characteristics of the Caucasian participants themselves.
The first group of Caucasian participants did not focus on race. They were able to
specifically state what was happening within their churches to gain greater diversity, but they
adopted the idea that race should not matter, with each participant stating that either race was not
an issue that concerned them or that they did not look at race. This group of Caucasians aligned
with the colorblind approach of leaders who suggested that Jesus transcends the boundaries of
race (C. Sievers, personal communication, July 9, 2019). Ladson-Billings (2003) stated that this
method of equality for all ignores racial history and current racial issues. The authors continued
to explain how a failure to acknowledge race and racial issues silences minority perspectives,
leaving the White narrative to remain. This accurately aligned with the data that showed that
African American participants felt invisible, as if their problems were unimportant in
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predominantly White churches. The mindset of the Caucasian group who noticed diversification
efforts but did not see racial issues as issues that concerned them personally represented a
mindset that can inadvertently make many African Americans feel unwelcome in their
predominantly White churches.
Issues Concerning Race are a Personal Value. The second group of Caucasian
participants was similar to the first in that group members noticed diversification efforts in their
church. The main difference, however, was that they held racial issues as personal values—they
stood in solidarity with African Americans. These participants cared about African Americans’
experiences and wanted to do their part to combat racism. Along with noticing diversification
efforts, they noticed the lack of diversification effort and diversification efforts that were merely
façades. These Caucasian group members wanted to see more being done to diversify churches.
Many listened to their African American friends and had a good understanding of what made
their friends feel uncomfortable in predominantly White Christian churches.
This group of Caucasian congregants are what the Shrink the Divide movement members
hoped to create by encouraging people to think introspectively about the role they play in racism.
E. Litton (personal communication, July 12, 2019) and T. Smith (personal communication, July
12, 2019) both spoke about how they have their church aligned with the Shrink the Divide
movement, where they focused on encouraging individuals to reach across the racial divide by
engaging in conversation with people who do not look like them and listen to the experience of
people who are of a different race. E. Litton wanted his congregation to take ownership of the
fight for racial equality, and this is exactly what the second group of Caucasian participants did.
Consider an iceberg. What floats above the surface of the water is only one tenth of the
full iceberg. The other nine tenths are unseen but represent the substance of the iceberg. This
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unseen portion is what many African Americans are looking for in a church. They want to see
the more tangible diversification efforts in a church, but they want to know that those visible
efforts represent a small percentage of the work that is going on in the church to work toward
acknowledging and combatting race-related issues. Many participants, both African American
and Caucasian, acknowledged that some efforts they have seen in churches have been for show,
comparable to ice cubes floating on the surface with no roots below the water. For many African
Americans, the congregants and the pastor reveal whether the efforts they see are supported by
an organization that is truly working toward integrating inclusive practices that both celebrate
African Americans and stand in solidarity with them against racism—or if they are just ice cubes
floating alone in the water.
Critical Race Theory
The four tenets of the critical race theory include interest convergence, racism as norm,
storytelling, and the need for sweeping changes (Ladson-Billings, 2003). E. Litton (personal
communication, July 12, 2019) and T. Smith (personal communication, July 12, 2019), the
pastors who guided their churches toward joining the Shrink the Divide movement to bridge the
racial divide in their city, believed that a critical part of mending the racial divide was first
acknowledging that churches are divided for a reason. That reason is racism (E. Litton, personal
communication, July 12, 2019), and a failure to acknowledge racism and work to overcome this
sin is what still keeps churches segregated. True acknowledgement of this sin is to implement
exactly what the proponents of critical race theory say is required to overcome racism: sweeping
changes (Ladson-Billings, 2003). Ladson-Billings (2003) stressed that racism is not gradually
getting better; rather, bridging the gap between races is going to require large changes. My study
showed that smaller changes that benefit the church are visible by both African American and
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Caucasian congregation members. These changes can be more tangible diversification efforts
such as African Americans in leadership positions or incorporating music by African American
artists; however, my study also showed that in order to make many African Americans truly feel
welcome in their predominantly White congregations, church leaders are going to have to move
beyond what is comfortable to their congregation. They will have to move past interest
convergence, the idea that African Americans benefit only to the point that Caucasians gain as
well (Ladson-Billings, 2003). Sweeping changes include brushing aside comfort levels and
allowing the storytelling that may make Caucasian congregation members uncomfortable.
Sweeping changes include allowing a previously silenced perspective to be told, acknowledged,
and supported inside the church.
This study included a variety of people from a variety of backgrounds in
nondenominational Christian churches as participants. Some participants represented
perspectives from smaller churches, while others represented perspective from megachurches.
Some participants had only been at their church for a short amount of time, while others had
years of attendance at a church. The sustaining presence of racial issues across the various
perspectives that were represented in this study support the critical race theory tenet that racism
is normal.
Implications
During the interview process, African Americans revealed a multitude of reasons why
they chose to visit a predominantly white church. Reasons included wanting to be in a church
setting that offered slightly greater diversity than they were able to get at an all-Black church,
preferring the shorter services some predominantly White churches offer, wanting to get away
from a bad experience they had at a Black church, and wanting to get away from what they
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viewed as misogyny in their previous Black church where women were limited on what they
could wear or how they could serve in the church. One of the important steps in diversifying a
church is bringing in the diversity; therefore, once African Americans who have attended Black
churches decide to give predominantly White churches a chance, church leaders and members
must be welcoming enough to encourage African Americans to stay.
Data from this study indicated that currently many predominantly White church leaders
fail to successfully diversify their congregations because diversification efforts are not geared in
the correct direction. Efforts often only include strategies that are comfortable for majority
congregants, and the status quo tends to continue within these churches. If a predominantly
White church leader desires to diversify its congregation, a focus must be placed on
acknowledging racism, a fundamental reason why churches are divided in the first place, and on
being willing to implement sweeping changes that allow the inclusion of minority voices. Efforts
should start at the heart of individuals first, and diversity will follow.
The effects of generational racism extend well beyond the walls of church. Cities are still
divided by race. Schools are still divided by race. Job positions, prison demographics, wealth
statistics—all flaunt grotesque racial disparities. This implication of this research study is that
these societal racial disparities are not just going to correct themselves as time passes. They are
the result of generations of racism. Once racism and the effects of racism in society are
adequately acknowledged, leaders can move toward determining what sweeping changes are
necessary to correct the systems that perpetuate this racial divide. Additionally, the church and
the people of the church are supposed to be love personified—when church leaders and members
finally find a way to overcome segregation and the effects of racism, there is a greater chance
that the church can influence the world and pave the way to reconciliation.
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The Bible includes the following declaration: “By this everyone will know that you are
my disciples, if you love one another” (New International Version, 2019/1978, John 13:35). A
change of heart becomes actions. Allowing divided churches and turning a blind eye to the clear
racial division is not loving one another. Indifference and generational racism that created the
current state of segregation in Christian churches does not reflect God and does not reflect God’s
kingdom. Having the congregants’ perspective now gives another piece of information that can
be used to work toward healing the racial divide that plagues Christian churches. Once leaders
and congregation members examine their hearts, action has to happen. A clear picture of changed
hearts will be when the diversity in Christian churches truly reflects the image of God’s
kingdom. In the manner of John 13:35, individuals throughout the world will be able to look at
the church and know the people are God’s disciples because they see the love that is shared
among all races and the clear divide on Sunday mornings is a thing of the past.
Recommendations
This section includes recommendations for practical application as well as
recommendations for future research. For the practical application of data in churches, church
leaders can use information from this study to help guide their diversification efforts.
Recommendations for future research include extending the research into churches that have
successfully diversified their congregations and focusing research on the pastoral perspective.
Recommendations for Practical Application
Sundays remain one of the most segregated times of the week in the United States
because churches tend to be divided by race (Dougherty, 2003). For predominantly White church
leaders who desire to diversify their congregations but have found diversity to be difficult to
achieve, this study provides insight on why being critical through a racial lens is important. The
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critical race theory has been largely criticized within recent months; however, the tenets of the
theory lay a foundation of what many African Americans desire in a predominantly White
Christian church. African Americans want church leaders and members to acknowledge racism
and be willing move into the discomfort that often comes with racial discussions. They want to
tell their stories and be heard—to see sweeping changes that many predominantly White
churches have been unable or unwilling to implement.
Church leaders can use data from this study to guide future diversification efforts by
stressing the importance of addressing people’s hearts. The Bible includes a direction for
Christians to “keep thy heart with all diligence; For out of it are the issues of life” (American
Standard Version, 2022/1901, Proverbs 4:23). The New Living Translation brings even greater
clarification to this verse with this statement: “Guard your heart above all else, for it determines
the course of your life” (2022/1996, Proverbs 4:23). In other words, God calls us as Christians to
look introspectively with a purpose of having a pure heart—holy and acceptable. In a world that
is a product of past generations that thrived on hate and racism, conquering these lasting effects
requires acknowledging the stronghold that hate and racism still have in society and in Christian
churches. This starts with individuals. More specifically, this starts with the leaders. Applying
Proverbs 4:23, a leader who is willing to search his own heart can affect the course of his life. A
leader who searches the heart of his organization similarly has the power to change its course. To
create a church that truly reflects the kingdom of God, leaders must first decide that creating a
church that truly reflects the kingdom of God is worth working to achieve. From there, the values
of the pastor have potential to affect the hearts of the congregation and eventually guide the more
tangible diversification efforts. Changed hearts require actions, and people of the world will
know that hearts have changed when the church is no longer divided.
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Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendations for future research include a continuation of this study. Gaining
additional insight on the congregant perspective will serve to strengthen the understanding of
factors that contribute to making African Americans feel more welcome or out of place in
predominantly white Christian churches. The study can also be expanded to include additional
insight into congregant experiences in a variety of denominations where church leaders aim to
diversify their congregations.
Future researchers should also explore the perspective of church leaders and members
that have successfully diversified their congregations. The leadership perspective as well as the
congregant perspective could provide insight on what and why their efforts have been successful.
This data combined with the data from this research study would provide a more complete
picture of what is needed to achieve greater diversity in Christian churches.
Additionally, future researchers should further explore the pastoral perspective. My
research revealed the importance of the pastor: what the pastor chooses to include in sermons
and how they conduct themselves even outside church walls. Given the importance of the
pastoral role in making African Americans feel more welcome or out of place in predominantly
White Christian churches, future research should include gaining further insight on how
empowered pastors feel to speak their minds—whether they feel empowered to do so and the
impact that other church leaders and the congregation have in allowing pastors to speak freely
about race and racial issues.
Conclusion
With this research study I aimed to gain a greater understanding of why diversification
efforts in predominantly White Christian churches remain largely unsuccessful. Existing
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literature was mainly from a leadership perspective, and with this study I filled in the gap of
knowledge by providing the congregants’ perspective of diversification efforts. The data from
interviews with African American members and former members of predominantly White
Christian churches indicated that many African Americans’ comfort level in predominantly
White churches is dependent on both the pastor and congregation members at the church.
Connections and relationships within the church make African Americans feel welcome, but
these relationships cannot stand alone, as the pastor also plays a significant role in whether
African Americans feel welcome. Caucasian church members’ perspectives indicated that while
Caucasian church members notice diversification efforts in churches, some stood in solidarity
with African Americans regarding racial issues, while some preferred to see everyone as people
rather than specifying race.
Both existing research and this research study supported the idea that ignoring race in a
predominantly White Christian church was not beneficial to diversification efforts. Aligning with
the critical race theory, ignoring race allowed the White racial frame to continue within
predominantly White churches and made many African Americans feel as though their issues
were not important in that space. Data revealed that many African Americans wanted to see
diversifications efforts in a predominantly White Christian church, but they wanted those
tangible diversification efforts to be a small representation of a larger work within the church.
This larger work includes the sweeping changes that the critical race theory indicates are needed
for true change and what the pastors in the Shrink the Divide movement detailed as a heart
change. The larger work begins with having people acknowledge existing racism; it requires that
people look introspectively at how they have biases in their own heart. From there people can
begin to listen to the life stories of people who do not look like them and gain a greater
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understanding of the role they can personally play in the move toward inclusion and bridging the
racial divide. Data from this research aligned with existing data from the leadership perspective
to determine that both Caucasian leaders and congregants should take personal ownership of
racial issues in order to create a church culture that welcomes African American congregants.
This first step has potential to lead to greater connections and relationships within the church,
genuine tangible diversification efforts, and greater retention of African American congregants in
predominantly White Christian churches.
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol
As a Christian who has attended both predominantly White and predominantly Black
Christian churches, I am interested in the ongoing improvement of race relations in the Christian
church. This research study is designed to address the problem of segregation of Christian
churches. Because you are an African American/Caucasian member who is attending or has
attended a predominantly White nondenominational Christian church, your perspective will help
me understand why integration efforts may not be as successful as church leadership intend.
During the interview I will ask you to contribute your personal experiences and thoughts about
your church experience. Your answers along with the answers from approximately 9 others
(totaling 5 African American and 5 Caucasian members of predominantly White
nondenominational Christian churches) will be combined for a final report. Identities will remain
confidential; names will be changed for your privacy. If you have any questions at any point
during the interview, please feel free to ask. Also, if you prefer not to answer a question, let me
know and we will skip it. Thank you for your participation in this study that will benefit us all
through the betterment of our Christian church experience.
1. What efforts have you noticed your church doing to increase diversity in your church?
How effective do you think they have been?
2. Describe the current racial breakdown of your church. Would you say that the number of
African Americans in the congregation is declining, staying steady, or growing? Why?
3. Think about when African Americans and Caucasians in your church interact on a more
personal level—can you recall relationships or specific interactions that may have made
an African American feel more welcome in your church?
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4. Along the same lines, can you recall relationships or specific interactions that may have
made an African American feel out of place in your church?
5. Outside of a typical Sunday service or other full congregation gatherings, how do you
believe small group meetings, bible studies, informal gatherings, and social media
friendships contribute to African Americans feeling welcome or out of place in your
church?
6. “Liturgy” refers to sermon topics, structure of the church service, communal worship
style of a church service. How do you believe the liturgy of your church contributes to
African Americans feeling welcome or out of place in your church?
7. What is your perception of the current level of diversity in your current church?
8. How does your perception of your church’s diversity and their diversity efforts contribute
to your decision to stay or leave your current or past congregations?
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Appendix B: Preinterview Survey
Fill in the information regarding yourself and the predominantly White nondenominational
church you attend/have attended.
Age:
Race:
Gender:
Marital Status:
Number of Children:
Occupation:
Location of church:
Approximate number of people in congregation:
Race of pastor:
Do you volunteer in the church?
How long have/did you attend(ed)?
Do you participate in small group meetings or other informal church gatherings outside of the
main service?
Are you friends with African American church members on social media?
Are you friends with Caucasian church members on social media?
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Appendix C: Coding Matrix
Category
Feeling out of
place/hindrances

Codes

Sub-codes

2V: Must be comfortable with self
2A: Not receiving message, no reason to go
2A: Reason for discomfort
2B: AAs uncomfortable being "the one"
2B: Actions at church not negative, things away from church
2B: Feel as if cannot attend unless share political views
2B: Subtle racism/microaggressions normal
2B: Uncomfortable in church = not going to form relationship with Jesus
2B: Efforts to change church mindset leads to conflict = unwelcome
feeling for any newcomers
2B: No specific in-church actions caused discomfort
2B: Small group = included or not
2V: Disassociation
2A: Black people and women's voices/feelings being overlooked
2V: Respect that religious and political beliefs can be different
Being the only one
Cognitive dissonance
Feeling invisible
Historically White denominations
Inappropriate jokes
Marginalizing people of color
Protecting the children
Racism as norm
Reminiscing realizing hurt
Self-comfort required
Tokenizing
CRT
CRT: Storytelling
CRT: Racism constant norm
2B: Caucasian neg. perception of AA leaders
2B: Christianity historically White, except
Southern Baptist
CRT: Interest convergence
CRT: Sweeping changes needed … not steady improvement
City
Comparing AA and C
Churches
Experience at Black church
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Category

Codes
Sub-codes
2A: Caucasian uncomfortable in Black church
2B: Black ppl uncomfortable with White ppl in Black
church/threatened/feel unsafe
Caucasian hesitant to visit Black church
2A: Also unwelcome at Black church
Noticing differences between AA & C churches
Noticing similarities AA & C Churches
Unhappy at Black church
Wanted greater diversity than all Black church

Congregation
description
Discussing/noticing race
2V: Desire that racial issues be addressed
2A: Prefers church having convos about race
2A: When you call out racism, Caucasian automatically defensive
2B: Detach AAs from color
2B: Don't know how to diversify in PC way
2B: Don't think about race until there is an issue
2B: Past = didn't consider race in church
2B: Personal level, didn't notice marginalization
2B: Services should adapt for the people
2B: White ppl unaware of race until they are the minority
2B: Discussing past racial transgressions beneficial
2B: Lack of convo regarding race = AAs leaving
2A: Disappointment that never considered AAs feelings pos. or neg.
2V: Impt for AA to feel their problems are impt, too
2V: Race issues separate from church
Avoid discussing race/controversial topics
Detached from Blackness
Discussing racism with AAs
Don't think about race w/o event occurring
Not noticing/aware AAs feeling out of place
Noticing/not noticing race
Perceptions of liturgy/sermons/doctrine
Race: no effect on church choice
Starting the conversation about race
Diversification efforts
Leadership
2B: Diverse leaders is a façade
Diversify leadership
2V: Diversification efforts should not make ppl feel out of place
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Category

Codes
Music

Sub-codes

2A: Singing AA music can be misappropriation
Diverse music
Contact successful pastors
Disassociation
Diversity important at beginning only
2B: What brings growth in diversity
Liturgy
Minority impact
Minority visibility
Minorities inviting minorities
Directly ask minorities how
Singers bring families
None
2A: Caucasian unhappy with lack of diversification
efforts
No noticeable diversification efforts
Not sure how to diversify
Outreach
Community outreach/missions/events
2B: Outreach geared toward majority groups
Relationships
2V: Healing race relations more impt. than
diversity
Focus on people/connections
Focus on race relations rather than diversity
2V: Personal
responsibility
Feeling
welcome/desired traits
2V: Celebrate color
2B: Diverse music better
2B: Flexibility within the church = more comfortable
2B: Seeing AA in leadership = more comfortable
2B: Small groups
2B: Utilizing AA interests = more comfortable
2V: Being part of a group = feeling welcome
2A: Feel welcome: supportive, inclusive, accepting people
2V: Important characteristics
2V: Impt to build relationship w/ ppl in church
2V: Representation matters
2V: Value sexual, gender, political differences
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Category

Codes
Sub-codes
2V: Being active in church makes it more welcoming
Location/accessibility
Small group
Space for stories

Interracial interactions
2B: Sharing church leads to reconciliation
2B: Caucasians don't understand AA sensitivity to racism
2B: Church is spiritual and social
2B: More comfortable w/ ppl of same race, not racism
2B: People supportive/neutral
2B: Race doesn't matter
2B: AA may not be uncomfortable with being tokenized
2B: Wanted AAs to conform
2B: Self Segregating
2B: Strong relationship > discussion > better race relations
Church is cultural
Congregant reactions
Hanging out with people that look alike
Perception of pastor
2V: Negative perception of pastor more impt than welcoming feeling of
church
2B: Both pastor and congregation have to be aligned for change to happen
2B: Kids tainted by perceived racist leadership
2B: Overlook pastor b/c he may change
2B: Past makes them open to address racial issues
2B: Pastor caters to specific population
2B: Pastor tried; congregation didn't want
2B: Have to recognize own racism and come to term with it
2A: Supports discussing (world) issues
2V: Pastor should not align with Trump
2V: Perception of pastor/others in leadership most important
Pastor background
Pastor held back from diversification efforts
Pastor political activities
Perception of other leadership
Proud of pastor
Politics
2B: Pastor: knows is missing mark with AAs
2A: Tearfully happy to find church acknowledging social justice
2B: Aligning with Trump makes a person racist
2B: Cannot want unity but support Trump's divisiveness
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Category

Codes
Sub-codes
2B: Echo chambers
2A: Nervous about congregant reactions
2V: Bible should connect with beliefs
2V: Separating/combining Christianity and American nationalism
Political echo chamber
Public stance on racial issues

Relating to being Black
Social media
2B: Social media = less connection = ppl more comfortable saying things
may be hurtful
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Appendix D: Cross-Case Analysis
Research
question

Theme

Category

Code

1. What are
African
Americans’
perceptions of
factors that
may contribute
to feelings of
being at home
or out of place
in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?

Catering to the majority
population makes
African Americans feel
invisible.

Feeling out of
place/hindrances
Discussing/noticing
race
Perception of
pastor

2B: Feel as if cannot
attend unless share
political beliefs
2V: Respect that
religious and political
beliefs can be different
Being the only one
Feeling invisible
2V: Desire that racial
issues be addressed
2A: Prefers church
having convos about
race
2V: Impt for AA to feel
their problems are impt,
too
Avoid discussing
race/controversial topics
2B: Pastor caters to
specific population

Case
supporting
theme
Brittnee
Tracey
Andrea

Quote/Example

Brittnee: He put
his belief system
on the
population of
his church,
expecting it to
be “everyone’s
belief system,
and a lot of
those beliefs are
not going to be
[the] same as a
minority person
who grew up in
the South
because our
experiences are
very different.”
Tracey: “We
make her feel
part. We
welcome her.
We hug her, you
know. And she’s
in everything,
and she feels
welcome. And
we’ve had
conversations
actually where
she … ask her
… what are your
thoughts? You
know, make her
feel part of the
conversation. I,
on the other
hand, when the
shoe was on the
other side, I was
invisible. Like I
wasn’t even
there.”
Andrea: She
believed they
were not
“comfortable
broaching the
subject—like
they know they
probably could
do better, but
like I just don’t
think the elders
in the church
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Research
question

1. What are
African
Americans’
perceptions of
factors that
may contribute
to feelings of
being at home
or out of place
in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?

Theme

Many African
Americans value and
require meaningful
acknowledgement of
race and racial issues

Category

Discussing/noticing
race
Perception of
pastor

Code

2V: Desire that racial
issues be addressed
2A: Prefers church
having convos about
race
2B: Don’t know how to
diversify in a PC way
2B: Don’t think about
race until there is an
issue
2B: Past = didn’t
consider race in church
2B: Services should
adapt for the people
2B: White ppl unaware
of race until they are the
minority
2B: Discussing past
racial transgressions
beneficial
2V: Impt for AA to feel
their problems are impt,
too
Avoid discussing
race/controversial topics
Detached from
Blackness
Discussing racism with
AAs
Don’t think about race
w/o event occurring
Noticing/not noticing
race
Perceptions of
liturgy/sermons/doctrine
Starting the
conversation about race
2B: Past makes them
open to address racial
issues
2A: Supports discussing
(world) issues

Case
supporting
theme

Timothy
Willie
Bernadette
Elvira
Tracey
Brittnee

Quote/Example

feel comfortable
like doing it.”
Timothy: “I
think that that’s
very
meaningful. I’m
proud. I’m
proud. I haven’t
seen it. Don’t
know how good
it was. I’ve
heard good
feedback, but
just the attempt,
just the effort
makes me
proud.”
Willie: “I was
even more in
[the pastor’s]
corner after one
particular
sermon when he
was like … this
is what African
Americans have
been trying to
say … we
haven’t been
listening.”
Bernadette:
“Yes, he
addressed it, but
he also skirted
around the issue.
He never came
out and said
‘Black lives
matter,’ which
to me was a put
off.”
Elvira: “The
disconnect is
where he
doesn’t really
dive into the
topics that we
may be
experiencing,
and if he does
it’s very short,
like, ‘we know
what’s going on
in today’s
society … make
sure we come
together.’”
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Research
question

1. What are
African
Americans’
perceptions of
factors that
may contribute
to feelings of
being at home
or out of place
in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?

Theme

Perception of church
leadership is a major
factor in whether
African Americans feel
welcome or out of
place

Category

Perception of
pastor
Politics
Feeling out of
place/hindrances

Code

2V: Negative perception
of pastor more impt than
welcoming feeling of
church
2B: Both pastor and
congregation have to be
aligned for change to
happen
2B: Kids tainted by
perceived racist leader
2B: Past makes them
open to address racial
issues
2B: Pastor caters to
specific population
2A: Supports discussing
(world) issues
2V: Pastor should not
align with Trump
2V: Perception of
pastor/others in
leadership most
important
Pastor background
Pastor held back from
diversification efforts
Pastor political activities
Perception of other
leadership
Proud of pastor
2B: Pastor: knows is
missing mark with AAs
2B: Aligning with
Trump makes a person
racist
2B: Cannot want unity
but support Trump’s
divisiveness
2A: Not receiving the
message, no reason to
go
2B: Actions at church
not negative, things
away from church

Case
supporting
theme

Elvira
Tracey
Willie
Timothy

Quote/Example
Tracey: “When
it came down to
race topics, they
stayed away
from that. At all
costs.”
Brittnee: He has
“done a couple
sermons
specifically
touching on
politics and race
and things like
that.”
Elvira: “I know
God speaks
through them
[the pastor], but
how do you
separate the man
and what he's
doing from the
word? Is he
tainting the
word that God is
giving him from
the things that
he’s doing and
involving
himself in?”
Tracey: “You
can apologize
all day if you
want to, and
they had them
apologize and
have meetings,
but it doesn’t
change the fact
that you are a
leader in the
church, and that
was your
response.”
Willie: The
father was
“kicked out of a
church for
letting Black
people into the
church and
sitting down
with them, so
yeah … I will
support him ‘til
the day I leave
[the area].”
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Research
question

Theme

Category

Code

Case
supporting
theme

2B: Feel as if cannot
attend unless share
political views

1a. What are
African
Americans’
perceptions of
the role that
interracial
interactions
play in their
own feeling at
home or out of
place in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?
1b. What types
of interracial
interactions do
African
Americans
perceive as
having the
greatest impact
on minority
attrition in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?

Genuine interactions,
connections, and
relationships with
individuals in the
church make African
Americans feel more
welcome.

Interracial
interactions
Feeling
welcome/desired
traits

2B: Sharing church
leads to reconciliation
2B: Church is spiritual
and social
2B: Strong relationships
> discussion > better
race relations
Church is cultural
2B: Small groups
Being part of a group =
feeling welcome
2A: Feel welcome:
supportive, inclusive,
accepting people
2V: Impt to build
relationship w/ ppl in
church
Space for stories

Timothy
Brittnee
Elvira
Bernadette
Willie
Tracey

Quote/Example

Timothy:
Because his
current pastor is
willing to tackle
issues that deal
with race,
Timothy finds
more value in
the new smaller,
less diverse
church than he
did in the larger,
more diverse
church.
Timothy:
“You’re always
gonna [sic] feel,
I mean just
walking in,
you’re already,
you’re already
different
walking in,” but
the church is
structured to
incorporate
interactions that
have made
Timothy’s
family feel more
welcome.
Brittnee: “I
mean they just
literally make
conversation
with you and
talk to you and
show genuine
interest in
getting to know
who you are.”
Elvira: “Just to
see [the concern
for her husband]
and see that true
genuine
excitement
when you
haven’t seen
your friend, like,
‘Oh, is he here?’
That kind of
thing” makes
her feel
welcome.
Bernadette: She
described him as
a genuine soul
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Research
question

1a. What are
African
Americans’
perceptions of
the role that
interracial
interactions
play in their
own feeling at
home or out of
place in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?
1b. What types
of interracial
interactions do
African
Americans
perceive as
having the
greatest impact
on minority
attrition in
predominantly
White
Christian
churches?

Theme

Small groups have the
potential to make
African Americans feel
either welcome or out
of place

Category

Feeling
welcome/desired
traits
Feeling out of
place/hindrances
Interracial
interactions

Code

2B: Small groups
2V: Being part of a
group = feeling
welcome
2V: Impt. to build
relationships w/ ppl in
church
Space for stories
2B: Small group =
included or not
2A: AAs uncomfortable
being “the one”
2B: Sharing church
leads to reconciliation
2B: Strong relationship
> discussion > better
race relations
People
supportive/neutral

Case
supporting
theme

Andrea
Brittnee
Elvira
Bernadette
Timothy

Quote/Example
who makes “a
genuine effort to
make us feel
included and
involved.
Willie: He
described people
as being "very
welcoming, very
nice, very
cordial."
Tracey: "It was
probably more
comfortable for
them to stick
with their own
kind."
Andrea: She has
been able to
“know people
individually …
not just as a
Black person, as
[Andrea] instead
of just, ‘Oh, I
know this Black
girl who goes to
church.’”
Brittnee: The
relationships she
has built in the
small group
have allowed
her to tell her
story. which has
brought greater
understanding
and connection
among her small
group members.
Elvira: The
conference
“helps a lot to
kind of tie us
together because
that’s a
weekend-long
thing.”
Bernadette:
“Awkward I
guess just
because, well I
don’t know.
There was just a
disconnect.
Nobody was
mean or
anything, but …
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Research
question

2. How do
African
American and
Caucasian
members of
predominantly
White
churches
perceive
church efforts
to diversify
membership?

Theme

Efforts to diversify can
be ineffective if both
the pastor and
congregation are not on
board

Category

Perception of
pastor
Interracial
interactions
Feeling out of
place/hindrances

Code

2V: Negative perception
of pastor more impt than
welcoming feeling of
church
2B: Both pastor and
congregation have to be
aligned for change to
happen
2B: Pastor tried;
congregation didn’t
want
2V: Perception of
pastor/others in
leadership most
important
Pastor held back from
diversification efforts
Hanging out with people
that look alike
2B: Caucasians don’t
understand AA
sensitivity to racism
2B: Church is spiritual
and social
2B: Subtle
racism/microaggressions
normal
2A: Not receiving
message, no reason to
go

Case
supporting
theme

Tracey
Elvira
Andrea

Quote/Example

it was awkward.
Standoffish, I
guess you could
say.”
Timothy: “I
definitely think
the small group
settings and all
the informal
gatherings—I
think they are
very
welcoming.”
Tracey: “You’re
looking at the
pastors what are
probably trying
to grow their
church
[diversity], they
were trying to
make it
inclusive, but
people who
didn’t care
about that or
weren’t looking
at that aspect,
they didn’t care
to make it
welcoming at
all.”
Elvira: She
explained how
seeing her
pastor
supporting
Donald Trump
on C-SPAN
made her
wonder “what
kind of
conversations
are going on, or
what their
mindset
necessarily is …
how does that sit
with them?”
Andrea: “So I
feel like he’s
trying to find
like the fine line
of like being
himself but also
to like be
respectful … of
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Research
question

Theme

Category

Code

Case
supporting
theme

2. How do
African
American and
Caucasian
members of
predominantly
White
churches
perceive
church efforts
to diversify
membership?

Many African
Americans want
connection, efforts that
acknowledge/celebrate
diversity, and efforts
that acknowledge the
negative aspects of the
African American
experience

Discussing/noticing
race
Feeling
welcome/desired
traits

2V: Desire that racial
issues be addressed
2A: Prefers church
having convos about
race
2B: Don’t think about
race until there is an
issue
2B: White ppl unaware
of race until they are the
minority
2B: Discussing past
racial transgressions
beneficial
2B: Lack of convo
regarding race = AAs
leaving
2V: Impt for AA to feel
their problems are impt,
too
Space for stories
2A: Feel welcome:
supportive, inclusive,
accepting people
2V: Value sexual,
gender, political
differences

Bernadette
Brittnee
Willie

2. How do
African
American and
Caucasian
members of
predominantly
White
churches
perceive
church efforts
to diversify
membership?

Appreciate and see the
value in diversification
efforts

Discussing/noticing
race

2A: Disappointment that
never considered AAs
feelings pos. or neg.
Race: No effect on
church choice

Whittany
Christophe

Quote/Example

the people in
church.”
Bernadette:
Bernadette
described how
she “felt really
connected” in
the church “up
until the whole
George Floyd
thing” when her
pastor
“addressed it but
not directly.”
Brittnee: White
churches in the
South failed to
make minorities
feel as though
“their issues and
problems are
important, too.”
Willie: He
found a church
where there
were “no
noticeable
efforts to
increase
diversity,” yet
the pastor was
“vocal about
racism and …
everyone doing
their part.”
Whittany: “I
love that we’re
trying to
integrate
everybody. I
love that. I don’t
believe that we
should be
segregated.
We’re people.
Like we’re just
people.”
Christophe: “We
are all God’s
child, and we all
have that
personal ability
to talk to God
through prayer
… it doesn’t
matter what race
or gender.”
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Research
question

Theme

Category

Code

2. How do
African
American and
Caucasian
members of
predominantly
White
churches
perceive
church efforts
to diversify
membership?

Issues concerning race
are a personal value

2V: Personal
responsibility
Diversification
efforts
Feeling
welcome/desired
traits
Feeling out of
place/hindrances
Discussing/noticing
race
Politics
Diversification
efforts

2A: Singing AA music
can be misappropriation
2A: Feel welcome:
supportive, inclusive,
accepting people
2B: AAs uncomfortable
being “the one”
2A: Black people and
women’s voices/feeling
being overlooked
Cognitive dissonance
Inappropriate jokes
Marginalizing people of
color
Tokenizing
2A: When you call out
racism, Caucasians
automatically defensive
2A: Tearfully happy to
find church
acknowledge social
justice
Echo chambers
2V:
Separating/combining
Christianity and
Americana nationalism
Public stance on racial
issues
None

Case
supporting
theme
Alexandria
Eva
Joelle
Krystal

Quote/Example

Alexandria:
“They just take
that immediately
and just go into
the defensive,
and they start
listing all these
reasons why
they can’t
possibly be
racist, and, of
course, showing
that they
actually are.”
Eva: “When
something really
big happens,
like
something—we
know that these
things happen
constantly, but
when it’s really
publicized, and
it’s big, and it’s
in your face, and
then you go to
church and it’s
not mentioned at
all—I think that
that is a huge
disconnect.
Like, it's like a
huge like, all
right, maybe my
life—like my
experience
doesn’t even
matter in this
space because
we’re not even
addressing it.
Joelle: “They
were having
conversations
and actively
looking at things
and thinking
about [race] and
saying, this is
not what God’s
kingdom looks
like.”
Krystal: She
“didn’t feel like
it was
inclusionary
enough for what
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Research
question

Theme

Category

Code

Case
supporting
theme

Quote/Example
I wanted … I
didn’t want to
give my money
and my time to a
place that I
didn’t feel like
really welcomed
everybody.”
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